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To provide dissemination of information regarding the availability of Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) im-
agery, the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF) publishes a U.S. and a Non-U.S. Standard Catalog on a monthly sched-
ule. These catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the referenced month.
The U. S. Standard Catalog includes imagery covering the continental United States, Alaska, and Hawaii; the Non-U. S.
Catalog identifies all the remaining coverage. Imagery adjacent to the continental U. S. and Alaska borders will nor-
mally appear in the U. S. Standard Catalog. As a supplement to these catalogs, an inventory of ERTS imagery on 16 mm
microfilm is also available.
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the NDPF annually publishes a cumulative U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard
Catalog. These catalogs include information on all observations acquired and processed by the facility during that year.
Catalogs and microfilm are available through NDPF to ERTS investigators and approved individuals or agencies. In
addition, copies of the Standard Catalogs and microfilm may be purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, 57198.
Sections 1 and 2 of this introduction describe the contents and format for the Standard Catalogs and the associated micro-
film. Section 3 provides a cross-reference table defining the beginning and ending dates for ERTS-1 cycles.
Additional information concerning catalogs or microfilm may be obtained by writing or telephoning:
NDPF User Services





SECTION 1 - STANDARD CATALOG
1. 1 MONTHLY CATALOGS
The monthly U. S. and Non-U; S. Standard Catalogs are divided into three parts. Part 1 (see Paragraph 1. 1, A) con-
sists of annotated maps which graphically depict the geographic areas covered by imagery listed in the current
catalog. Part 2 (see Paragraph 1. 1, B) contains a computer generated listing organized by observation identification
number (ID) and includes pertinent information about each image. Part 3 (see Paragraph 1.1, C) provides a com-
puter listing of observations organized by longitude/latitude.
A. Satellite Coverage Maps. A series of satellite coverage reference maps is provided at the beginning of each
monthly issue of the U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs. These maps are segregated by cycle and depict
the general location of observations listed in that catalog. The format and data content of these maps are
slightly different in the U. S. and Non-U. S. catalogs.
1. U. S. Satellite Coverage Maps. Two separate map formats are presented in this catalog. One map outlines
the continental U. S. and depicts the estimated cloud cover along each north to south subsatellite path. Each
path is identified by actual orbit number and a cross reference, which matches the orbit number to the ini-
tial observation ID for that path. The second map provides an enlarged view of Alaska and Hawaii and dis-
plays the portion of an orbital pass for which coverage is available. This map does not include cloud cover
estimates or orbit numbers.
2. Non-U. S. Satellite Coverage Map. A world outline map is provided with the portions of an orbital swath
for which observations are available graphically displayed. This map is intended solely to inform the
user as to whether or not coverage is included in the catalog for his area of interest. It is not intended as
a rapid reference to specific observations.
B. Observation Identification Number (ID) Listing. The data format for the observation ID listing is identical in
the U.S. and Non-U. S. Catalogs. Observation ID numbers are listed in a sequential manner from smallest
number to largest. Associated with each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that observation.
A sample catalog page with a description of each data item is shown in Figure I-1.
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1. Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure I-1.
( 08 :10 JUL 03, '74 Q FROM 06/01/74 TO 06/30/74
0. 0 0 0 @ 0 @
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS % LAT LONG 123 45678
1655-16480 00000/0000 10025/0001 05/09/74 100 . 9133 4848N 09740W 52.8 139.0 GGGG
1655-16482 00000/0000 10025/0002 05/09/74 100 9133 4724N 09817W 53.6 137.0 GGGG
1655-16485 00000/0000 10025/0003. 05/09/74 30 9133 4559N .09852W 54.4 135.0 GGGG
1655-16491 00000/0000 10025/0004 05/09/74 10 9133 4433N 09926W 55.2 132.9 PGGG
1655-16494 00000/0000 10025/0005 05/09/74 20 9133 4308N 09957W 55.9 130.7 PPGG
1655-16500 000000000 10025/0006 05/09/74 50 9133 4143N 10028W 56.5 128.5 PPGG
1655-16503 00000/0000 .10025/0007 05/09/74 90 9133 4018N 10058W 57.2 126.2 GGGG
1655-16505 00000/0000 10025/0008 05/09/74 30 9133 3853N 10128W 57.7 123.9 PGGG
KEY:
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY
* 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER * BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT
* ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE * G = GOOD P = POOR IMAGE
Figure I-1. Standard Catalog for CUS
2. Description of Data Items
o Date of catalog listing ) RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image po-O Time frame during which imagery was processed sition on roll; note: RBV and MSS images
o Special keys to data for a given observation may be on two differentO Observation ID microfilm rolls
1010 15165 Date of observation
- Estimated percent of cloud cover
Tenths of seconds . Orbit number
Minutes of hour ® Latitude and longitude at observation center
'n Hour of day since launch (degrees and minutes)
Day since launch Sun elevation and azimuth at observation
Satellite number (1=ERTS A, center
2=ERTS B) . Image quality; see key
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C. Longitude/Latitudet Listing. The data format for the longitude/latitude listing- is identical in the U. S. and Non-
U. S. Catalogs. This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizes them
by coordinates, using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this listing will
be sorted first by longitude and, within longitude, by latitude. The longitude/latitude listing is arranged in the
following manner:
180-0 degrees East; 90-0 degrees North and 0-90 degrees South
followed by
0-180 degrees West; 90-0 degrees North and 0-90 degrees South
This listing is intended to be used as a tool for locating specific coverage, and once a specific observation has
been identified, pertinent information about it can be found by referring to the ID listing.
Figure I-2 below shows a sample catalog page with a description of each data item.
1. Sample Longitude/Latitude Format. See Figure I-2.
0 07/03/74 FROM 06/01/74 TO 06/30/74
o 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0
PRINCIPAL PT. QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. QUALITY
OF IMAGE BSERVATION RBV MSS OFIMAGE OBSERVATION CC RBV MSS OF IMAGE OBSERVATION CC RBV MSS
LONG LAT ID % 12345678 LONG LAT ID % 12345678 LONG LAT ID % 12345678
07953W 3859N 1676-15241 0 GGGG 08232W 3025N 1676-15264 20 GGGG 08502W 3148N 1678-15374 70 GGGG
08004W 2859N 1674-15154 80 GGGG 08240W 4309N 1661-15404 50 GGGP 08504W 4435N 1663-15514 60 GGGG
08010W 4605N 1678-15333 30 GGGG 08241W 3444N 1677-15311 60 GGGG 08506W 3609N 1679-15421 80 GGGG
08017W 3314N 1675-15201 70 GGGG 08244W 4317N 1679-15400 50 GGGG 08506W 3601N 1661-15424 100 GG G
08019W 4151N 1677-15290 80 GGGG 08248W 3859N 1678-15354 100 GGGG 08508W 4026N 1680-15464 20 GGGG
08022W 3734N 1676-15244 0 GGGG 08256W 2857N 1676-15271 10 GGGG 08509W 2606N 1677-15334 20 GGGG
08023W 4850N 1661-15390 40 GGG 08301W 4607N 1680-15450 20 GGGG 08512W 4017N 1662-15471 70 GGGG
08024W 4856N 1679-15382 50 GGGG 08304W 4558N 1662-15453 70 GGGG 08521W 4727N 1664-15563 20 GGGG
O KEY:
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY
* 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER * BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT
S**= NO DATA AVAILABLE 0 G = GOOD P = POOR
Figure I-2. Coordinate Listing Standard Catalog for CUS
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INTRODUCTION
To provide dissemination of information regarding the availability of Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) im-
agery, the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF) publishes a U. S. and a Non-U.S. Standard Catalog on a monthly sched-
ule. These catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the referenced month.
The U. S. Standard Catalog includes imagery covering the continental United States, Alaska, and Hawaii; the Non-U. S.
Catalog identifies all the remaining coverage. Imagery adjacent to the continental U. S. and Alaska borders will nor-
mally appear in the U.S. Standard Catalog. As a supplement to these catalogs, an inventory of ERTS imagery on 16 mm
microfilm is also available.
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the NDPF annually publishes a cumulative U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard
Catalog. These catalogs include information on all observations acquired and processed by the facility during that year.
Catalogs and microfilm are available through NDPF to ERTS investigators and approved individuals or agencies. In
addition, copies of the Standard Catalogs and microfilm may be purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, 57198.
Sections 1 and 2 of this introduction describe the contents and format for the Standard Catalogs and the associated micro-
film. Section 3 provides a cross-reference table defining the beginning and ending dates for ERTS-1 cycles.
Additional information concerning catalogs or microfilm may be obtained by writing or telephoning:
NDPF User Services





2. Description of Data Items
o Date of catalog listing ® Estimated percent of cloud cover( Time frame during which imagery was processed ( Image quality; see keyQ Longitude and latitude at observation center (degrees and minutes) ® Special keys to data
o Observation ID (See Figure I-1, Paragraph 1.1, B, 2)
1.2 CUMULATIVE STANDARD CATALOGS
Annually, a cumulative catalog is produced which includes information covering all observations and coordinates
acquired and processed by the NDPF during that year.
A. Observation ID Listing. The observation ID listing format is expanded to identify observations for which color
or digital products have been made.
1. Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure 1-5.
O 15:36 MAR I, '74 FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/74
0 0 G 0 0 @ @
MICROFILM ROLL NO./ CLOUD PRINCIPAL POINT IMAGE QUALITY
OBSERVATION POSITION IN ROLL DATE COVER ORBIT OF IMAGE SUN SUN RBV MSS
ID RBV MSS ACQUIRED NUMBER LAT LONG ELEV AZIM. 123 45678
1002-16300 00000/0000 10001/0001 07/25/72 20 27 3844N 09440W 58.7 119.5 GGGG
1002-16303 00000/0000 10001/0002 07/25/72 10 27 3719N 09508W "59.1 117.0 GGGG
1002-16305 00000/0000 10001/0003 07/25/72 10 27 3553N 09536W 59.4 114.4 GG G
1002-16312 00000/0000 10001/0004 07/25/72 0 27 3426N 09602W 59.7 111.8 GG G
1002-16314 00000/0000 10001/0005 07/25/72 0 27 3300N 09628W 60.0 109.1 GGPG
1002-16321 10001/0006 00000/0000 07/25/72 10 27 3135N 09654W 60.2 106.4 GGG
1002-16323 10001/0007 10001/0008 07/25/72 30 27 3010N 09719W 60.3 103.7 GGG GGGG
1002-16330 10001/0009 10001/0010 07/25/72 60 27 2844N 09744W 60.3 101.0 GCCG GG G
KEY:
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY
* 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER 0 BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT
* *, = NO DATA AVAILABLE * G = GOOD P = POOR IMAGE
Figure 1-5. Cumulative Standard Catalog for US
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2. Description of Data Items
o Date of catalog listing @ RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image po-
O Time frame during which imagery was sition on roll; note: RBV and MSS images
processed for a given observation may be on two dif-O Special keys to data ferent microfilm rolls
O Observation ID Q Date of observation
1010 5165 Estimated percent of cloud cover® Orbit number
Tens of seconds ® Latitude and longitude at observation
Minutes of hour center (degrees and minutes)
Hour of day since launch ® Sun elevation and azimuth at observation
Day since launch center
- Satellite number (1=ERTS A, © Image quality; see key
2=ERTS B)
B. Coordinate ID Listing
1. Sample Coordinate ID Format. See Figure 1-6.
@ 15:36 MAR 11, '74 O FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/74
0 0 0 000 @ @ @
PRINCIPAL-POINT MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE OBSERVATION POSITION IN ROLL COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C CDD
07607W 3734N 1295-15144 00000/0000 10010/1659 05/14/73 20 4112 60.2 122.0 GGGG M
07607W 3731N 1259-15150 00000/0000 10010/0088 04/08/73 90 3610 50.7 133.2 GGGG M
07607W 3731N 1313-15143 00000/0000 10011/0920 06/01/73 80 4363 62.3 116.2 GGGG M
07608W 4438N 1027-15231 00000/0000 10001/1498 08/19/72 0 375 50.9 136.9 GGGG M M
07608W 3731N 1331-15142 00000/0000 10011/1589 06/19/73 100 4614 62.4 112.8 GGGG
07608W 3724N 1349-15141 00000/0000 10012/1387 07/07/73 10 4865 61.2 112.9 PGPP M M
07609W 4851N 1352-15275 00000/0000 10012/1622 07/10/73 60 4907 56.7 133.9 G
07609W 3144N 1006-15093 10001/0377 10001/0378 07/29/72 100 82 59.7 108.3 CGG PPGG
KEY:
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCT IYPI.S ALRI:ADY MADE
0 OTO 100= % OF CLOUD COVER * BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT 0 R = MADI. I ROM RHV BANDS ONLY
* **= NO DATA AVAILABLE 0 G=GOOD P=POOR * M = MADUI I ROM MSS BANDS ONLY
* I = MADE FROM BOTH RBV AND MSS
Figure 1-6. Coordinate Listing with Product Data Standard Catalog for US
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2. Description of Data Items
) Date of catalog listing ) RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image po-O Time frame during which imagery was sition on roll; note: RBV and MSS images
processed for a given observation may be on two dif-O Special keys to data ferent microfilm rolls
o Observation ID ® Date of observation
1010 65 Estimated percent of cloud cover
Orbit number
Tens of seconds Latitude and longitude at observation
Minutes of hour center (degrees and minutes)
Hour of day since launch Sun elevation and azimuth at observation
Day since launch center
Satellite number (1=ERTS A, © Image quality; see key
2=ERTS B) © Image/data product availability; see key
0 KEY:
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCT TYPES ALREADY MADE
S0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER 0 BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT 0 R = MADE FROM RBV BANDS ONLY
* ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE G = GOOD = POOR IMAGE * M = MADE FROM MSS BANDS ONLY
* B = MADE FROM BOTH RBV AND MSS
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SECTION 2 - MICROFILM
2.1 GENERAL
The NASA Data Processing Facility produces a high quality 16 mm microfilm inventory of imagery processed during
the referenced month and is organized for convenient use with the Standard Catalog.
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data is divided into U. S. andl non-U. S. segments. Each set
of microfilm images is in exact correspondence to a Standard Catalog and can be used in conjunction with the cata-
log for selecting desired images. Approximately 1900 images will be contained on. one roll of 16 mm x 100 ft micro-
film. Because the microfilm images are intended to provide only a summary of the data available, the images are
limited to one band each for the RBV and MSS. Although a single observation will produce seven images, in the
production of microfilm only the RBV Spectral Band 2 images (. 580 - .680 microns) and MSS Spectral Band 2 images
(.6 - .7 microns) are reproduced. Each image is a photograph of a 70mm (-2) image and contains the image identi-
fier and annotation block. Below is an example of the microfilm format.
Microfilm roll numbers contain five digits. The first digit will always be a 1 (for U. S. rolls) or a 2 (for Non-U. S.
rolls). The remaining digits are used to number sequentially all microfilm rolls prepared within each group. Ex-
ample: Roll number 10001 is the first U. S. roll of microfilm produced. Roll number 20004 is the fourth Non-U. S.
roll to be produced.
The microfilm contains two rapid search capabilities to help the user quickly reach the desired scene. They are:
* Code Line Indexing
* Blip Encoding
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2.2 CODE LINE INDEXING
The ERTS microfilm images have been annotated with visual code lines to the right of each frame. The visual code
lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances and allow the user to advance rapidly to within 20
frames of his desired image. Below is an example of the ERTS microfilm code line index graduations.
m 0 m




The ERTS microfilm images have also been annotated with a blip (black spot) at the base of each frame. This type
of encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and counting capability or an odometer. To
use the blip encoding retrieval system, the film will have to be placed in a cartridge. When the cartridge is placed
in a reader which contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image is ob-
tained from the Standard Catalog (column 6, Microfilm Position) and either punched on the keyboard or read via the
odometer as the film advances. Using a reader configured for rapid search and retrieval, the film advances and the
frames (blips) are counted by means of a photosensing light. When the appropriate number has been counted, the
reader stops and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer requires the user
to monitor the odometer as the film advances and stop the advance of the film in the vicinity of the required frame.
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SECTION 3 - ERTS-1 CYCLES
Days Since Days SinceCalendar Date Calendar DateCycle Launch Cycle Launch
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
First 8 days 1 8 24 Jul 72 31 Jul 72 19 333 350 21 Jun 73 8 Jul 73
1 9 26 1 Aug 72 18 Aug 72 20 351 368 9 Jul 73 26 Jul 73
2 27 44 19 Aug 72 5 Sep 72 21 369 386 27 Jul 73 13 Aug 73
3 45 62 6 Sep 72 23 Sep 72 22 387 404 14 Aug 73 31 Aug 73
4 63 80 24 Sep 72 11 Oct 72 23 405 422 1 Sep 73 18 Sep 73
5 81 98 12 Oct 72 29 Oct 72 24 423 440 19 Sep 73 6 Oct 73
6 99 116 30 Oct 72 16 Nov 72 25 441 458 7 Oct 73 24 Oct 73
7 117 134 17 Nov 72 4 Dec 72 26 459 476 25 Oct 73 11 Nov 73
8 135 152 5 Dec 72 22 Dec 72 27 477 494 12 Nov 73 29 Nov 73
9 153 170 23 Dec 72 9 Jan 73 28 495 512 30 Nov 73 .17 Dec 73
10. 171 188 10 Jan 73 27 Jan 73 29 513 530 18 Dec 73 4 Jan 74
11 189 206 28 Jan 73 14 Feb 73 30 531 548 5 Jan 74 22 Jan 74
12 207 224 15 Feb 73 4 Mar 73 31 549 566 23 Jan 74 9 Feb 74
13 225 242 5 Mar 73 22 Mar 73 32 567 584 10 Feb 74 27 Feb 74
14 243 260 23 Mar 73 9 Apr 73 33 585 602 28 Feb 74 17 Mar 74
15 261 278 10 Apr 73 27 Apr 73 34 603 620 18 Mar 74 4 Apr 74
16 279 296 28 Apr 73 15 May 73 35 621 638 5 Apr 74 22 Apr 74
17 297 314 16 May 73 2 Jun 73 36 639 656 23 Apr 74 11 May 74
18- 315 332 3 Jun 73 20 Jun 73 37 657 674 12 May 74 28 May 74
xi
SECTION 3 - ERTS-1 CYCLES
Days Since Days SinceDays i  Calendar Date Days Since Calendar Date
Cycle Launch Cycle LaunchCycle Cycle
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
38 675 692 29 May 74 15 Jun 74 51 909 926 18 Jan 75 4 Feb 75
39 693 710 16 Jun 74 3 Jul 74 52 927. 944 5 Feb 75 22 Feb 75
40 711 728 4 Jul 74 21 Jul 74 53 945 962 23 Feb 75 12 Mar 75
41 729 746 22 Jul 74 8 Aug 74 54 963 980 13 Mar 75 30 Mar 75
42 747 764 9 Aug 74 26 Aug 74 55 981 998 31 Mar 75 17 Apr 75
43 765 782 27 Aug 74 13 Sep 74 56 999 101.6 18 Apr 75 5 May 75
44 783 800 14 Sep 74 1 Oct 74 57 1017 1034 6 May 75 23 May 75
45 801 818 2 Oct 74 19 Oct 74 58 1035 1052 24 May 75 10 Jun 75
46 819 836 20 Oct 74 6 Nov 74 59 1053 1070 11 Jun 75 28 Jun 75.
47 837 854 7 Nov 74 24 Nov 74 60 1071 1088 29 Jun 75 16 Jul 75
48 .855 872 25 Nov 74 12 Dec 74 61 1089 1106 17 Jul 75 3 Aug 75
49 873 890 13 Dec 74 30 Dec 74 62 1107 1124 4 Aug 75 21 Aug 75
50 891 908 31 Dec 74 17 Jan 75 63 1125 1142 22 Aug 75 8 Sep 75
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SATELLITE COVERAGE MAPS
Is 1 90 75*








126124 122 12 0 'S'i 11i ' O '168 ' 16105 0 4 .12 100 9896 94 92 88 684 82 808 76774 72 70 8 66
WEST LO61TUDE 900
USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 42
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
10570 1758-17584 * 10624 1762-14555
10582 1759-14384 * 10625 1762-16384
10583 1759-16213 * 10626 1762-18213
10584 1759-18042 * 10638 1763-15013
10596 1760-14442 * 10639 1763-16440
10597 1760-16272 * 10640 1763-18271
10598 1760-18101 * 10652 1764-15065
10610 1761-14501 * 10653 1764-16494
10611 1761-16330 * 10654 1764-18325
10612 1761-18155 *











BLANK AIREAS INDICATE MISSING DATA / CALNDA DATE
27 AUG 74 13 SIP 74
126 124 12 . l $ '18 !!6 !4 !!2 110 '0 6 10 10 2 100 98 96 i 92 90 88 h 8 2 80 78 76 7o4 . 72 A i 70 68 66
WEST L0l1UE
USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 43
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
10666 1765-15123 * 10792 1774-16035
10667 1765-16552 * 10793 1774-17464
10668 1765-18384 * 10806 1775-16093
10680 1766-15181 * 10807 1775-17522
10681 1766-17010 * 10819 1776-14331
10694 1767-15235 * 10820 1776-16151
10695 1767-17064 * 10821 1776-17580
10708 1768-15293 * 10833 1777-14380
10709 1768-17123 * 10834 1777-16205
10722 1769-15352 * 10835, 1777-18034
10723 1769-17181 * 10847 1778-14434
10736 1770-15410 * 10848 1778-16263
10737 1770-17235 * 10861 1779-14492
10750 1771-15464 * 10862 1779-16321
10751 1771-17293 * 10889 1781-15005
10764 1772-15522 * 10890 1781-16431
10765 1772-17351 * 10903 1782-15063
10778 1773-15580 * 10904 1782-16485
10779 1773-17405 * 10905 1782-18321
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BLANK AREAS INDICATE MISSING DATA CALENDAR DATE
BEGIN END
14 SEP 74 1 OCT 74
126 124 12 12 'o 18 116 114 112 110 1 08 10610.104  102 100 98 96 94 92 . 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 574 72 70 68 66
WEST LONGITUDE
USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 44
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
10917 1783-15114 * 10931 1784-15173
10918 1783-16544 * 10932 1784-17002
ERTS-1 COVERAGE OF ALASKA & HAWAII
1600 158* 156* 1800 17 0 1720 1680 1640 1600 1560 1520 1480 1440 1400 1360 132* 1280 124* 120* 116*
22_ - HAWAII .22
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ERTS-1 COVERAGE OF ALASKA & HAWAII
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22o . r HAWAII 22-
068
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27 AUG 74 13 SEP 74 60
172 1760E 00 1
52
172' 1760E 1800 176W 1720 168o 1640 1600 156o 1520 148o 1440 1400 136'
OBSERVATION ID LISTING
ERTS-1
15:24 3CT 04,'74 STANDARD.CATALtU FBR CUN PAGE 0001
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
OBSERVATIN MICRBFILM ROL. NB/ DATE. CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN fBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEY* AZIM. RBV MS$
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45674
1758117584 00000/0000 10029/0016 08/20/74 90 570 5009N l'11b40 46.4 190*6 PGGO
1750*17591 0000/0000 I0029/0017 08/20/74 80 570 4845N 11618W 473__ 139.0_ GGG
-1754 17593 00000/0000 100o9/0018 08/20/74 60 570 4720N 11654W 48.1 137o4 pPG
1750'18000 00000/0000 100e9/0019 08/20/74 50 570 4554N 11729W 48*9 15,50 GPPq
1750-18002 00000/0000 10029/0020 08/20/74 30 570 4430N 118 02w 4947 1 33. 8 +
T 5B18005 00000/0000 100e9/0021 08/20/74 20, 570 4305N 11834W 50*4- 132.90 PGP
1750-18011 00000/0000 10029/0022 08/20/74 0 570 4139N 11905w 5191 1 30.. PppP
1750-18014 00000/000O 10029/0023 08/20/74 0 570 4013N 11936 51.8 128.34 GG
1750618020 00000/0000 100 2 9/0024 08/20/74 0 570 3848N 12005W 52,4 126- _GCU
1758-18023 00000/0000 100e9/0015 08/20/74 0 570 3723N 12033W 53*0 124+. U GO
1750-18025 00000/000 100e9/005 08/20/74 0 5/0 3557N 12100W 53*5 122* UGGU
1750-18032 00000/0000 10029/0026 08/20/74 40 570 3432N 12126'W 54*0 120*4 GPGu
1750-18034 00000/0008 10029/0027 08/20/74 100 570 3307N 121510 54.5 18oe PGo (
1759"14384 00000/0000 10029/0062 08/21/74 10 582 4722N 066391 47.9 137*$ GGGO
175-14391 00000/0000 10029/0063 08/21/74 20 582 4558N 06713W 48.7 135*8 UGGG
1759-14393 00000/0000 100e9/0064 08/21/74 o20 582 4433N 06747H 494 1341 .PGR
1751P14400 00000/0000 10029/0065 08/21/74 60 582 4308N 0619 50*2 132.1 PGU.
175 *14402 00000/0000 100O9/0066 08/21/74 80 582 4142N 06850W 50*9 130. GG
175V-1*405 00Q0/0000 10029/0067 08/21/74 40 582 4017N 06920# 51.6 128*r GGG.
175V-16213 00000/0000 100e9/0068 08/21/74 100 583 4846N 09153W 47*0 139*. GGGP
175!'16220 000~b/0000 10029/0069 08/21/74 100 583 4721N 09229w 4798 1I376 GGGe
1759-16222 00000/0000 10029/0070 08/21/74 100 583 4556N 09304o 48,6 135v GGGfI
1759-.16225 00000/0000 10029/0071 08/21/74 90 583 4431N 09338w 49.4 134.1 GGP
1759-16231 00000/0000 10029/0072 08/21/74 90 583 4307N 09410 .50.2 142v. GGG R
175116234 00000/0000 10029/0073 08/21/74 80 583 4141N 09441W 50*9 130* GGGP
175~16240 00000/0000 10029/0074 08/21/74 70 583 4015N 09511f 51.6 128*7. UGbE
1759-16243 00000/0000 10029/0075 08/21/74 40 583 3850N 09539w 52*2 1460Z 3GG
1759-16245 00000/00.00 10029/0076 08/21/74 g0 583 3725N 09 6 07W 52.8  124* 8  UGGO
1759-16252 00000/0000 10029/0077 08/21/74 0 583 3600N 09634W 53.3 122.68 GG4
1759*16254 00000/0000 100i9/0078 08/21/74 0 583 3434N 09700M 53*9 120.8 GGG
1759*16261 00000/0000 10029/0079 08/21/74 0 563 3308N 09725W 54*3 17187 GGG
175 -16263 O0000/000U- 100o9/0080 08/21/74 0 583 3143N 09750 54.8 116*0 GGGO
175V*16270 00000/0000 10029/0081 08/21/74 20 583 3018N 09815w 55.1 114 * GGGU
175W-16272 00000/OOOu 10029/0082 08/21/74 30 583 2852N 09t390 55*5. 112*e GG
195916275 00000/0000 10029/0028 08/21/74 50 583 2725N 09902W 55'7 110*0 0GG
1759-16281 00000/0000 10029/0029 08/2.1/74 30 583 2559N 09925w 5690 107oZ G. 0
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *iOOO***.*l**** 0 TO 100 * %'CLBUD COVER. ** . NO COBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *....o..'... BLANKSmBAND NUT PRESENT/EQUESTED G60GBD0. P-f"e8R
ERTS-115:24 5CT 04,174 STANDARD CATALUG FOR CUS PAGE 0002
FROM 09/01/74 Tv 09/30/74
OSSRVATI9N MICReFILM RaLl NB./ DATE CLBUD HRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITYID PaSITIaN IN O8LL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER UF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSs
RtV MSS LAT LfNU 123 45670
1759-18042 00000/0000 1009/0030 08/21/74 90 584 5010N 11705w 4691 1409V PGGi1759-18o45 00000/0000 1009/0 031 08/21/74 70 584 4845N 11742W 47*0 139.2 GGGU175 -18051 00000/0o00 1009/0032 08/21/74 40 584 4721N 11818W 47.8 137.6G U1759-18054 00000/0000 1009/0033 08/21/74 30 584 4556N 118 53W 48*6 13504 GPU1759-18060 0UO00/o000 100e9/0034 08/21/74 0 584 4431N 11926N 49.4 134.1 PGGP1755-18063 00000/0000 1009/0035 08/21/74 0 584 4306N 11 58W 50 2 132*, PGGU175 -18065 O000ooO/000 1009/0036 08/21/74 0 584 4141N 12029W 50*9 130* .iGG1759-18072 00000/0000 100e9/0037 08/21/74 0 584 4015N 12059W 51*b 128.7 PPGU1759-18074 00000/0000 100e9/0038 08/21/74 0 589 3R50N 12129w 52'2 126.8 UPG91759-18081 00000/0000 1U009/0039 08/21/74 30 584 3725N 12157W 52*8 124.8 PGGU1759-18083 00000/0000 100o9/0040 08/21/74 80 584 3559N 12224W. 53*3 122.8 GGGU
1759-18090 OU00000/0 100e9/0041 08/21/74 100 584 3435N 12I50W 53.9 120.8 upp.1760-14442 00000/0000 100e9/0042 08/22/74 10 596 4723N 06804W 4796 137.8 UGG1760-14445 O0000/000 100 9/0043 08/22/74 10 596 4557N 06839W 48.4 136*1 GGPU
1760-14451 00000/00U0 1009/0044 08/22/74 20 596 4432N 06913w 49.2 134*4 UGGu1760-14454 00000/0000 1U009/0045 08/22/74 30 596 4307N 069 45w 49*9 132./ jppu1760-14460 00000/0000 10e9/0046 08/22/74 70 596 4141N 07016W 50.6 130*9 UGGU1760-14463 000O00/0000 1009/0047 08/22/74 90 5V6 4016N 07045W 51*3 129*0 UGGU1760-14465 00000/0000 100e9/0048 08/22/74 60 596 3850N 07114W 5200 127.1 PppU1760-14472 00000/0000 100e9/0049 08/22/74 60 596 3724N 071 43w 52.6 125.2 UGPP1760-14474 00000/00UU 1U009/0050 08/22/74 30 596 3559N 07e10 53* 123*2 ppG1760-16272 00000/0000 1009/0051 08/22/74 90 597 4P46N 09319W 46*7 1390* UGGP
1760-16274 00000/000u 100e9/0052 08/22/74 90 597 4722N 09355W 47*6 137*2 PGGP1760"-16281 00000/0000 100e9/0053 08/22/74 90 5!7 4557N 09430W 48*4 136* LPGU1760-16283 00000/0000 100e9/0054 08/22/74 80 557 4432N 09503W 4902 134.4 PGG31760-16290 00000/0000 100 9/0055 08/22/74 10 597 4306N 09b35w 4909 132*7 PGGU1760-16292 00000/0000 100e9/0U56 08/22/74 60 597 4141N 09607W 50,6 13o0* PGPk1760-16295 00000/0000 1u009/0057 08/22/74 50 597 4015N 09636W 5103 12990 UGG1760-16301 U00000/0000 1009/0058 08/22/74 90 597 3851N 09705b 5200 127o4 PGGU176U0-16304 OU00/00o 100O9/0059 08/22/74 80 597 3725N 09132w 52*6 125.2 PGG01760-16310 00000/c00u 100o9/0b60 08/22/74 30 597 3559N 09759W 53*1 123,* UGGU176u-16313 ouo00/000 100io9/0061 08/22/74 30 5-7 3434N 09825w 53*7 121.2 GGP1760-163t5 OU000OCC00 10oa9-/-01-5 0& /2~/74 20 597 3308N 09651W 54#2 119.2 UGGU1760-16322 00000/0000 10029/0151 08/22/74 10 597 3143N 09916" 54*6 117.1 UGGU1760-16324 0000/0u 100e9/0152 08/22/74 10 597 3017N 09o40W 55*0 1 4*9 PGPp1760~r6331 00000/OO 100e9/U153 08/22/74 10 597 2851N 10004W 55.3 112.7 PPPr
KEYS: LUU COVER X.**...***.o*o* 0 T 100 a % CL8UD CBVER* ** = NO CLUD UATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *,, ..,,,,, BLANKS=BAND NET PRESENT/REQUESTEO* G-GBBU. P=RBp6,
E.TS-1
15'24 5CT 04''74 STANDAN9 CATALCG FOR CUS PAGE 0003
reOM 09/01/74 TU 09/30/74
BBSLRVATI.N MICN5FILM RSLL N-./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PUINT SUN SUN IMAGE UUALITY
1D POSITISN IN KRLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* ALIM* RBV MSB
RLV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1760-16333 00000/0000 100e9/0154 08/22/74 10 597 2.725N 10026W 55b* 110* GGPU
1760-16340 U00000/000 1009/0155 08/?2/74 10 597 2559N 10049W 55*8 10804 PGPU
176018101 00UOO/00Oo 1009/0156 08/22/74 50 598 5C10N 11830w 45o9 1418 UGGU
1760-18103 00000/0OU 100d9/0157 08/22/74 50 598 4845N 11908W 46*7 139*5 UGG
1760-18110 OU000/000 100e9/0158 0S/22/74 40 598 4721N 11944w 47*b 137.9 PPIP
1760-18112 O0000/CU00 1009/0159 08/22/74 40 598 4556N 12u19W 48*~ 136. GuPPU
1760-18115 00000/COO0 100e9/0160 08/22/74 40 598 4431N 12052w 49,1 134'. PGGU
1760-18121 O0000/COOu 1C0C9/0161 08/22/74 40 598 43 0 6v 12124W 49.9 132*7 GGPj
1760-18124 Oo000/0000 100e9/0162 08/22/74 20 578 4141N 12155w 50.6 1309 (GGGo
1760-18130 00000/0000 1009/C163 08/22/74 0 598 4016N 12225w 51*3 129,1 UPG
1760-18133 00000/0000 100e9/0164 08/22/74 0 598 3850N 12254w 519 127.2 UGPu
1760-18135 U00O00/000 100o9/0165 08/22/74 20 598 3725N 12322W 52ob 125*3 GGP
1760-18142 OU000/0000 100o9/0166 08/22/74 10 598 3559N 12349w 53*1 123.3 PGGr
1761-14501 00000/0000 .1009/0167 08/23/74 100 610 4722N 06930W 47*3 138.1 PGPp
1761-14503 00300/0000 1009/0168 08/23/74 100 610 4557N 07004W 48.1 1369$ GGPP
1761714510 U00000/0000 100e9/0169 08/23/74 100 610 4432N 07037W 48'9 13408 PGPU
1761-14512 00000/0000 1009/0170 08/23/74 80 610 4307N 07109w 49*7 133.0 PGGP,
1761-14515 00000/0000 100l9/0 171 08/23/74 90 610 4142N 07140W 50*4 131.2 PGGP
1761-14521 00000/0000 10029/0172 08/23/74 40 610 4017N 07210 51.1 129.4 PGGU
1761-14524 01U000/000 100e9/0173 08/23/74 30 610 3850N 07239w 51.8 127o5 PGGG
1761-14530 0000/000 100e9/0174 08/23/74 30 610 3725N 07307w 52o4 125.6 PPG-
1761-14533 00000/0000 10029/0175 08/23/74 20 610 3559N 07334w 52,9 123.7 ppPr
1761-14535 00000/0000 10029/0176 08/23/74 10 610 3434N 07401W 53*5 121*7 PGGP
1761-14542 00000/0000 10029/0177 08/23/74 20 610 3309N 07427w 54*0 119o6 PGGf
1761-14544 00000/0000 10029/0178 08/23/74 10 610 3144N o7452w 54.4 117*0 UGPU
1761-16330 00000/0000 10029/0179 08/23/74 80 611 4847N 094459 46b 13998 PPG '
1761-16332 0000/0000U 10029/0180 08/23/74 50 611 4723N 0921w 47*4 138.2 UGG"
1761-16335 00000/0000 100e9/0181 08/23/74 10 611 4557N 09556W 4891 136. GG
1761-16341 00000/0000 10029/0182 08/23/74 10 611 4432N 09629W 48*9 134.8 GGG
1761-16344 00000/0000 10029/0183 03/23/74 10 611 43071 09700w 49.7 133.0 UGGU
1761-16350 0U0000/0000 100e9/0184 08/23/74 10 611 4141N 09731w 5004 13194 GGGQ
1761-16353 00000/0000 100d9/0185 08/23/74 30 611 4015N 09800W 51.1 129.4 SPGG
1761-16355 00000/0000 1U009/0186 08/23/74 40 611 3850N 09828w 51*7 127.6 UGGU
1761-16362 00000/0000 10029/0187 08/23/74 60 611 3725N 09b57W 52 4 125.7 U(GU
17'61-16364 00000/o0000 1009/0188 08/23/74 70 611 3600N 09925W 52o9 123.7 GG
1761-16371 0000/0000 10029/0189 08/23/74 60 611 3434N 09952W 5305 121.7 PPPU
KEYS: LBUD COVER % ************.* 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD CbVER ** NO CLBUD QATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *0,,,,,,*.... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEO* GuG88O* PzPR .*
ERTS-1
15;24 OCT 04,'74 STANDARD CATALU FeR CUS PAGE 0004
.FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
BBSERVATIBN . MICROFILM ROLL N9'o/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIdN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV," ASIM. RBV MS$
RsV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1761-16373 00000/0000 10029/0190 08/23/74 30 " 611 3309N 1001 8W 54"0 11917 ppp1761*16380 00000/0000 10029/01 1 08/23/74 30 611 3143N 10043W 54.4 117.6 PGPP
1761-16382 00000/0000 100e9/012 08/23/74 50 611 3018N 10107W 54*8 115*~ (GPi
1761-16385 00000/000 10029/0193 08/23/74 50 611 2851N 10130w 55*2. 113 . UGGO
1761-16391 00000/000 100e9/0194 08/23/74 60 611 2725N 10153W 55.b 111.1 GGGS1761-18155 00000/0000 100?9/0195 08/23/74 90 612 501N 11954W 45.6 141.4 GGP~
1761-18161 00000/0000 1U009/0196 08/23/74 80 612 4846N 12033w 46*4 139.8 0GGY
1761-18164 00000/0000 100u990197 08/23/74 70 612 4720N 12109W 47*3 138*2 UGGG
1761-18170 000000/00U 1009/0198 08/23/74 80 612 4555N 12144w 48*1 136*5 GGGU
1761-18173 00000/0000 100e9/0199 08/23/74 50 612 443 1N 12218w 489 13408 UGG
1761-18175 00000/0000 100.9/0200 08/,3/74 3o 612 4306N 12250w 49*6 133.1 'GGGU1761-18182 00000/0000 1009/0201 08/23/74 30 612 .4142N 12322w 50*4 131*4 P.GG
1761-18184 00000/0000 100d9/0202 08/23/74 40 612 4017N 12362 51*1 129. GGGU
1761-18191 00000/0000 1U009/0203 03/23/74 70 612 3851N 12q21w 5197 127.6 UGGU
1761-18193 00000/0000 1009/0204 08/23/74 90 612 3727N 12449W 52*3 125.7 UGGQ
1761-18200 OU000/0000 1009/020b 08/23/74 100 612 3601N 120b6W 5209 123.7 GGGO
176e-14555 00000/0000 100d9/02,8 08/24/74 .90 624 4721N 070 5 8w 47*0 138.4 UGG
176E-14561 00000/000 1009/0259 08/24/74 90 624 4556N 07133W 47.9 136b.8 GGU
1762-14564 00000/0000 1009/0260 08/24/74 80 624 4431N 07206w 48.7 13591 PGG
1I76e-14570 00000/0000U 100d9/0261 08/24/74 50 624 4306N 07238W 49*4 13304 GGG(
176e-14573 U00000/000 1009/U262 08/24/74 30 624 4141N 07308w 50*2 131.6 PGGu
176e-14575 00000/0000 1iU09/0263 08/24/74 40 624 4016N 07338w 50#9 129.8 PGGO
1762-14582 ooooo00000/0000ooo 1009/0264 08/24/74 60 624 3850\4 07407w 51*5 128.0 UGGU
176e-14584 00/0/OOu 1i029/0265 08/24/74 50 624 372 4 N 07435w 5292 126*1 GG
1762-14591 00000/00OU 1009/0266 08/24/74 50 624 3558N 07503w 52*7 1249 " uPG
176e-14593 00000/0000 100e9/0267 08/24/74 70 624 3432N 07b30w 53*3 122*1 UGG
1762-15000 O o000/0000 100e9/0268 00/24/74 60 624 33C7N 07!Sw 5398 12091 PGG0
1762-15002 U00000/0000 100e9/0269 08/24/74 60 624 3141N 07620w 54*3 118.0 UGGU
1762-15005 00000/0000 100o9/0270 08/24/74 4( 624 3016N 07644W 54.7 115*V GGGU
1762-15011 00000/0000 1009/o271 08/24/74 30 624 2849N 0 7/08w 55*0 113.8 UGGU
1762-15014 0000U/0/00 100e9/0272 08/24/74 30 624 2723N 07732w 5503 11106 GGG
1762-16384 OU000/0000 100l9/0273 08/24/74 b0 625 4?48N 09 6 10W 46*2 140.0 UGG1762-16390 0000/000 100o9/0274 08/24/74 10 62b 4723N 09647W 47*0 138. SGU
176216393 00000/0000 1009/0275 08/24/74 40 62 b 4557N 09122w 4748 136.8 GGGU
1762-16395 00000/Ooo 1009/0276 0 8 /24/74 20 62b 443SN 09/55w 48.6. 135.1 UGG
1762-16402 00000/0000 1009/0277 08/24/74 20 62b 4306N 09827W 49.4 133* UGG
KEYS: LLOUD CfVER % en** ***..**... 0 TE 100 = % CL5UD COVER* ** = NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE,
IMAUE ALITY ***.**,,***,,, BLANKS=BAN9. NtT PRESENT/NEUESTED, GGBBD0. P=mFO88
EPTS-1
15:24 OCT 04s'74 STANDARD CATALUG FBR CUS PAGE 0005
FRNM 09/01/74 TU 09/30/74
8BSERVATI5N MICROFILM RtLL NB/ DATE CLUD VRBIT PRINCIPAL PUINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I0 POSITItN IN KBLL ACQUIRED CBYER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. ALIM. RBV MS
RBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1762-16404 00000/0000 1009/0278 08/24/74 80 625 4140N 09858b 50*1 131.6 (GG
176e-16411 o00000/000. 1009/0279 0 /24/74 90 625 4015N 09V27W 50.8 129.5 UGGr
1762"16413 00000/0000- 100U9/0280 08/24/74 100 625 3850N 09956W 15 *5 128l0- ----UGGU
1762-16420 000OO/0000 1009/0281 08/24/74 90 625 3725N 10024 52*1 126.1 GGGU
1762-16422 OU000/0000 100e9/0282. 08/24/74 100 625 3600N 10051W 5277 1.12 l. UGG
1762-16425 00OOO/OOO0 .100e9/0388 08/24/74 70 625 3436N - 10117w 53J -12-~ ----- 
1762-16431 00000/0000 100e9/0389 08/24/74 70 625 3310N 10143w - 53.8 120*1 GG
1762~16434 00000/OOU 10029/0390 06/24/74 70 625 3142N 10?07w 54*2 118*1 PP
1762-16440 00000/0000 100e9/0391 08/24/74 50 625 3015N 10230W 54.7 116.0 GPGu
1762-16443 00000/6000 100d9/0392 08/24/74 50 625 2850N 10253w 55--.-- 3-1* - GGG-
176e-16445 00000/0000 10029/0393 08/24/74 30 625 2725N 10317w 55*3 111*0 PGP
1762-18213 00000/0000 10029-/0394 08/24/74 80 626 5009N 12120o 45*3 141.s7 UGPP
1764-18220 00000/0000 10029/0395 08/24/74 50 626 4845N 12159w 46*2 140.1 GPGi
1762-18222 O000/0000 1009/03V6 08/24/74 30 626 4720N 12235W 47,0 138. GPG )
176E-18225 00000/0000 100e9/0397 08/24/74 20 626 4555N 12310w 47.8 136.8 GG
176 e18231 OU000/00UU 10029/0398 08/24/74 30 626 4430N 123143W 486 135.1 PPGS
176-18234 o0000000 10029/03V9 08/24/74 40 626 4305N 12415 49*4 .133. 9 0ap
1762'18240 O000/0000 1009/0400 08./24/74 60 626 4140N 12446 50*1 131*7 GGGt
176e-18243 000/0000 10029/0401 08/24/74 70 626 4016N 12b17w 50*8 129. pppP
176-118245 00000/0000 10029/0402 08/24/74 90 626 3851N 12b47W 51*b 128.0 UPGt
1763-15013 00000/0000 10029/0283 08/25/74 20 638 4722N 07221W 46*8 138s7 GG
1763-15020 00000/0000 10029/0284 08/25/74 50 638 4557N 07255W 47*6 137I GGG5
1763-15022 00000/0000 1UOe9/0285 08/25/74 40 638 4432N 07328w 48*4 135.4 UGGU
1763-15025 00000/0000 100E9/0286 08/25/74 50 638 4306N 07401W 49.2 133.7 UGGO
1764-15031 00000/0000 10029/0287 08/25/74 70 638 4140N 07432w 49*9 132.0 GG
1764-15034 00000/0000 10029/0288 08/25/74 30 638 4015N 0703.w 50*6 130.2 GGG4
1763-15040 00000/0000 10029/0289 08/25/74 60 638 3848N 07533W 51318 .. GG
1763415043 00000/0000U 1009/0290 08/25/74 60 638 .3724N 07601W 5149 126.5 UGGO
1764-15045 00000/0000 10029/0291 08/25/74 80 638 3557N 07628W 525 124.6 UGGt
1763-15052 00000/0000 100e9/0292 08/25/74 90 638 3431N 07b53W 53*1 1826 GG
1763*15054 O0000/00Ou 10029/0293 08/25/74 70 638 3306N 07719W 53.6. 1206 GGPU
1763-15061 00000/0000 100e970294 08/25/74 60 638 3141N 07745W 54'1 1185* GGPU
1763-15063 00000/0000 10oc9/0295 08/25/74 30 638 3015N 07810W 54.5 116.b* GPP
1763*15070 00000/0000 100e9/0296 08/25/74 30 638 2849N 07834W 549 114.4 GP4
1763-15072 00000/0000 10029/097 08/25/74 30 638 2724N 07 858W 55.2 1I2s2 GG
1763-15075 00000/0000 10029/0298 08/25/74 30 38 2557N 07921W 5545 110.0 GGP
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X *il***..* 0 TO 100- = % CLOUD CSVER, **t NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *.0*0***** ..... BLANKSaBAND NO T PRESENT/NEQUESTED. Gp-eOBD Pa~POOP
ERTS-1
15:24 9CT 04o'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0006
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
OBSLRVATI5N MICROFILM RBLI NOi/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PdINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN nOLL ACQUIRED CDVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEY, AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1763-15081 00000/0000 10029/029 08/25/74 30 638 2431N 07944w 55.7 107.7 GGG
1763-1644o 00000/0000 1009/0300 08/25/74 90 639 5009N 09659W 45.0 141.9 GGU
1763-16442 o0000b/000 100 /0367 08/25/74 40 639 4845N 09737W 45*9 110*4 Pppq
1763*16445 00000/0000 1009/0368 08/25/74 30 639 4722N 09814w 4697 138*8 PGGU
1763-16451 OO000/00OO 100lo /0369 08/25/74 30 639 4557N 09849w 47.6 137.1 GGGU
1763-16454 00000/0000 1009/0370 08/25/74 0 639 4432N 09922W 48o4 135v4 GPG
1763-16460 00000/0000 1003/0371 08/25/74 10 639 4306N 09954W 49*2 133.8 cPGu
1763-16463 00000/0000 100e9/0372 08/25/74 30 639 4138N 10024w 49.9 132.0 up 0
176S-16465 00000/0000 1009/0373 08/25/74 30 . 639 4013N 10054W 5096 1-30?2 UPGG
1763-16472 00000/0000 100o9/0374 03/25/74 50 639 3850N 10122w 51o3 128.a PPpg
1763,16474 000O00/0000 009/037b 08/25/74 50 639 3725N 10150W 51*9 12 6*b 0PGU
1763-16481 00000/000 100e9/0376 08/25/74 70 639 3600N 10218w 52*5 124*6 GPGi
176 3 -Ib483 00000/0000 10029/0377 08/25/74 60 639 3434N 10244W 53*1 122.6 uPPU
1763-16490 00000/0000 10029/0378 08/25/74 70 639 3308N 10309w 53.6 120.6 PPGG
1763-16492 00000/0000 10029/0379 08/25/74 70 639 3143N 10334N 54*1 118*6 PGGU
1763-16501 00000/00U 1009/0380 08/25-/74 60 639 2849N 10422W 54.9 11494 GPG
1763-.16504 00000/0000 10029/0381 08/25/74 50 639 2724N 10445W 55*2 112.2 GPG
1763-18271 00000/0000 190e9/0382 08/25/74 10 640 5001N 12249W 450 142.0 UGG
1763-18274 00000/0000 100e9/0383 08/25/74 20 640 4843N 123 27w 45o9 140* PGPU
1763-18280 00000/0000 10029/0384 03/25/74 40 640 4719N 124038 46*7 '138.8 UGPU
1763-18283 00000/0000 10029/0385 08/25/74 50 640 4554N 12438w 47*6 137,1 UGPU
1763-18285 00000/0000 10029/0386 08/25/74 60 640 44 29N 12tIlw 48*4 135*5 UGGU
1763-18292 00000/0000 10029/0387 08/25/74 60 640 4304N 12b43w 49*1 133.8 uppu
1764-15065 000/000000 10029/0322 08/26/74 70 652 4 8 45N 07312W 45.6 140*6 GPU
1764-15071 00000/0000 10029/0323 08/26/74 20 6b2 4720N 07349W 46*b 139.0 PGG
1764-15074 00O00/000 10029/0324 08/26/74 0 652 4555N 07424W 47*3 13794 GGGU
1764-15080 00000/00Q 100e9/0325 08/26/74 10 652 4430N 074b8w 48#1 135*8 bGGU
1764-15088 00000/0000 10Ce9/0326 08/26/74 30 6b2 4304N 07t30w 48*9 134*1 LGGU
1764-15085 00000/0000 10029/0327 08/26/74 70 652 4139N 07600w 49.7 132*4 GGf
1764-15092 OU0000/0000U 10029/032 08/26/74 100 652 4014N 07629w 50*4 130*6 UGG
1764-15094 00000/00U00 1009/0329 08/26/74 90 652 3849s 07658K 51'1 128.8 GGP
1764-15101 00000/C0000 1009/0330 08/26/74 60 6b2 3724N 07726w 5197 126*. PGPU
1764-15103 00000/0000 10029/0331 08/26/74 60 662 3558N 07753W 52,3 125.0 UGG
1764-15110 00000/0000 10029/0332 08/26/74 30 652 3432N 07818w 5209 123.1 Gpp
1764-15112 00000/0000 100e9/0333 08/26/74 30 652 3308N 07844W 53*4 121*1 UGGU
1764-15115 00000/0000 100e9/0334 08/26/74 40 652 3142N 07909W 53.9 179.0 UGPU
KEYS: LLOUD COVER % **...*..,*,... G0 T5 100 = % CLOUD COVER* ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ",*,***,,***.,* BLANKSCBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G=GOBU F=PCOR,
ERTS-1
15:24 3CT 0O4'74 STANDARD CATALU FBR CUS PAE 0007
FRM 09/01/74 TU 09/30/74
BBStRVATIBN MICROFILM RBL, NB*/ DATE CLOUD URBIT PRINCIPAL PUINT SUN. SUN IMAGE UUALITY
I0 PBSITIZN IN MBLL ACQUIRED CbVER NUM'ER fF IMAGE ELEY* AiIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LtNG 123 45678
1764-15121 00000/0000 10029/0335 08/26/74 30 652 3015N. 07 53 4 W 54*3 117*0 GGG
1764-15124 30000/0000 10029/0336 08/26/74 40 652 2848N 07958W 54.7 1149 PGG
Cj 176 4'15130 O0000/0000 100e9/0337 08/26/74 50 652 2723N 08U23W 55.1 11.2. UGG
-7-64-15133 00000/0000 100e9/0338 08/26/74 30 652 2557N 08047W 55*4 ~1105 UGPq
1764"15135 00000/0000 10029/0339 08/26/74 30 6b2 2431N 08111w 55.6 108*. .UGG
1764-16494 O000/0000 100e9/0348- 0E/26/74 40 653 5009N 09626w 44.7 142.42 BPP
1764 _500 00000/000 100e9/0349 08/26/74 70 653 4844N 0 9 9 0 3 w 45.b 10*6 PGpp
1764-16503 00000/0000 10029/0350 08/26/74 100 653 4719N 09939W 46*5 .139.1 GGP9
1764-16505 00000/0000 10029/0351 08/26/74 40 653 4556N 10014 47.3 137.4 uGPl
1764-16512 00000/0000 100e9/0352 08/26/74 30 653 4431N 10049W 48*1 135.8 uGP(j
1-764-16514 0000/0000 100e9/0353 08/26/74 20 653 4305N 10122w 48.9 134*1 PGPQ
1764-16521 00000/00U00 10029/0354 08/26/74 o1 653 4139N 10153W 49*6 132*.4 GGP
176*-16523 00000/0000 100d9/0355 08/26/74 10 653 4014N 10E22w 50*4 130.6 PppU
1764-16530 00000/00O 100e9/0356 08/26/74 20 653 3850N 10 2 b0w 51'0 12808 PP
1764-16532 00000/00U 100e9/0357 08/26/74 70 653 3724N 10317W 51*7 126. PP P
1764-16535 00000/0000 100e9/0358 08/26/74 80 653 3558N 10344W 52*3 125.0 Gppf
1764*16541 00000/0000 100E9/0359 08/26/74 80 663 3433N 10410w 52*9 123.1 pPp
1764-16544 00000/0000 10c29/0360 08/26/74 80 653 3307N 10436W 53*4 121.1 uppo
1764-16550 O000O0/6o00 1009/0361 08/26/74 50 6b3 3141N 10b02w 53i9 119.1 PGPU
1764,16553 00000/0000 100e9/0362 08/26/74 .40 653 3014N . 10526W 54*3 117*0 GPQ
1764-16555 00000/0000 100e9/0363 08/26/74 30 6b3 2848N 10Db(J 54,7 114. GippP
1764-18325 00000/0000 100e9/0364 08/26/74 0 654 5008N 12415W 44.7 142.2 GPQ
1764*18332 00000/0000 10029/0365 08/26/74 10 6 4 4843N 12453W 45.6 10.7 PGPU
1764-18334 00000/0000 100e9/0366 08/26/74 30 654 4718N 12528W 46.5 139.1 PGPU
1765-15123 00000/0000 1009/0415 08/27/74 80 666 4844N 07439w 45*3 140*# UGGG
1765-15125 00000/000 100e9/0416 08/27/74 90 666 4719N 07514w 46.2 139*. UGGl
176*-15132 00000/0000 1009/0417 08/27/74 100 666 4554N 07549W 47*1 137.'7 .GPRI
1765-15134 O0000/0000 10029/0418 08/27/74 90 666 4429N 07623w 47.9 136.l GGU
1765-15141 00000/0000 10029/0419 08/27/74 80 666 4304N 07656# 48*7 134.4 UGGU
1760-15143 00000/0000 10029/0420 08/27/74 80 666 4139N 07727w 49.4 132.7 UGGU
1765-15150 00000/0000 100e9/0421 08/27/74 70 666 4014N 07756w 50.1 131*0 - GG4
1765-15152 0000/0000 10029/0422 08/27/74 40 666 3848N 07825w 50.8 '1299?. UGG
1765-15155 00000/0000 10029/0423 08/27/74 60 666 3723N 07852w 51.5 127.3 UGGP
1765-15161 00000/0000 1009./0424 08/27/74 30 666 3558N 0719W 52.1 125. UGGP
1765915164 00000/0000 100e9/0425 08/27/74 10 666 3433N 079 45W 52*7 123.5 UGPl
1765715170 00000/0000 100e9/0426 08/27/74 10 66.6 3307N 08010w 53.2 121.6 GGG
KEYS: CLBU CBVER X *s* o** 0 TB 100 a % CLBUD CRVER* ** = NO CLOUD UATA AVKILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *...***.. ,*9*, BLANKSzBAND NBT PRESENT/RNEUESTEDUt GOGBD, P.=RBR.
ERTS-1
15;24 BCT 04J'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PeAE 0008
FRBM 09/01/74 TU 09/30/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROBL NB,/ DATE CLOUD BRbIT PRINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIdN IN KMLL ACQUInED CUVER NUMBER UF IMAGE ELEY. ALIMv RBV MSN
R8V MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1765-15173 00000/0000 100e9/0427 08/27/74 20 666 3142N 08035W 53*7 119*05 GGG
176-15175 00000/0000 10029/0428 08/27/74 40 666 .3017N 08101W 54.2 117b GGGU
176b-15182 00000/0o00 10029/0429 08/27/74 .60 '666 2852N 08125" 54*6 115b1 UGG
1765'15184 000U0/0000 100 9/0430 08/27/74 80 666 2725N 08'149W 54*9 113. GGGU
1765-15191 OU000/0000 10029/0431 08/27/74 40 666 2557N 08213W 55*2 111.1 UGGU
1765-16552 000o0/000o 10oo9/0460 08/27/74 40 667 5008N. 09953N 44.4 112*0 GGPU
1765"16555 00000/0000 100e9/0461 08/27/74 30 667 4843N 10U31w 4503 1400* GGPW
1765-16561 00000/0000 10029/0462 08/27/74 30 667 4719N 10107W 46*2 139*4 UGP(
176b-16564 00000/0000 10029/0463 08/27/74 20 667 4555N 10141 47*0 13797 GGPU
1765-16570 00000/0000 1009/0464 08/27/74 a0 667 4430 10214w 47*9 13691 PGPP
176b-16573 00000/0000 100e9/0465 08/27/74 40 667 4304N 10246W 48*6 134*b GGPU
1765-16575 00000/0000 10029/0466 08/27/74 30 667 4139N 10317N 49.4 132&7 PGGO
1765-16582 00000/0000 10029/0467 08/27/74 .50 667 4014N 10346W 50.1 1.31.0 PGG
176b-16584 00000/0000 10029/0468 08/27/74 50 667 3849N 10415W 50*8 129*2 PGGu
1765-16591 00000/0000 100e9/0469 08/27/74 8o 667 3724N 1044.4W 51@b 127.4 GGPU
176b-16593 0000/0000 10029/0470 08/27/74 70 667 3559N 10b11W 52,1 125@4 PGPI
1765-18384 00000/0000 10029/0458 08/27/74 10 668 5008N 12b40W 44.4 142.5 UPGU
1765b18390 00000/0000 100F9/0459 08/27/74 70 668 484 2N 12618W 45*3 140,9 .GG
1766-15181 00000/0000 10029/0471 08/?28/74 60 680 '4843N 076 04W 45*1 141.2 GGGU
1766-15184 00000/0000 10029/0472 08/28/74 50 .680 4718N 07640W 45e9 139.6 GGOU
1760-15190 00000/0000 100e9/Q473 08/28/74 40 680 4554N o7/14W 46.8 138.0 GGGQ
1766b15193 30000/0000U 10049/0474 08/28V74 40 680 4428N 07748W 47-6 136.4 GGPY
1766-15195 00000/0000 10029/0475 08/28/74 60 680 4304N 07620 48o4 134.8 PGGO
1766-15202 00000/0000 10029/0476 08/28/74 100 680 4 138 N 07852 49*2 133.1 uGPu
1766-15204 00000/0000 10029/0477 08/28/74 100 680 4012N 07 21 499 131.4 UGGG
1766-15211 00000/0000 10029/0478 08/28/74 80 680 3847N 0750oW 50*6 129.6 (GGU
1766-15213 U0000/0000 10029/0479 08/28/74 60 680 3722N 08018 51*3 127.8 . GGGG
1766-15220 00000/0000 100e9/0480 08/28/74 60 680 3557N 08045W 51 *9 125*9 UGG
1766-15222 00000/0000 10029/0481 08/28/74 50 680 3430N 08112 52,b 124*0 GGGG
1766-15225 0 /000/0000 10029/0482 08/28/74 40 680 3305N 08137W 53*0 122*0 GGGG
1766-15231 00000/0000 100e9/0483 08/28/74 20 680 3140N 08202W 53b5 120O0 GGGU
1766-15234 00000/0000 10029/0484 08/28/74 30 680 3014N 082261 54*0 .118*0 UGGU
1766-15240 00000/0000 100e9/0485 08/28/74 40 680 2849N 08250u 54*4 1150 UGGO
1766b15243 00000/0000 10029/0486 08/28/74 30 680 2724N 08314w 54*. :113*8 GGGU
1766-15245 00000/0000 10029/0487 08/28/74 50 680 2558N 08338W 55*1 111#6 UGGU
1766-15252 00000/0000 10029/0488 06/28/74 60 680 2431N 08401N 55*4 109.* UGGI
KEYS: LLBUD COVER x .,.*.*...,,, 0 T 100 * % CLOUD CSVER. ** = NO CLOUD LUAA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY as..sseseas** BLANKSBAND NJT PRESENT/EQUUESTEDo G'GBB0* P-=RBHo
ERTS-1
15:24 3CT 04'74 STANDAHRD CATALU FOR CUS PAGE 0009
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
BBSERVATIBN MICR6FILM RtLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD 6RBJT PRINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALITY
ID POSITICN IN ROLL ACGUIRED CYVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSi
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1766-17010 OUO0000/0000. 10029/0489 08/28/74 80 681 5007N 10116 w  44.1 142.7 UGGG
1766-17013 '00000/0000 100d9/0490 08/28/74 60 681 4842N 10154W 45.0 141.2 GGGU
1766017015 OUo00/o000 10029/0491 08/28/74 50 681 4717N 10230H 45*9. 139r-6 -iGGW
1766-17022 00000/0000. 100e9/0492 08/28/74 50 681 4551N 10304W 46 8 138*1 UGG
1766-17024 OUO00/0000 10029/0493 08/28/74 40 .. 681 4427N 10337w 47*6 136.9 -aGG4
1766-17631 00000/000 100 9/0494 08/28/74 20 681 4302N 10409W 48*4 134.8 u~u
1766'17033 00000/0000 100e9/0455 08/28/74 30 681 4137N 10441W 49*1 133.1 UGGG
1766-17040 00000/0000 100e9/0496 08/28/74 30 661 4011N 10!11D 49.* 131*4 GGGW
1766-17042 00000/0000 100e9/0497 08/28/74 40 681 3847N 1040W 50s6 129o6 GGGu
1766-17045 00000/o000 10029/0498 08/28/74 40 681' 3723N 10608w 51.2 127-s-8 -
1766017051 00000/0000 100d9/0499 08/28/74 50 681 3557N 10636W 51j'. 1256V GGGQ
1766'17054 00000/0000 1009/0500 08/28/74 50 681 3431N 10/02w 52.5 124.0 GGGU
766-17U60 O0000/0000 10029/0501 08/28/74 20 681 3306N 10/28W 53.0 12291 UGGU
A i 66-17063 0000/0000 1U009/0502 08/28/74 40 681 3140N 10/3w 53.5 120.1 UGGU
66-17065 00000/0000 1002 9/0503 08/28/74 40 681 3013N 10818w 54*0 118.0 GGG
67'15235 00000/0000 10029/0432 08/29/74 10 694 4842N 07732w 44* 141.5 GPGU
67-15242 00000/0000 10029/0433 08/29/74 10 694 4717N 07808W 45.7 139*l GGGU
. 767-15244 00000/0000 100e9/0434 08/29/74 40 694 4553N 07843W 46*5 138*. GGU
'4767-15251 00000/0000 10029/0435 08/29/74 90 694 4428N 07916w 47.3 136*8 UGG
S0'767,15253 00000/0000 10029/0436 08/29/74 100 694 4303N 07948w 48,1 135.1 GGGP
A767-15260 00000/0000 10029/0437 08/29/74 100 694 4138N 08019w 48.9 133*0 UGGU
" 767*15262 00000/0000 100.9/0438 08/29/74 90 694 4012N 08049w 4997 131*7 UGGP
767-15265 00000/0000 10029/0439 08/29/74 80 694 3846N 08118w 50*4 130.0 GGGU
0767-15271 00000/0000 100d9/0440 08/29/74 80 694 3721N 08146w 5100 128.2 GGGU
1767-15274 00000/0000 10029/0441 03/29/74 70 694 3554N 08214W 51*7 126.@ UGG
1767-15280 U00000/0000 1009/0442 08/29/74 40 694 3428N 08240W 52#3 124. GGG
1767*15283. 00000/0000 10029/0443 08/29/74 60 694 3?03N 08306W 52*8 122.5 -5,G
1767-15285 00000/0000 10029/0444 08/29/74 70 694 3138N 08331w 53.4 120. GGGg
1767-15292 00000/0000 10029/0445 08/29/74 80 694 301.2N 0835bw 53.8 118*5 GGP
1767-15294 00000/0000 10029/0446 08/29/74 70 694 - 2847N 08419W 54.3 116*5 GGP
1767-15301 U00000/0000 10029/0447 08/29/74 50 694 2720N 08442" 54*6 114.4 GG(G
1767-17064 ..00000/0000 19029/0585 08/29/74 20 695 5007N 10243w 43*9 143*0 .GGG
1767*17071 0000/0000 100e9/0586 08/29/74 40 695 4841N 10321W 44.8 141*4 sGGJ
1767*17073 00000/0000 100e9/0587 08/29/74 40 695 4717N 103.57W 45.6 139.. UGG(G
1767-17080 00000/0000 100d9/0588 08/29/74 50 65b 4552N 10431W 4695 138.* UGG
1767-17082 00000/0000 10049/0589 08/29/74 60 695 4427N 10b04W 4703 1368 GGG
KEYS: LLBUD COVE R % ********** 0 TB 100 a % CLBUD CBVER* ** * NO CLeUD UATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *..*..,..*,,.., BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G.GBBD. P PBR. _
ERTS-1
15:24 OCT 04F'74 STANDARD CATALUG FOR CUS PAGE 0010
FROM 09/01/74 TC 09/30/74
8BSERVATI1N MICRFILM RdLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALITY
ID POSITION IN BOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEY. AZIM. RBV MS§.
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1767-17085 00000/0000 1009/0590 08/29/74 40 695 4303N 1037W 48*1 135.1 UGGG
1767-17091 00000/0000 10029/0591 08/29/74 30 695 4138N 10608w 48*9 133*@ GGGU
1767-17094 O00000/0000 100d9/0592 08/29/74 30 695 4012N 10639w 49*6 131o8 UGGG
1767-17100 00000/0000 100d9/0593 08/29/74 30 69b 3846N 10708w 50.3 130.0 GGGU
1767-17103 0000/0000 1009/0594 05/29/74 30 695 3721N 10736w 51*0 1289? GGPti
1767-17105 00000/0000 1009/0595 05/29/74 10 695 355 7 N 10o03w 51.7 126.* UGGP
1767-17112 00000/0000 1009/0596 08/29/74 10 695 3431N 1030w 52*3 124#B UGGU
1767-17114 0.0000000o0 1009/0597 08/29/74 10 695 3305N 1085bW 52*8 12296 GGGU
1767-17121 o00OO/OOuO 100o9/059i 08/29/74 0 695 3141N 10920w 53*3 120.6 UGGU
1767-17123 O000/0000 1009/0599 08/29/74 0 695 3015N 10945W 53*8 118*6 UGGU
1768-15293 00000/0000 100e9/0617 08/30/74 60 708 4R45N 078b8W 44.4 141.8 UGGu
1768-15300 OU000/0000 1o009/0618 08/30/74 30 708 4720N 07934W 45.3 140.* PGGU
1768-15302 00000/0000 100S/061.9 08/30/74 20 708 4556N 08009w 4602 138.7 UGGG
1760-15305 00000/G000 10029/0620 08/30/74 10 708 4431N 08042W 47.0 137.1 GGPU
1766-15311 U000o/000o 10029/0621 06/30/74 40 708 4305N 08114w 47*8 1359 UPGPU
1766-15314 00000/0000 10029/0622 08/30/74 50 708 4140N 08145W 48.6 133.9 UGGU
1768-15320 00000/00OO00 1UO9/0623 08/30/74 80 708 4016N 08215W 49.4 132.2 GGGU
1768-15323 00000/0000 1009/0624 08/30/74 90 708 3850N 08244w 5091 130*b UGGU
176do15325 00000/0000 10029/0625 08/30/74 100 708 3724N 08312W 5098 128.7 UGGU
1766-15332 00000/000U 100o9/0626 08/30/74 90 708 3558N 08340W 5194 126. GGGU
1766-15334 OU000/0000 10029/0627 08/30/74 80 708 3431N 08406W 52*0 125.0 UGG
1768-15341 o0000/000U 100o9/0628 08/30/74 70 708 3306N 08431w 529b 123.1 UGGU
176b-15343 00000/0000 1002910629 08/30/74 90 708 3141N 08455W 53#1 121*1 UGGU
1768615350 00000/0000 10029/0630 08/30/74 80 708 3016N 08b20w 539b 119,1 UGGU
1768-15352 00o00/000 o 10029/0631 08/30/74 30 708 2850N 08n43W 54*1 117.1 eGG
1760-15355 000o/00o 10029/0632 08/30/74 30 708 2724N 0 8606W 54.b 115 0  UGGU
1768-17123 00000/0000 100e9/0530 08/30/74 90 709 5009N 10410W 43*5 14393 PG (
1768-17125 00000/0000 10029/0531 0S/30/74 90 709 4843N 10449w 44*4 141*8 G G
1760-17132 00000/0000 10029/0532 u0/30/74 50 709 4719N 10o2bw 45*3 140* GPPR
1760-17134 00000/0000 10029/0533 08/30/74 70 709 4554N 10 5b9w 46*2 138./ PG u
1768-17141 00000/000U 100C9/0534 0A/30/74 80 709 4429N 10632w 47.0 137.2 UG U
1766"17143 00000/000U 10029/0535 08/30/74 50 709 4305N 10704w 47.8 135.6 pppp
1768-17150 OUo00/000 10C29/0536 08/30/74 20 709 4139N 10/35w 48eb 133o9 PGPP
1768"17152 00000/0000 100e9/0537 08/30/74 10 709 4013N 108 b 49*4 132 2 UGPP
1768-17155 00000/0000 10029/038 08/30/74 20 709 3P48N 10534w 50o1 130b. Uppe(
1768-17161 00000/000U 10029/0539 08/30/74 30 709 3723N 10902W 50.8 128*7 UPPU
KEYS: LLOUD COVER % o..o.....*... 0 TP 100 = .% CLqUD COVER* ** = NU CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAUG QUALITY *........... ELANKS-BAND NUT HRESENT/NEQUESl&D* G*GBU*. W=P~BR,
ERTS-1
15 24 YCT 04,'74 STANDARD CATAL"U FOR CUb PAGE 0011
FR5M 09/01/74 lt 09/30/74
eBS.RVATI9N MICRBFILM RbLL N.*/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN IMAGE UUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN XBLL ACCUIRED CBVER NUMBER 1F IMAGE ELEYV AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LtNU 123 45678
1768-17164 00000/0000 100e9/0540 08/30/74 30 709 3558N 10j30W 514 126*b PGPP
1768-17170 00000/0000 1009/0541 08/30/74 10 709 3433N 10!56W 52*0 125,0 PGPt
176817173 00000/0000 10029/0542 08/30/74 10 709 3307N 11U22W 5206 123.1 PGH
1768-17175 OUOU/0000 10029/0543 08/30/74 10 709 3142N 11047w 53*1. 121.2 GGP
1768-17182 00000/000 10029/0544 08/30/74 0 709 3016N 11111W 53e6 119.? PPPU
176!-15352 00000/0000 10029/0633 08/31/74 90 722 4843N 08026W 44*2 142.1 -PP-+--
169-15354 00000/0000 100e9/0634 08/31/74 80 722 4719N 08102W 450 -10,6 PP P
1769-15361 00000/0000 1U09/0635 08/31/74 70 722 4554N 08137W 4519 13900 PPP
176-915363 00000/0000 100e9/0636 08/31/74 70 722 44 29N 08210w 46,8 137*6 PP
1769-15370 00000/0000 100e9/0637 08/31/74 70 722 4304N 08242w 47.6 1359 ppPP
1769-15372 00000/0000 10029/0638 08/31/74 80 72? 4139N 08313W 48*4 134.3 PPPp
1769*15375 oooo/oooo 10029/0639 08/31/74 80 722 4013N 08342W 49.1 132.6 PP P
1769-15381 00000/0000 10029/0640 08/31/74 90 722 3848N 08411W 49*9 130 PP P
1769,15384 00000/000 100e9/0641 08/31/74 70 722 3723N 084 38W 50, 129.1 PP P
1769-15390 0000/0000 10029/0642 08/31/74 70 722 3557N 08b05w 51*2 127. Pp p
1769-15393 00000/0000 10029/0643 08/31/74 70 722 3432N 08531W 51*8 125,0 PP P
176V-15395 00000/0000 10029/0644 08/31/74 50 722 3306N 08557W 52*0 123.6 PPPP
1769-15402 00000/0000 1009/0645 08/31/74 60 722 3141N 08622w 5300 121.6 FPPP
1769-15404 00000/0000 100?9/0646 08/31/74 60 722 3016N 08646w 53*5 119*6 ppPp
1769-15411 OU00000/0000 100e9/0647 08/31/74 60 722 2850N 08/lOw 53.9 117.6 PPP
1769-15413 O0000/0000 10029/0648 08/31/74 70 722 2723N 08734W 54*3 1I5lb PPP
176V-17181 00000/0000 100e9/0665 08/31/74 90 723 5008N 10b534w 43*2 143.6 UGPU
1769-17183 00000/0000 1U009/0666 08/31/74 90 723 4843N 10612W 44,1 142.1 (GGU
176V=17190 00000/0000 10029/0667 08/31/74 100 723 4718N 10649W 45*0 1906 UGG
1769-17192 00000/1000 100e9/0668 08/31/74 80 723 4553N 1072jw 4509 139*1 GGGP
176 -17195 000U00/0000UU 109/0669 08/31/74 40 72.3 4429N' 10158w 4697 137,* (GGP
1761-17201 OU000/0000 1009/0670 08/31/74 0 723 4304N 10830W 47.6 1359. UGG
1769-17204 00000/0000 10029/0671 08/31/74 10 723 4139N 10901W 48'3 134@3 UGGi
1769'17210 00000/0000 10029/0672 08/31/74 10 723 4014N 10930W 49.1 132.6 GGGb
1769-17213 00000/0000 10029/0673 08/31/74 0 723 3848N . 10959W 4908 130.9 UPG1
176V-17215 00000/0000 10029/0674 08/31/74 0 723 3724N 11027W 5c05 129*1 GPGO
176-17222 00000/0000 10029/0675 08/31/74 0 723 3559N 11055W 51*2 127.3 uppU .
176!-17224 00000/0000 100e9/0676 08/31/74 0 723 3 433N 11121W 51*8 125*4 uPGi
176 '17231 00000/0000 10029/0677 08/31/74 c 723 3307N 11147W 52* 123*6 GGGi
1769-17233 00000/0000 10029/0678 08/31/74 10 723 314N1N 1112W 52*9 121.7 UPGU
174'17249 00000/0000 10029/0679 08/31/74. 10 723 3015N 11236H 53'4 119*7 GPGf
KEYS; CLBUD COVER X ******..*.*. 0 T8 100 = % CLUD C5VER" . t = NO CLBUD UATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY B*.....,,..... LANKSuBAND .NUT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GaG8Bfo P=PUBR
ERTS-I
15:24 BCT 04s74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS IAGE 0L01
FRBM 09/01/74 TB 09/30/70
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROL6 NBO/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE WUAtITY
ID PBSITION IN K&LL ACQUIRED CBER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* A~JIM ReV MSN
RBY MSS LAT - LUNU 183 45678
1770-15410 00000/0000 10029/0649 09/01/74 80 736 4842N 08150# 43*9 le?2* PP.0
177o*15412 00000/000- 1009/0650 .09/01/74 80 736 4718N 08226W 44*8 190*. PG U
1770-15415 00000/0000 10029/0651 09/01/74 70 736 4554N 08301W 45.6 139. PppI
1770-15421 'O0000/0000 100e9/0652 09/01/74 70 736 4429N 08335W 46'S 137*. PPPe1770-15424 o0000/000oo I009/0653 09/01/74 50 736 4304N 08407w 47*3 136.* PP R
1770-15430 00000/0000 10029/0654 09/01/74 60 736 4138N 08437W 48.1 134*6 pppf
1770-15433 00000/0000 10029/0655 09/01/74 80 736 4 012 N 08b07 48*9 103.0 ppp
1770U15435 00000/0000 1009/0656 09/01/74 80 736 3848N 08b35W 49.6 131. pppp
1770u15442 00000/0000 10029/0657 09/01/74 80 736 3722N 08603W 50.3 1 9.4 PG P
1770-15444 00000/0000 10029/0658 09/01/74 80 736 3556N 08630W 51*0 :127.8 PP
1770U15451 00000/0000 10049/0659 09/01/74 70 736 3432N 08656W 51.6 :125.0 ppp
1770-15453 qO000/000 10029/0460 09/01/74 80 736 3306N 08722W 522 124.0 PP 9
1770-15460 00000/0000 10029/0661 09/01/74 70 736 3141N 08746W 52q8 1:22*1 PPpp
1770-15462 00000/0000 100d9/0662 09/01/74 60 736 3015N 08.810W 53.3 ;L20.2 PPpp
1770w15465 00000/0000 100e9/0663 09/01/74 60 736 2849N 08834W 53*8 118*1 ppp
1770-15471 00000/0000 '10029/0664 09/01/74 60 7.36 2723N 088590 5402 1.16.1 PPPP
1770-17235 00000/0000 10029/0750 09/01/74 80 737 5006N 10702W 4209 193.8 UGGU
1770-17241 00000/0000 10029/0751 09/01/74 70 737 4942N 10740W 43*8 J12*. GGPU
1770-17244 00000/0000 1009/0749 09/01/74 90 737 4717N 10816W 4g.7 140. u pp177U-17250 00000/0000 100 9/0752 09/01/74 90 737 4552N 108 5 0w 4 *6 139.4 GPG9
1770*17253 00000/0000 10029/0753 09/01/74 100 737 4428N 10924W 465b 137. Gp 4
1770-17255 00000/0000 10029/0754 09/01/74 40 737 4 302N 10956W 47.3 136*4 GGGG
1770-17262 00000//000 100 9/0755 09/01/74 40 737 4137N 11027W 48.1 134.6 (GGGU
1770-17264 00000/0000 10029/0756 09/01/74 30 737 4012N 11057W 48.9 133.0 GGGU
1770-17271 O0000/0000 10029/0757 09/01/74 10 737 3846N 11126 4906 131.4 UGPU
1770417273 00000/0000 100o9/0758 09/01/74 0 737 3722N 111 5 4W 50.3 129*6 GGGG
1770U17280 00000/0000 10029/0759 09/01/74 0 737 3557N 11221W 51*0 127.8 GGP
1779-17282 O0000/0000 10029/0760 09/01/74 0 737 3432N 11248W 51*.6 126.0 .GGGU
1770-17285 00000/0000 100e9/0761 09/01/74 0 737 3306N 11314W 52.2 12401 (PG
1770-17291 00000/0000 10029/0742 09/01/74 80 737 3139N 11339w 52*5 1222 GPG
1771-15464 00000/0000 10029/0735 09/02/74 90 750 4842N 08316W 43*6 142*6 GGGU
1771-1,5471 00000/0000 10029/0736 09/02/74 80 7bO 4717N 083524 44.b 11*? GGGO
1771"15473 00000/0000 i0029/0737 09/02/74 70 750 4553N 08426W 45.3 139. GGGO
1771-15480 O00000/0000 100e9/0738 09/02/74 90 750 4428N 08b00W 46.2 13801 UGGo
1771-1542 00000/0000 10029/0739 09/02/74 100 750 4304N 08b33" 47.0 1.36.6 PGGU
1771-15485 00000/0000 10029/0740 09/02/74 100 750 4139N 08604W 47.8 1.35.0 UGG
KEYS: LLUD CUVER X ~ 0 0O 0 % CLBUD C9VER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY **.....*i,*, BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G=GOBU* P=P'OBB
ERTS-1
15:24 BCT 04,'74 STANDARD CATALCG FOR CUS PAGE 0013
FROM 09/01/74 Tt 09/3U/7!
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROL.L N54/ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL PUINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID0 POSITIN IN ROBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RbV MSS LAT LBNU 123 45678
1771-15491 00000/0000 I009/0741 09/02/74 100 750 413N 08634W 48*6 133*4 UGG6
1771-15494 00000/0000 1009/0742 09/02/74 100 750 3P,47N 08702W 49.4 -131,3 GG -
1771-15500 00000/0000U 100e9/0743 09/02/74 90 750 3722N ' 08730w 50.1 1304U uGGi
1771-15503 00000/00O 1i009/0744 09/02/74 80 750 3556N 08756W 50.0 128aL2 -- tG
1771*15505 00000/0000 100U9/0745 09/02/74 90 750 3430N 08623W 51.4 1269- -GWO
1771-15512 00000/0090 1009/0746 09/02/74 80 750 3305N 08849w 52*0 1240 GPGU
1771-15514 0000/0000 100e9/0747 09/02/74 70 750 3140N 08914W 52*0 122.6 GGG3
1771-15521 00000/0000 1009/0748 09/02/74 60 750 3014N 08939w 53*1 120o7 QGG.
1771-17293 00300/000U 100e9/0693 09/02/74 0 751 5006N 108280 42*6 14 4-l -IGGG
1771-17300 OU00000/000 1009/0694 09/02/74 0 751 4841N 10906w 43b. 112s iGGE
1771-17302 0009/0000 100 9/0695 09/02/74 10 751 4716N 10942W 44.4 141.2 .GGQ
1771-17305 00000/0000 1009/0696 09/02/74 10 751 4551N 11017W 45.3 139s7 PGGP
1771-17311 00000/0.000 100?9/0697 09/02/74 0 751 4426N 11050W 4602 1386? UGG
1771-17314 OU00000/000 1009/0698 09/02/74 0 751 4301N 11122W 47*0 136.6 GGGQ
1771-17320 00000/0000 10049/069 09/02/74 0 751 4136N 11153W 47*8 135,09 GG
1771-17323 00000/0000 1.009/0700 09/02/74 0 751 4011N 11223w 4806 133.4 GRCP
1771-17325 00000/000U 100E9/0701 09/02/74 0 751 3846N 11252W 4903 131*7 UGGG
177i-17332 U00000/0000 1009/0702 09/02/74 10 .7$1 3721N 113?00 50*1 130.0 UGGO
1771-17334 OU00000/0000 100e9/0703 09/02/74 20 751 3555N 11147W 50*7 128@ GGG
1771-17341 0000.0/0000 1009/0704 09/02/74 10 751 3429N 11414 51#4 126.4 PGPi
1771-17343 00000/0000 1009/0705 09/02/74 50 751 3303N 114400 520 124*. UPGU
1771-17350 0000O/0000 100e9/0706 09/02/74 50 761 3138N 11bo05 52.6 122.7 GGPU
177?-15522 00000/0000 10'09/0803 09/03/74 60 764 4843N 08442W 4343 142* .,- GGG
177e-15525 00000/0000 100 9/0804 09/03/74 50 764 4717N 08b18W 44.2 1 1,0 PGGO
1779'15531 00000/0000 100 9/0805 09/03/74 50 764 4552N o0852w 45*1 140.0 GGS
177?-15534 00000/0000 100 9/0806 09/03/74 50 764 4428N 08624W 454 1384- -,86 -
177e-15540 00000/0000 1C09/0807 09/03/74 60 764 4303N 08656 46.8 136. UGGO
1774-15543 00000/0000 100e9/0808 09/03/74 50 764 4138N 08727w 47*6 135.* uGG9
177-15545 00000/0000 10049/0809 09/03/74 40 764 4012N 08757o 48.4 133.7 GGGO
177?'15552 00000/0000 100e9/0810 09/03/74 40 764 3847N 08826W 49*1 132*Z UGG
1774415554 00000/0000 100k9/0811 09/03/74 50 764 3721N 08854w 49,8 '130*4 GG
1774-15561 00000/0000 100e9/6812 09/03/74 60 764 3556N 08922W 50*5 128,6 UGGP
177e'15563 00000/0000 1009/0813 09/03/74 90 764 3431N 08949W 51.2 126*8 GGU
177?r1557 00000/0000 10049/0814 09/03/74 100 764 3304N 09u15 51*8 125*0 QGG
177-'15572 00000/0000 100e9/0815 09/03/74 100 764 31P9N 09041W 52*4 123.1 GGG4
1779"15575 00000/0000 1009/0816 09/03/74 100 764 3014N 09106W 529 121.L gQ
KEYS: CLBUO CBVER % *,o.o.o,',,,,* , 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** . NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITN ....... ,.., BLANKSmBAND NUT PRESENT/REUESTEU G*GBODi PPOB~B,
ERTS-1
15:24 9CT 04', 74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0014
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
BBSLRVATIUN MICROFILM R5L NBI/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEY* AZIM. RBV MSS
RbV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
177e-15581 00000/0000 10C~9/0817 09/03/74 100 764 2849N 091 30w 53.4 119*2 UGGO
1772-15584 00000/0000 100e9/0818 09/03/74 100 764 2722N 09154W 53@9 117.2 UGGU
177-15590 00000/OC0U 1009/0819 09/03/74 d0 764 2555N 09217W 54*3 115.2 BGGu
1772-17351 00000/00U00 1009/0820 09/03/74 0 765 5006N 10953w 42*3 144* GG
1774-17354 00000/0000 100o9/0821 09/03/74 0 765 4842N I1032u 43*2 142s9 GGGU
1772-17360 00000/0000 100o9/0822 09/03/74 0 765 4718N 11108W 44*2 141*B UGGU
177d-17363 00000/0000 1V0e9/0823 09/03/7.4 0 765 4552N 11143 4500 140.0 UGGG
177e-17365 00000/0000 1009/0824 09/03/74 10 765 4426N 11i15w 45.9 138*! GGQ
1772-17372 00000/0000 1009/0825 09/03/74 0 765 4301N 11247W 46.7 137.0 GPU
177-17374 00000/0000 10029/0826 09/03/74 10 765 4136N 11318W 47*b 135.4 UGPU
177e-17381 00000/0000 10029/0827 09/03/74 10 765 401ON 11348W 483 133*8 GGU
177e-17383 00000/o0OU 10029/0828 09/03/74 10 765 3845N 11417w 49*1 132*1 GGGU
1772-17390 00000/0000 100e9/0829 09/03/74 10 765 3720N 11445W 49.8 130* 4GGU
1772-17392 0000O/0000 10029/0830 09/03/74 40 765 3555N 11b12w 50ob 128s7 (GGU
1772-17395 00000/0000 10C29/0831 09/03/74 40 765 3430N 11i39W 51*E 126.9 UGGU
177e-17401 U00000/0000 1009/0832 09/03/74 10 765 3303N 1160l w 51@8 125.0 UGG
1772-17404 0000/07000 100e9/0833 09/03/74 30 765 3137N 116 30W 52*4 1:23*2 GGGU
1773-15580 OOO0/0OO 10029/0763 09/04/74 10 778 4842N 08608w. 43*0 143*2 GGP
1773-15583 00000/0000 10029/0764 .09/04/74 0 778 4718N 08644W 43*9 '21* GGU
1773-15585 00000/0000 10029/0765 09/04/74 20 778 4551N 08/19W 44*8 140a GGU
1773-15592 0O000/00U 100e9/0766 09/04/74 20 778 4429N . 08/b w 45.6 138.8 PGGU
1773-15594 OU000/00 10029/0767 09/04/74 20 .778 4304N 0824W 4695 137*: PGGP
1773-16001 U000/00u 1u029/0768 U9/04/74 4c 778 4138N 08855w 47*3 135.7 PPGj
1773-16003 00000/0000 1029/0769 09/04/74 4C 778 40130 08925w 48*1 13,41 PGGU
1773-16o010 00ooo/ooo 1u0e9/0770 09/04/74 30 778 3847N 08954w 48m9 132* UGGU
1773-16012 00000/0000 10029/0771 09/04/74 40 778 3722N 09021w 49*4 1308 UGG
1773-16015 00000/0000 10029/0772 09/04/74 30 778 3556N 09048w 50*3 129*1 UGG
1773-16021 00000/0000 10029/0773 09/04/74 20 778 3430N 09115W 51.0 127*3 UGGU
1773-16024 00000/000 10029/0774 09/04/74 60 778 3304N 09142W 51.6 125o§ GGGU
1773"16030 00000/0000 1009/0775 09/04/74 60 778 3139N 09207 52'2 123.6 UGGS
1773-16o33 00000/0000 10029/0776 09/04/74 20 778 3014N 092 3 2w 52*7 121*7 UGG
1773-16035 OU00000/00 1009/0777 09/04/74 90 778 2?48N 092b6W 5302 119.8 UGGU
1773-16042 00000/000u 1U009/0778 09/04/74 100 778 2722N 09320w 53.7 117.8 UGG
1773-16044 00000/000 100d9/0779 09/04/74 100 778 2555N 093 4 3w 54*1 115.7 UGGU
1773-17405 00000/0000 10029/0780 09/04/74 60 779 5009N 11118W 42*0 194*7 UPGU
1773-17412 00000/0000 10C9/0781 09/04/74 50 779 4845N 11156w 42*9 1 3,4 GPGU
KEYS: CLUD CSVER % , ............ 0 Te 100 = % CL3UD CBVER. ** = ND CLOUD OATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE QUALITY **..,,,****,** BLANKS=BAND NJT PRESENT/HEUESrEUD G-GBO0 P=PBOR,
ERTS-1
15 24 5CT 04A 74 STANDARD CATALOU FOR CUS 'AGE 0015
FRSM 09/01/74 Tt 09/30/74
BBSLRVATISN MICHSFILM RtLL N./ DATE CLUUD JRBIT PRINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
-, PBSITI5N IN KSLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER SF IMAGE ELEYV AZIM. RBV MSs
RtV . SS LAT LCNG 123 45678
1773-17414 00000/0000 3U009/0782 09/04/74 50 779 4720N 112 33W 43.8 141.*8 GGU
1773-17421 00000/0000 100e9/0783 09/04/74 60 779 4555N 11306W 44.7 1f0 0. GGU
1773"17423 000u/oCO l00i9/0784 09/04/74 30 779 4430N 11341W 45.6 1389- -GPGU
1773-17430. 00000/0000 100d9/0785 09/04/74 0 779 4305N 114 14w 46*4 137*4 GGG
1773-17432 00000/0000 100E9/0786 09/04/74 0 779 4140N 11444w 47*3 135.8 -UPGU
1773-17435 00000/0000 10029/0787 09/04/74 0 779 4015N 11bl4w 48*0 134.2 GGGU
1773-17441 OU000/0000 100e9/07b8 09/04/74 30 779 3849N 11543 4808 1326b GG177317444 00000/0000 10029/0789 09/04/74 20 779 3724N 11611W 49*5 130.9 PG
1773-17450 00000/0000 100e9/0790 09/04/74 10 779 3559N 11638w 50*2 129.2 PGU
1773-'17453 00000/0000 10029/0791 09/04/74 10 779 3433N 1105w 5099 127o4* PG -
1773-17455 00000//0000 10029/0792 09/04/74 30 779 3307N 11/31 51*b 125.6 UPGU
1773-17462 0o0000/0000 1009/0793 09/04/74 90 779 3141N 11/56w 52.1 123*7 GGG
1774-16035 00000/0OOU 1009/0890 09/05/74 0 792 4845N 08732w 42*6 143*6 UGG
1774-16041 00000/0000 10029/0891 09/05/74 0 792 4720N 08809W 43,5 142*1 PG p
1774-14044 00000/0000 10029/0892 09/05/74 10 792 4555N 08544W 44*4 140.7 GG U
1774-16050 00000/0000 100e9/0893 09/05/74 10 792 4430N 08917w 45.3 139.2 GGGO
1774-16053 00000/0000 1o009/0894 09/05/74 10 792 4305N 08948w 46*2 137.1 UGGG
1774-16055 00000/0000 1029/0895 09/05/74 10 792 4140N 09019 47*0 136.2 GGGU
1774-16062 00000/0000 100~9/086 09/05/74 10 792 4015N 09U48W 4708 134.6 UGGU
1774-16064 00000/000 100e9/0897 09/05/74 10 792 3849N -09117w 486b 133.0 CGGU
1774-16071 00000/0000 100e9/0898 09/05/74 60 792 3723N 09145w 49.3 131*3 UGGU
1774-16073 00000/o00o 1009/0899 09/05/74 80 792 3558N 09213W 50o0 129.b UGGU
1174-16080 00000/0000 10029/0900 09/05/74 60 792 3433N 09239W 50*7 127.8 UGGU
1774-16082 00000/0000 10029/0901 09/05/74 30 792 3307N 09305W 51*3 126.1 GGGU
1774-16085 00000/O000 10029/0902 09/05/74 40 792 3141N 09330w 51*9 124.2 UGGU
1774-16091 00000/0000 10029/0903 09/05/74 20 792 3015N 09.:b4w 5295 122~ UGG
1774-16094 00000/0000 10029/0904 09/05/74 50 792 2849N 09418W 53.0 120.4 GG
1774-16100 00000/0000 100e9/0854 09/05/74 50 792 272 4 N 09442w 53*5 118.4 UGGU1774*16103 00000/0000 10029/0855 09/05/74 50 792 2557N 09b0 7w 53.9 1;6.4 UGGU
1774-16105 00000/O000U 1009/0856 09/05/74 50 792 243'ON 09530W 54*3 114*4 GG
1774-17464 00000/0000 10029/0857 09/05/74 100 793 5008N 11243W 41*7 145*0 UGGU
1774-17470 00000/0000 10029/0858 09/05/74 70 793 4844N 11321W 42*6 143*6 UGGU
1774-17473 00000/0000 10029/0859 09/05/74 40 793 4720N 11357W 43*b 12.1 UGG
1774*17475 00000/0000 10029/0860 09/05/74 40 793 4555N 11432w 44*4 1407 UGGU
1774-17482 00000/0000 10029/0861 09/05/74 20 793 4429N 11b06w. 45*3 139*2 UGGU
1774-17484 00000/0000 10029/0862 09/05/74 0 793 4304 11b38W 462 137.7 CGGU
KEYS:; LLUD CUVER % *..*..*...... 0 TO 100 * % CLSUD CBVER* ** = ND CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE*
IMAE. QUALITY **.***.**,*,, BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/MEQUESTED* G=OBBOD P=BBO .
ERTS-1
15:24 BCT 04,'74 STANDARD CATALtG FBR CU5 PAGE 0016
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
OBSERVATIN MICReFILM ROLL N,./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE UUALITY
ID PBSITION IN MBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AIM, RBV MSO
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
177*v17491 00000/0000 1009/0863 09/05/74 0 793 4139N 11609w 47*0 136.2 GGGO
1774*17493 00000/0000 100o9/0,864 09/05/74 0 793 4014N 11638w 47*8 134*6 UGGO
1774-17500 00000/00U0 100e9/0865 09/05/74 10 793 3848N 11707w 48*6 133*0 UGG
1774"17502 00000/000U. 100e9/0866 09/05/74 10 793 3723N 11135W 4903 1319? GGGP
1774-17505 00000/COOC 10019/0867 09/05/74 10 793 3557N 11802W 50*0 129.e GGO
1774-17511 0000/0000C 100e9/0868 09/05/74 30 793 3431N 118 29w 50*7 127.9 UGGO.
177*-17514 00000/0000 1009/0869 09/05/74 8c 793 3306N 11855W 51*3 126,1 UGGG
1770-16093 0000/0000 1009/0905 09/06/74 90 806 4844N 08859V 42*3 143.8 UGGU
1775w16095 00000/0000 100e9/0906 09/06/74 90 806 471 9 N 08!35 43*2 142*4 UGGU
1775-16102 00000/0000 10029/0907 09/06/74 100 806 4555N 09010 44*1 141,0 UGGU
1775-16104 00000/0000 1009/0908 09/0.6/74 80 806 4429N 09043W 45*0 139,4 GG
1775-16111 00000/0000 100e9/09U9 09/06/74 60 806 4304N 09115W 45*9 138.0 UGGO
177!516113 0000010000 100e9/0910 09/06/74 50 806 4139N 091d6 46*7 136.* G(GGU
177!-16120 00000/0000 100e9/0911 09/06/74 40 806 4014N 09216w 47*5 135*0 GGGO
1770-16122 00000/0000 100U9/0912 09/06/74 40 806 3848N 0924bW 48.3 133* UGGU
177$516125 00000/0000 100e9/0913 09/06/74 40 806 3720N 09313W 49*1 131*7 UGGU
177 -16131 00000/0000 100o9/0914 09/06/74 50 806 3554N 09339" 49.8 130o0 (GGU
1775-16134 00U000/0000 100e9/0915 09/06/74 40 806 34 29N 09 105W 50*5 12803 UGGU
1776-16140 00000/0000 100e9/0916 09/06/74 30 806 3305N 09431w '51*1 1269* 3GGu
1775-16143 00000/0000 1009/0917 09/06/74 10 806 3139N 09457 51*7 124.7 5GGU
1776-16145 00000/0000 100~9/0918 09/06/74 10 806 3012N 09b22w 52*3 122.8 PPPU
1775-16152 00000/0000 1U009/0919 09/06/74 30 806 2847N 09547W 52#8 1200* PPPU
1775-16154 0V000/0000 1009/0920 09/06/74 40 806 2722N 09611W 53*3 119.0 PppO
177P'16161 00000/0000 1009/0921 09/06/74 30 806 2555N 09635w 53.8 117.0 PppU
1775-17522 00000/0000 100e9/0922 09/06/74 80 807 5007N 11410W 41*3 115*2 jppO
1776b17524 00000/0000 100e9/0923 09/06/74 50 807 4842N 11449W 4203 143.9 PPPU
177a-17531 00000/0000 100e9/0924 09/06/74 20 807 4718N 11s25W 43*2 142.4 PPPp
1775-17533 00000/0000 1009/0925 09/06/74 30 807 4553N 11600w 44*1 141.0 ppPp
1770-17540 00000/0000 1009/0926 09/06/74 3 807 4428N 11634W 4500 139.6 PPPt
1775*17542 00000/0000 1009/0927 09/06/74 0 807 4303N 11106W 45*9 138.1 PPPU
177b"17545 00000/0000 !00e9/0928 09/C6/74 0 807 4138N 11/36W 46*7 13695 Pppu
1775-17551 U000OO/000 100C9/0929 09/06/74 0 807 4013N 11 8 0 7 W 47o5 135.0 Pppu
177-17554 00000/0000 100e9/0930 09/06/74 0 807 3847N 1 1 835W 4863 133*4 PPPo
1775-17560 00000/0000 100l9/0931 09/06/74 0 807 3722N 11 9 03w 4900 13108 PPPU
1775*17563 00000/0000 100 9/0932 09/06/74 0 807 3556N 119300 49.8 130.1 PPP
1775-17565 00000/0000 1009/0933 09/06/74 40 807 3430N 1157W 50 b 128*@ PppP
KEYS: LLtUU CUVER % *..,,.*,,..... 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD CBVER. ** * NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE.
I1A3E QUALITY ... o*.******. PLANKSxBAND'NBT PRESENT/HEQUESTED* GGBBDO0 PxPBORo
ERTS-1
15.24 3CT C4,'74 STANDARD CATALUU FOR CUS PAGE 0017
FROM 09/01/74 TU 09/30/74
-ESERVATIBN MICROFI.uM R1L NJ./ DATE CLOUD BRHIT PRINCIPAL PlINT SUN SUN IMAGE UUALITYID PUSITIN IN KBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. ALIM' RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
177b-17572 00000/0000 100e9/0934 09/06/74 90 807 3304N 12022W 51*1 126.6 GGPU1776-14322 000000/000 100d9/1022 09/07/74 100 819 4720N 06509w 43*0 142*7 PPPP1776-14324 00000/0000 0l0d3/1083 09/07/74 100 8.19 4556N 06b44W 43*9 141.d LGGe1776-14331 00000/0000 100d9/1024 09/07/74 100 819 4431N 06b18 44*8 139. uGGP1776-14333 00000/C0000 1009/1025 09/07/74 100 819 4306N 06651W 45*6 138._9 PGG1776-16151 00000/00O 1009/1026 09/07/74 100 820 4842N 09025 W 42*0 194-1 fSGst,1776-16153 00000/0000 1009/1027 09/07/74 100 820 4718N 09101s 42 9 142.7 UGGP1776-16160 00000/000o . 1u009/1028 09/07/74 100 820 4553N 09136 43,8 141. UGGG1776-16162 00000/0000 100e9/0995 09/07/74 100 820 4428N 09209w 44*7 139s. UiGpU1776-16165 00000/00O0 100e9/0996 09/07/74 80 820 4303N 09e41w 45.6 138-4 GPLP1776-16171 Oo000/00o0 1009/0997 09/07/74 30 820 4138N 09312 4604 136*9 PGGU1776-16174 00000/OOO/ 10029/0998 09/07/74 0 820 4013N 09342W 47*3 135.b PGG177616180 00000/0000 100e9/0999 09/07/74 0 820 3847N 09411W 48*1 133.8 PGG1776-16133 00000/0u00 10029/1000 09/07/74 0 820 3722N 09439W 48.8 132*1 PPGfj1776-16185 00000/0000 10029/1001 09/07/74 10 820 3556N 09b06W 49.5 130*4 PGGP1776-16192 00000/0000 100e9/1002 09/07/74 20 820 3431N 09533w 50*2 128.8 PGPG1776-16194 00000/0000 10029/1003 09/07/74 60 820 3304N 09b59W 50o9 127.0 PGP1776-16201 00000/0000 10029/1004 09/07/74 70 820 3139N 09624w 5105 125.2 Pppiu1776-16203 OOOO0/OOuO 10029/1005 09/07/74 50 820 3013N 09648W 52*1 123..* PGPU1776.16210 00000/0000 10029/1006 09/07/74 40 820 2847N 09712 52*7 121*! PGP1776-16212 00000/0000 10029/1007 09/07/74 30 820 2721N 09/36w 53E2 119,O PPG1776-16215 00000/0000 100e9/1008' 09/07/74 20 820 2555N 09600w 53*6 1179S PGPt1776-17580 00000/00u .100e9/1009 09/07/74 50 821 5007N 11537w 41*0 145.~ PPPU177-17583 00000/0000 100d9/1010 09/07/74 30 821 4842N 11615W 42*0 1'4*1 Pppu1770-17585 00000/0000 100o9/1011 09/07/74 10 821 4717N 11652W 42. 142.7 PPGG1776.17592 00000/0000 10029/1012 09/07/74 10 821 4552N 11726W 43*8 141*4 PGGU1776-17594 00000/0000 100e9/1013 09/07/74 40 821 4428N 11800W 44*7 139,._ P.GGU1776q18001 00000/0000 10029/1014 09/07/74 80 821 4303N 11832W 45,6 138*# PGPo1776*18003 00000/0000 1009/1015 09/07/74 40 821 4137N 1103W 46*4 136*9 PPPU1776-18010 00000/0000 10029/1016 09/07/74 0 821 4011N 11933H 47.2 135.4 PPGU1776-18012 00000/000U 10029/1017 09/07/74 0 821 3845N 12002M 48,0 133.8 PGG1776-18015 00000/0000 10029/1018 09/07/74 0 821 3720N 12029W 48.8 13.2 PGGu1776-18021 00000/O000 1U09/1019 09/07/74 30 821 3554N 12056# 495b 130,. upp1776-18024 00000/0000 10029/1020 09/07/74 90 821 3430N 12123w 50*2 128.8 UGPu1776-18030 00000/0000 1U009/1021 09/07/74 100 821 3305N 12148W 50,9 127.0 GGPo1777114380 .00000/00oU 10029/1029 09/08/74 70 833 4718N 06636W 42.6 1)3.0 UGP
KEYS: CLLUD CBVER % *.***oe,****** 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY **ooooo*oi,.,,, BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GaGBBOD P=oRP88
ERTS-1
15:24 OCT 04'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0018
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/7*
OBSERVATION MICROBILM ROLL NBO/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10D POSITION IN NOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVY AZIM* RMV MS;
RBV MSS LAT LONU 123 45678
1777-14383 00000/0000 10029/1030 09/08/74 60 833 4553N 06711W 43*6 1*1@0 GGGU
1777-14385 00000/0000 10029/1031 09/08/74 70 833 4428N 06744W 44.5 1 0*. GGGtJ
1777-14392 00000/0000 10029/1032 09/08/74 80 833 4304N 06817W 45*3 138o7 GGG
1777-14394 00000/0000 10029/1033 09/08/74 90 833 4138N 0664 8w 46*2 137.2 GGPU
1777"14401 00000/0000 10029/1034 09/08/74 80 833 4013N 06918W 47*0 1~5.Z Gp p
1777-16205 00000/0000 10029/1035 09/08/74 80 834 4843N 09151# 41*7 1 4** GGGP
1777:1:212 U00000/000 10029/1036 09/08/74 90 834 4718N 09228W 42*6 1390 UGGU
1777-16214 00000/0000 10029/1037 09/08/74 30 834 4552N 09302w 43*5 141*6 UGGU
1777-16221 0U0OO/COO 10029/1038 09/08/74 30 834 4428N 09336w 44*4 140,2 GPGU
177/-16223 00000/0000 10029/0935 09/08/74 10 834 4304N 09408W 45*3 138.7 UPPP
1777-16230 00000/000 10029/0936 09/08/74 10 834 4138N 09439W 46*2 1373 PPGU
1777-16232 00000/0000 10029/0937 09/08/74 0 834 4 013N 09b09W 4790 13507 UGGU
1777-16235 00000/0000 10029/0938 09/08/74 0 834 3848N 09b38W 47.8 13492 iGGt
1777-16241 00000/0000 100d9/0939 09/08/74 C 834 3722N 09606W 48.6 132.b UPGU
1777-16244 00000/0000 10029/0940 09/08/74 10 834 3556N 09633 49.3 :130,V GPGP
1777-16250 00000/000o 10029/0941 09/08/74 30 834 3430N 09659w 5090 129*2 GPPF
1777-16253 00000/0000 10029/0942 09/08/74 30 834 3305N 0972 4W 50'7 1:275 GGP
1777-16255 00000/0000 100e9/0943 09/U8/74 20 834 3140N 09750w 51,3 125.7 uGPY
1777o16262 00000/0000 10029/0944 09/08/74 0 834 3014N 09814W 51*9 1,230V UGP
1777-16264 00000/0000 100e9/0945 09/08/74 0 834 2847N 09538W 52*5 1.22.0 UGPr
1777-16271 00000/0000 1009/0946 09/08/74 0 834 2722N 09902w 5300 120.1 GGGP
1777-16273 00000/0000 100e9/0947 09/08/74 10 834 2555N 09926w 53*5 118*1 GGP
1777-18034 00000/0000 10029/0948 09/08/74 50 835 5006N 11703w 4097 3.45.8 PPPP
1777-18041 00000/0000 10029/0949 09/08/74 70 835 4841N 11740w 41*7 194*. PPPP
1777-18043 00000/0000 10029/0950 09/08/74 100 835 4717N 11817w 42.6 143.0 GPP
1777-1805 0  00000/0000 10029/0951 09/08/74 100 835 4552N 11i51w 43.5 141*6 PGPv
1777-18052 00000/0000 100e9/0952 09/08/74 90 835 4427N 11924w 44.4 110*2 PPPF
1777-18055 00000/0000 10029/0953 09/08/74 30 835 4302N 119 57w 45*3 138.8 pppp
1771/18061 000000/100 10029/0954 09/08/74 0 835 4137N 12028W 46*2 137*3 PGPP
1777-18064 00000/0000 1009/0955 09/08/74 0 835 4012N 12057W 47,0 135.8 PGPP
1777-18070 00000/0000 100e9/0956 09/08/74 0 835 3847N 12126w 47'8 134*2 PGPt
1777-18073 00000/0000 10029/0957 09/08/74 10 835 3721N 121 5 4W 48*b 132.6 ppp
1777-18075 00000/0000 10029/0958 09/08/74 50 835 3555N 12222W 4993 13 0*. GP P
1777-18082 00000/0000 10029/0959 09/08/74 50 835 34 31N 12249w 50*0 129*4 GGPU
1775-14434 00000/0000 10029/1076 09/09/74 20 847 4718N 06803w 42*3 143. GGGb
1776-14441 00000/0000 10029/1077 09/09/74 10 847 4553N 06538W 43.3 141* (GG
KEYS; CLOUU CBVER % *,D*o..****,., 0 T9 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** c NU CLOUD OATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *************,* BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REUESTED* GmGBBD0 P=OdBR*
ERTS-1
' 15:24 5CT 041'74 STANDARD CATALUG FBR CUS PAGE 0019
FROM 09/01/74 TU 09130/74
- SLRVATIdN MICROFILM RPLL NS./ DATE CLOUD DRBIT PRINCIPAL PlINT SUN SUN IMAGE cUALITY
ID PBSITIJN IN KOLL ACQUIRED CbVER NUMBER tF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM RBV MSb
RBSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
177*-14443 00000/0000 1U009/1078 09/09/74 50 847 4426\ 069 11w 4492 140.5 UGGU1775.14450 00000/000U 1009/1079 09/09/74 40 847 4303N 06f43W 45*1 139.1 UGG
1778-14452 00000/000U 1009/1080 09/09/74 50 847 4138N 07014 4599 137.6 G.
1778-14455 OU00000/000 1009/1081 09/09/74 50 847 4014N 0704bW 46*7 136.1 GGG-1776-14461 00000/0000 100d9/1082 09/09/7) 60 847 3948N 07114W 47*. 134rW@ UGGi
1778-14464 00000/0000 100e9/1083 09/09/74 70 847 3723N 07142w 48.3 133.0 GGGl
177b-14470 00000/000U 100d9/1084 '09/09/74 90 847 3557N 07E08 49.1 131.a GGGU
1778-16263 00000/0000U 10U9/1085 09/09/74 60 848 4842N 09317w 41#4 1i4 . UGGU
17-7616270 00000/0000 1009/1086 09/09/74 80 848 4717N 09353W 42*3' 143*4 GGP
1779-14492 00000/0000 1009/1115 09/10/74 20 861 4719N 06031W 42*0 143.6 GPGP1779-14495 00000/0000 100o9/1112 09/10/74 .90 861 4554N 07007w 4299 192.3 U GP177!-14501 00OOO/000 100d9/1113 09/10/74 90 861 4429N 07040 43.8 1I0.* 0 GP
1779"14504 00000/0000 1009/1116 09/10/74 20 861 4304N 07111W 44.7 139. UGGP1779~'14510 00000/0000 100d9/1117 09/10/74 10 861 4139N 07142W 45*6 138*0 UGGtj
177 14513 OU000/0000 1009/1118 09/10/74 20 861 4014N 072118 46*4 136. UPG
1779-14515 OUO00/0000 100e9/111 4 09/10/74 20. 861 3849N 07239W 4702 135.0 u Gu
177!-14522 00000/0000 100e9/1119 09/10/74 20 861 3723N 07307w 48.0 133. UGG
1779-14524 00000/0000 100e9/1120 09/10/74 50 861 3557N Q-73 35 W 48.8 131.8 UPGO1777-16321 00000/000U 100e9/1121 09/10/74 100 862 4845N 09445W 41*0 145.0 PGPP
1779"16324 00000/000U 100-9/1122 09/10/74 100 862 4720N 09521# 42.0 13. 7 PGPP1779-16330 00000/0000 100e9/1123 09/10/74 100 862 4554N 095568 42*9 12.*4 UGPP177 -16333 0000/0000 1009/1124 09/10/74 40 862 4430N 09630W 43.8 190.* PrGU
177!-16335 00000/0000 10029/1125 09/10/74 20 862 4305N 09702W 44.7 139. PGPU
1779 16342 00000/000O 10029/1126 09/10/74 10 862 4140N 09733W 45*6 .138.0 GGPU
177!-16344 00000/0000 10049/1127 09/10/74 10 862 4015N 09803w 46.4 136*. PGGG-
1779*16351 OU000/0000 10029/1128 09/10/74 30 862 3849N 09632w 47.2 135.0 UGGU
177 *16353 00000/0000 100e9/1129 09/10/74 90 862 3724N 09859 48*0 133*5 PGG1781-15005 OU000/0000 1009/1130 09/12/74 80 8'89 4721N 07219w 41*3 144*. PGGO
1781*15011 00000/0000 10029/1131 09/12/74 80 889 4557N 07254W 42,3 142-9 UGG
1781-15014 00000/0000 10029/1132 09/12/74 80 889 4431N 07328w 43.2 1 1.6 GGGF1781-15020 00000/0000 10029/1133 09/12/74 70 889 4306N 07400 44*1 140.0 UGGU1781-15023 00000/0000 10029/1134 09/12/74 60 889 4141N 07431" 45*0 13898 UGG{i
1781-15025 00000/0000 1009/1135 09/12/74 60 889 4016N 07b01W 45.9 137*3 GGGQ
1781-15032 00000/0000 10029/1136 09/12/74 30 889. 3850N 07b308 46.7 135.a UGGP1781*15034 00000/0000 10029/1137 09/12/74 0 889 3724N 075588 47 5 134*, UGGI
1781"15041 00000/0000 100e9/1138 09/12/74 10 889 3558N 07626W 48,3 132.7 PGGI
KEYS! CLBUD CBVER % '********.*,,. 0 TB 100 * % CLBUD C5vER. ** = NU CLBUD QATA AVAILAME-e
I0AGE QUALITY s*.,*i. ,.***,* BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GIGBB0s Pu R,8.
ERTS-1
15124 BCT 040'74 -  STANDARD CATALUG FOR CUS PAGE 0020
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/7f
8BSERVATION MICReBFIM ROL6 NB4/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN ISUN IMAGE QUALITY
1D pBSITIN.IN MBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEY. A.4IM* ReV MSP
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1781-15043 00000/0000 10029/1139 09/12/74 70 889 3433N 07bb2W 49.0 131.1 PGGO
1781-15050 00000/0000 100e9/1140 09/12/74 80 889 3307N 0771 8W 49.7 129* 8GGG0
1781-15052. 00000/0000 10029/1141 09/12/74 90 889 3142N 07742 5 0.4  127.~ GGPW
1781-15055 00000/0000 10029/1142 09/12/74 80, 889 3016N 07806W 51.1 126,0 GGGU
1781"15061 00000/0000 100e9/1143 09/12/74 70 .889 2850N 078300 51.7 1 ?4  GGGU
1781-15064 0000/0000 10049/1144 09/12/74 60 889 2724N 07853W 52.2 18264 GGGO
1781015070 00000/0000 100e9/1145 09/12/74 50 889 2557N 07917W 5218 1EO.6 GGU
1781*15073 00000/0000 1009/1146 09/12/74 70 889 2430N 07942w 53.3 -18.@ PGGO
178;-16431 00000/0000 100oo9/1147 09/12/74 90 890 5010N 09655W 39.4 196. (GG
1781-16434 00000/0000 100o9/1148 09/12/74 90 890 4845N 09734w 40*4 145*6 .GGG
1781*16440 OU000/0000 100e9/1149 09/12/74 90 890 4720N 09809W 4113 1, , GGGU
1781-16443 0O000/0000 100e9/1150 09/12/74 90 890 4554N 09844W 42*3 142*V OGGO
1781-16445 00000/0000 1009/1151 09/12/74 100 890 4430N 09917W 43.2 141. GGGI
1781-16452 00000/0000 1009/1152 09/12/74 90 890 4305N 09!49w 44.1 -11-02 (GG
178l-15063 00000/0000 100o.9/1231 09/i3/74 100 .903 4721N 07J44w 41,0 194*s PGGi
1784-15065 00000/0000 100o9/1j32 09/13/74 100 903 4556N 07419W 4200 1130E GGGP
178E-15072 00000/0000 1009/1233 09/13/74 80  903 4430N 07452W 42o9 141*0 UGG
1782~15074 00000/0000 100i9/1234 09/13/74 40 903 4305N 07 2 5W 43*8 190* OGGp
178? 15081 00000/0000 1009/1235 09/13/74 40 903 4140N 07b56W 44*7 13921 SGG
178e-15083 00000/0000 1o009/1236 09/13/74' 10 903 4014N 07626W 45*6 137#A GGGO
1782-15090 00000/0000 1009/1237 09/13/74 30 903 3848N 0 7655w 46.4 136s? GGvG
1788115092 00000/0000 100e9/1238 09/13/74 20 903 3723N 07723W 474 134.7 GGP4
1782-15095 00000/0000 100e9/1239 09/13/74 20 903 3557N 07751W 48*0 133.1 SGGli
178i-15101 00000/0000 100e9/1240 09/13/74 *0 903 3431N 078 18w 48.8 131s, UGGO
1782-15104 00000/0000 1009/1230 09/13/74 40 903 3306N 078430 495 129*, 6 GO
1784-15110 00000/000 l100o9/1241 09/13/74 .40 903 3141N 07908w 50*2 1 8*2 UGOP
1784-15113 00000/0000 100e9/1242 09/13/74 40 903 3015N 07932N 50o9 126. GGPU
178?- 1511 5 00000/0000 100e9/1243 09/13/74 40 903 2850N 07956W 51*5 1247 UGPU
1782*15122 00000/0000 U1009/1244 09/13/74 40 903 2724N 08U20W 52.1 122P PGGP
178eo15124 00000/0000 100d9/1245 09/13/74 50 903 2558N 08U44# 52.6 121*0 PGG9
1784-15131 00000/0000 10049/1246 09/13/74 40 903 2432N 08108W 53.1 119.1 UGGO
178a-16485 00000/0000 100e9/1247 09/13/74 10 904 5009N 0921iw 39*1 14'7*1 OGG!
178e-16492 00000/0000 10029/1248 09/13/74 1o 904 4844N 09659W 4091 1 5, UGGG
1782'16494 00000/0000U 100d9/1249 09/13/74 10 904 4719N 09935W 41.0 1-406 GGGq
1784-16501 00000/0000 100e9/1250 09/13/74 10 904 4554N 10010W 42.*0 143*e UGG
1784-16503 00000/0000 10029/1251 09/13/74 10 904 4429N 10044W 42.9 1:1*9 GGG
KEYS: LLOUD CUVER % *,...*....,. 0 T9 100 = % CLBUD CBVER* ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ************,,* BLANKS8BAND NUT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GGBOBD. P=~t~Ro
SERTS-1
15:24 CT 04s174 STANDARD CATALUU FdR CUS PAGE 0021
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
,O( BSERVATI3N MICROFILM ROLL N59/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALITY
S I POSITION IN BOLL ACQUIRED CUVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVW A IM* RBV MS5
RbV MSS .LAT LONG 123 .45678
178?-1651o 00000/0000 1009/1207 09/13/74 20 904 4304N 0116W 431 .140 GG
178a-16512 00000/0000U '1009/120O 09/13/74 50 9Q4  4139N 10147W. 447 139t-4 a
178i-16515 o00oo0/000 100e9/1209 09/13/74 70 90 013N 1017 45.6 137.7 QGG
178416521 00O00/0000 1009/1210 09/13/74 90 904 3847N 10e45W 4604 136.2 aG66
178e-16524 00000/0000 100e9/1211 09/13/74 90 904 3722N 10314W 47*2 134.7 aG-G
178'-16530 00000/0000 100e9/1212 09/13/74 90 904 3557N 10341w 48.*0 133.2 GGG~
178 -16533 00000/0000 1009/1213 09/13/74 90 904 3432N 10408W 48*8 131.6 UGGO
1782"16535 OOOO0/00007 100o9/1214 09/13/74 90 904 3307N 10433 49*5 129*7 PGPo
178Z-16542 00000/0000 100l9/1215 09/13/74 80 904 3141N 10458W 5042 128.2 Cte-
1784o16544 OO00000/0U 100U9/1216 09/13/74 60 904 3015N 10O23w 50*8 126.5 UGGO
1782i16551 00000/0000 1009/1217 09/13/74 50 904 2849N 10b47W 51*5 124.z GGGQ.
1782-18321 00000/0000 100l9/12 0 4 09/13/74 O 905 5008N 124090 39.1 147*2 GG(
1789"18324 OO00000/0000 100e9/1205 09/13/74 0 905 4844N 12447 40*0 1450V (GGG
178e-18330 00000/0000 100e9/1206 09/13/74 0 905 4719N 12!24w 41,0 144* GGG
178-18333 OUOOO//0000 100?9/1218 09/13/74 0 905 4554N 126 5 9 W 42.0 143*i PGGR
1783-15114 00000/0000 10049/1153 09/14/74 90 917 4846N 07436W 39*7 146e .GGGQ
1783,15121 00000/0000 1009/1154 09/14/74 80 917 4721N 075120 40,7 14* GGG
1783415123 00000/0000. 100L9/1155 09/14/74 60 917 4556N 07547W 41.7 193*6 GGG
1783*15130 00000/0000 .100Z9/1156 09/14/74 60 917 4431N 0762w 42.6 1*2@2 GGG9
1783-15132 00000/0000 1009/1157 69/14/74 60 917 4307N 07653W 435b 10O9 GGG
1783-15135 00000/0000 100e9/1158 09/14/74 80 917 4142N 07724w 444 139.* UGGj
1783*15141 00000/0000 100e9/1159 09/14/74 80 917 4018N 077530 45,3 198@1 GGG
1783-15144 00000/0000 10049/1160 09/14/74 80 917 3853N 07b23w 46.1 136*6 GGG
1784-15150 00000/0000 100e9/1161 09/14/74 90 9,17 3727N 07852W 4609 135.1 UGG
1783-15153 00000/O00U 100e9/1162 09/14/74 60 917 3602N 07 19w 47v7 133*~4 Ges
1783-15155 00000/0000 10029/1163 09/14/74 20 917 3436N 07945w 4845 132*0 GGG
1788w15162 00000/0000 100e9/1164. 09/14/74 10 917 - 3310N 080llp 49*2 130. 4Ga
1783"15164 00000/0000 100e9/1165 09/14/74 .50 917 3144N 080360 499 12867 GGJ
178J*15171 00000/0000 100e9/1166 09/14/74 60 917 3016N 08100w 50*6 127.0 GGG
178 '15180 .00000/0000 1lO9/1167 09/14/74 30 917 2724N 08147W 51.8 123. GGy
1783'15182 00000/0000 100e9/1168 09/14/74 50 917 2558N 08211W 52*4 121.6 GOPO
1783*16544 00000/0000 100e9/1169 09/14/74 80 918 5010N 09548W 387 1*74 GGQ
1783-16550 000Q0/0000 10029/1170 09/14/74 30 918 4845N 100260 3947 1*6, 0GGo
1783-16553 00000/0000 10049/1171 09/14/74 10 918 4721N 10102 400 14 2 GGG9
1783-16555 00000/0000 10029/1172 09/14/74 0 918 4556N . 10137. 41,6 13,6 UGGP
1783-16562 00000/0000 1V009/1173 09/14/74 0 918 4431N 10210W 426 12. - "-
KEyS; CLOUD COVER % .**. .**** 0 TO 100 - % CLUD COVER. * a NO CLOUD PATA AVAILBLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *(**4********** BLANKSuBANC NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEQ* GaGO88 PPOOt.
ERTS-1
15;24 5CT 0o'174 STANDARD CATALdU FOR CUS PAGE 0022
FROM 39/01/74 Tb 09/30/74
eBSbRVATITN MICRBFILM RtL- N3./ DATE CLBUD 9brIT pRINCIpAL pbINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITy
I9 PYSITIiN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER  NUMBER '  iF IIAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSi
RHBV MSS LAT LtN~ 123 45670
1783-16 64 00000/000U 100e9/117 4 . 09/14/74 0 918 4306N 10242w 43*b 1400* GGGU
1783-16571 OU000/000u 1009/1175 09/14/74 0 918 4141N 10313w 44*4 13905 PGGU
1783-16573 00000/000 1iU09/1176 09/14/74 10 918 4015N 1i043W 45*3 138*1 PPPP
1784-15173 00o00/0000 10029/1219 09/15/74 100 931 4 845N 07602w 39*4 146*4 PGPU
1784-15175 00000/0000 10U09/1220 09/15/74 90 931 4720N 07639W 40*4 1%5*1 PPPU
1784-15182 00000/0000 1009/1221 09/15/74 80 931 4556N 07714w 41*4 143*8 PGGU
1784-17002 00000/000. 10e9/1222 09/15/74 10 932 5008N 1011 4 w 3804 147.1 PGGU
1784-1700 0000/00Uu 1009/1223 09/15/74 10 932 4844N 10153w 39.4 146*4 PGGf
1784-17011 00000/0000U 1009/1224 09/15/74 10 932 4719N 10229w 40o* 145, PGG(
1784-17013 00000/0000 100e9/1225 '09/15/74 20 932 4554N 10304W 41*3 143. PPGP
1784-17020 00000/0000 100d9/1226 09/15/74 20 932 4428N 10338w 4203 142.6 PGG
1784-17022 00000/0000 10029/1227 09/15/74 10 932 4303N 10410w 43.2 141.2 PGG
1784-17025 00000/0000 100e9/1228 09/15/74 50 932 4138N 10441w 44*1 139. PGPi.
1784-17031 U00000/000OO 10029/1229 09/15/74 90 932 4015N 10ilw 45*0 138*5 PGG
KEYS; CLBUD COVER % *.......,..... 0 T9 100 " % CLSUD CBVER. *9 = Nd CLBUD OATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS=BANO NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G=UGAU' P=PORR
ERTS-1
153?4 OCT 04 '74 STANDARD CATALUG FOk AL6SKA PAGE 00123
FR.M .09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
OBSERVATIN MICROFILM RBL6 NI7r DATE CWOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEY. AZIM. RBV MSs
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45670
1757-19323 00000/0000. 10029/0341 08/19/74 100 557 623 7 N 13 2 2 0 3812 155*1 GPGG
1757*19330  00000/0000 ".100 9/03e2 08/19/74 100 557 6115N 13326W 3902 153,* GPGP
1757-19332 00000/0000 .10029/0340 08/19/74 100 557 5 953N 13427 40* 1 1.* P Gb
1757019335 00000/00U0 10029/0343 08/19/7' 100 557 5830N 13 52 40 4142 150*1 GGGU
1757o19341 00000/0000 10029/0344 08/19/74 100 557 5706N i3618W 4291 18*'9 PGGU
1757019344 00000/0000 10029/0345 08/19/74 .0 557 5543N 1370 7w 43.1 196,8 GGGU
1757*19350 00000/0000 10029/0346 08/19/74 100 557 5419N -13755# 440 195*s GGGU
175?719353 00000/000o 10029/0347 08/19/74 100 5$7' 5255N 138 39W '45*0 193*6 GGGU
1757*21132 00000/0000 10049/0004 08/19/74 40 558 7036N 14s50b 31*7 167*4 GGPP
1757#21134 00000/0000 10029/0005 08/19/74 40 558 6918N 15051W 32*8 15.0 GGPO
1757-21141. 00000/0000 100e9/0006 08/19/74 60 558 6759N 15238W 33.9 1620 UP R
175?-21143 00000/0000 10029/0007 08/19/74 30 558 6640N 154 13 35*0 1b0*,? PGP
1757v21150 00000/0000 10029/0008 08/19/74 60 558 6519N 15b39W 36*0 158.? PG i
1757021152 00000/0000 100 9/0009 08/19/74 80 558 6358N 15657W 371 156* PG P
1757*21155 00000/0000 10029/0010 08/19/74 80 558 6236N 15809W 38*1 145,1 PG 0
1757*21161 00000/O000 -1004.9/0011 08/19/74 40 558 6114N 15916W 39.2 153*r PGPP
1757'21164 00000/0000 100e9/0001 08/19/74 10 558 5951N 1601 8w 40.2 151.? P p
1757121170 00000/0000 10029/0012 -08/19/74 50 558 5829N 16116W 41*2 150*1 PPPF
1757-21173 OU00000/0000 10029/0002 08/19/74 90 558 5707N 16211 42*1 148.* P PP
1757421175 00000/0000 100e9/0003 08/19/74 70 558 5542N 16302W 43*1. 146.8 P Pp
1757i21182 00000/0000 100e9/0013 08/19/74 60 558 5418N 16349w 44.0 145b. pppp
1757421184 00000/0000 100 9/0014 08/19/74 90 558 5254N 16433W 44.9 143.6 cppp
1750i19381 00000/0000 10049/0083 08/20/74 100 571 6239N 13347w 37.8 155, .UPGO
1750,19384 00000/0000 100e9/0084 08/20/74 80 571 6117N 13 4 5 4w 38.8 153, GpGU
1758-19390 00000/0000 1009/005 08/20/74 100 571 5954N 13556W 39*8 1519V GGU
1750*19393 00000/0000 10029/0086 08/20/74 100 571 5832N 13653w 40*8 150*0 PGG(
1758*19325 00000/0000 10029/0087 08/20/74 100. 571 5709N 13746W 41*8 148*7 GGGP
1750a19402 00000/0000 10029/0088 08/20/74 90 571 5545N 13837w 42,8 147.1 GPG
1756-19404 OU00000/0000 1009/0089 08./20/74 100 571 5422N 13924W 43.7 -145b PGGi
1758-19411 00000/0000 10029/0090 08/20/74 100 571 5258N 14008W 44.6 1,3 UGGGU
1758-21190 00000/0000 10029/0091 08/20/74 70 572 7039N 15 013W 31s* 1 67*b PGGU1758-21192 00000/0000 10029/00g2 08/20/74' 40 572 6921N 152 13 w 32. 165*1 UGGU
1758-21195 O0000/0000 100e9/0093 08/20/74 10 572 6802N 154 00W 33-5 1(2*,9 GGG5
1750i,21201 OU000/0000 -10029/004 08/20/74 0 572 6643N 15b37W 34*6 14O,0 GGGU
1758r21204 00000/0000 10029/0095 08/20/74 50 572 6522N 15705W 35*7 1489 GGGu
1758-21210 00000/0000 100e9/0096 08/20/74 90 572 6401N 15826Y 3647 157*1 uGGGU
KEYS: LLU D COVER % ************** 0 To 100 = % CLBUD CeVER* *4 = Nf.CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY * BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/NEQUESTED. G=G38U P=RB5H
ERTS-1
15:24 OCT 04 '74 STANDARD CATALUG FOR ALASKA PAGE 00124
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74 ')
OBSERVATIN MICROFILM ROL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN KOLL ACOUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEVY AZIM' RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45670
1750w21213 00000/0000 100e9/0097 08/20/74 80 572 6240N 159390 37*8 155* UGG
175,-21215 00000/0000 1009/0098 08/20/74 10 572 6117N 16046W 38.8 13.6 UGG
1758-1222 00000/0000 100e9/0099 08/20/74 50 572 5955N 161474 39*8 151. PPGQ
1-7-50421224 00000/0000 100e9/0100 08/20/74 90 572 5833N 16844 4-C 8 1504 pps
1750"21231 00000/000U 10089/0101 08/20/74 90 572 5707N 16319W 41.8 18-,7 -6O0
1758v21233 00000/0000. 100.9/0102 08/20/74 70 572 5543N 16410W 42*8 .1_77_ P_
1758-21240 OUOOO/0000 10089/0103 08/20/74 70 572 5422N 16515w 43-7 145ob GGOG
175~-21242 00000/0000 10089/0104 08/20/74 100 572 5256N 16b59w 446 193*9 GGGQ
1759:19433 00000/0000 100e9/0107 08/21/74 80 585 6402N 13100W 36*4 157* 
-GPG~
1759~19440 00000/0000 10029/0105 08/21/74 100 585 6240N 13511W 37.5 155o a Pu
-1-7-519442 00000/0000 100L9/0106 08/21/74 100 585 6118N 13617W 38o5 153 g
1759*19445 00000/0000 10089/0108 08/21/74 50 585 5955N 13719w 39 152*1 UGG~,
1759~19451 00000/0000 10089/0109 08/21/74 50 585 5832N 1381bW 40'5 1508o UGG
175-19454 00000/0000 100e9/0110 08/21/74 80 585 5709N 13910W 4105 189 GGGQ
17519460 00000/0000 100d9/0111 08/21/74 60 585 5546N 14OO0w 42.5 147.i UGGO
1759*19463 00000/0000 10029/0112 .08/21/74 70 585 5422N 14047W 4304 195.7 aPGd
1759'19465 OoQ0/0000 10089/0113 08/21/74 100 585 5258N 14131W 44.3 194.1 GGG9
175821244 00000/00UO 10089/0114 08/21/74 100 586 7040N 15136W 31"0 167.6 GPG
1759k21251 00000/0000 10029/0115 08/21/74 70 586 6923N 15337w 32.1 165.2 UPGO3759 21253 00000/0000 10089/0116 08/21/74 10 586 6804N 15b26W 33*2 16390 UGG
1759421260 00000/0000 10029/0117 08/21/74 0 586 6644N 15703W 34*3 161.0 UGGO
1759-21262 00000/0.000 10089/0118 08/21/74 0 586 6523N 15830 35'4 159.1 UGG
175#.21265 00000/0000 100e9/0119 08/21/74 10 586 6402N 15 49W 36*4 157.2 UGGG
1.75V*21271 00000/0000 100e9/0120 08/21/74 20 586 6240N 16101W 37* 15b5 GGG
1759*21274 .00000/0000 10089/0121 08/21/74 0 586 6119N 16207w 38*b 153s8 GGi1759-21280 00000/0000 10089/0122 08/21/74 0o 586 5956N 16309W 39*5 152*1 GGG9
1759i21283 00000/0000 10029/0123 08/21/74 100 586 5833N 16407w 40*5 150. UGGP
1759-21285 00000/0000 10029/0124 08/21/74 100 586 5709N 1601W 41!5 1 8 . Py
1759*21292 O0000000 10089/0125 08/21/74 100 586 5547N 16552w 42@5 117.a GPGO
175921294 00000/0000 1Q009/0126 08/21/74 100 586 5423N 16639W 43*4 115*7; GG
1759021301 00000/0000 10089/0127 08/21/74 100 586 5259N 16/23W 443- 1941 GPG
1760919485 00000/0000 1909/0128 08/22/74 50 599 6523N 13404" 35*1 159*2 GG .1760419491 00000/0000 100e9/0129 08/22/74 80 509 6402N 13b24N 36*1 157 9 P.GG
1760-19494 00000/0000 10089/0130 08/22/74 90 599 6240N 13636w 37.2 1856 SGG
1760*19500 OO000/0000 10089/0131 08/22/74 80 599 6118N 13743w 3892 153.~ appO
1760*19505 0OOO/00/00 100e9/0132 08/22/74 50 599 5832N 13942w 40*2 10 07 GG00
KEYSI CLUD COVER % *o.S...'.o*** '0 T 100 X CLOUD COVER. ,* u Nt CLOUD WATA AVAI-LABE.
IMAGE QUALITY ~ ire*o*** **** BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/NEQUESTEQP G 08OW P-RORA
ERTS-1
15:24 8CT 04'74 STANDARD CATALUG FOR ALSSKA PAGE 00125
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
OBSRVATION MICROFILM RBLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 FOSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEYV AlIM* RBV MSP
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1760-19514 00000/0000 10029/0133 08/22/74 408 559 5546N 141250 42,2 1V47* UGGO
1760o19523 00000/0000 100e9/0134 08/22/74 70 599 5257N 14258w 440 14*1' GGGP
1760-21302 0000/0000 1009/0135 08/22/74 0 600 7039N 15300. 3097 167., GGG9
1760-21305 00000/0000 10029/0136 08/22/74 10 600 6921N 1502W 319* 165.0 UG
1760*21311 00000/0000 10029/0137 08/22/74 20 600 6802N 15650W 32i9 13*1 GGGU
176021314 00000/0000 10029/0138 08/22/74 20 .600 6644N 15825W 34*0 l111 G3GG
1760-21320 00000/0000 "10029/0139 08/22/74 0 600 6523N 15953 35*0 1592e uPGo
.1760421323 00000/0000 .100e9/0140 08/22/74 0 600 6402N 16113w 36.1 157* SGGu
1760-21325 00000/0000 10029/0141 08/22/74 30 600 6241N 16225m 37*1 15506 GGGO
1760-21332 00000/0000 10029/0142 08/22/74 80 600 6118N 16331W 38i2 15305 PGG4
176021334 00000/0000 10029/0143 08/22/74 100 600 5955N 16433W 39&2 1520 GG
1760-1341 0U000/0O00 10029/0144 08/22/74 100 600 5933N 16531W 40.2 150.7 GGG(i
1760-21343 00000/0000 10029/0145 08/22/74 100 600 5709N 16625W 41.2 1*9.1 GG0G
1760-21350 00000/0000 10029/0146 08/22/74 100 600 5545N 16716W 42.2 147*0 PGPF
1760"21352 OU000/0000 10029/0147 08/22/74 90 600 5421N 16803w 4301 195*j GGGU
1760421355. 00000/0000 10029/0148 08/22/74 90 600 5257N 16847W 4440 144.s GPG
1760-21361 OU000/0000 10029/0149 08/22/74 100 600 5132N 16530W 44*9 112.* PGGO
1761-19543 000OO/000 10029/0209 08/23/74 100 613 6524N 13b27W 34*7 159s4 uPPi
1761-19545 .00O0/0000 100e9/0206 08/23/74 100 613 6402N 13647W 35.8 1579. u P
1761-19.552 00000/0000 10029/0207 08/23/74 100 613 6240N 13800W 36*8 155.8 u pt
1761-19554 OU000/0000 1009/0208 08/23/74 100 613 6118N 13907W 37,9 154*1 G PU
1761 19561 00000/0000 10029/0210 08/23/74 70 613 5955N 14009W 38*9 1 52 ob GPPe
1761-19563 00000/0000 100o9/0211 08/23/74 60 613 5833N 14107 39,9 150,0 GPP
1761-19570 U000o/0000 10029/0212 08/23/74 50 613 5 709N 14200W 40O9 149*4 gppo
1761-19572 00000/0000 10029/0213 08/23/74 100 613 5546N 14250W 4109 147Z UGPG
1761-19575 00000/0000 100e9/0214 08/23/74 100 613 5422N 14337W 42.8 146*. Gpp(
1761019581 00000/0000 100e9/0215 08/23/74 80 613 5258N 14422W 43*6 14.6 PPPt
1761-21354 00000/0000 100d9/0229 0,8/23/74 50 614 7155N 15209W 29*4 170*t UPGU
1761-21361 00000/0000 10029/0230 08/23/74 40 614 7038N. 15424W 3004 167.8 PGP
1761-21370 00000/0000. 100 9/0227 08/23/74 40 614 6802N 15812w 32*6 103.2 G PU
1761*21372 00000/0000 100e9/0241 08/23/74 0 614 6643N 15949W 3 3 o6 161.2 Pq
1761"21375 00000/0000 10029/0228 08/23/74. 0 614 6523N 1611 7 w 34.7 159,3 P 0
1761-21381 00000/0000 10029/0231 08/23/74 80 614 6401N 16237W 35.8 157.5 GGGP
1761-21384. 00000/0000 10029/0232 08/23/74 100 614 6240N 16350 36t8 lb5.8 PPG "
1761-21390 00000/0000 100.9/0233 08/23/74 90 614 6118N 16457W 37.9 15401 GGPP
1761-21393 00000/0000 10029/0234 08/23/74 90 614 5955N 16b59w 38*9 152*9 PGG0
KEYS: CLtUD.CfVER % ****,*******,, 0-TO 100 = X CL UD COVER* ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.O*O.,....,,.. BLANKS=bAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GEGOOQO P=PO~B.
ERTS-1
15:24 8CT 04P'74 STANDARD CATALOU FOR ALASKA PAGE 00126
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
BBSRvATIBN MICRBFILM ROLL NOI/ .DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITION IN N~LL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM* R8V MS§
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1761-21395 00000/000U 100e9/0235 08/23/74 80 614 5833N 16657W 39r9 150*@ PGGB--
1761-21402 O00000/0000 100e9/0236 08/23/74 90 614 5710N 16751b 40*9 1 9*4 iGGG
176t-21404 000/0000 1o009/0237 08/23/74 100 614 5546N 16843w 418 -47*t/ GGu
161'21411 00000/000o 100e9/0238 08/23/74 9 0 614 5422N 16.30 42.8_ 196.2 GGP
1--21413 00000/0000 100e9/0239 08/23/74 70 614 5258N 17015W 43*7 1446 UPG
1761-21420 00000/0000u 1U09/0240 08/23/74 80 614 5134N 17057w 44.7 143.0 G0G
176e-19595 ou00000oo/0000oooo 1009/0216 08/24/74 30 627 6643N 13b22W 33*3 1§1 G 0u
1762*20001 00000/0000 100e9/0221 08/24/74 10 627 65?3N 13649w 34*4 159.* GP P
1768?20004 00000/0000 100o9/0217 08/24/74 10 627 6403N 13809W 35*D 157.b6 pp
1762.20010 00000/0000 100d9/0222 08/24/74 40 627 6241N 13923 36.b 155.9 PPPP
176E-20013 00000/0000 100&9/0218 08/24/74 20 627 6118N 14031W 37.6 154?2 P PP
176a'20015 00300/0000 1009/0219 08/24/74 80 627 5956N 14134W 38*6 352.6 u Pp
1769e20022 00000/0000 1009/0220 08/24/74 100 627 b833N. 14232w 39*6 151.0 u Pp
176e220024 ' 00000/0000 1009/0223 08/24/74 100 627 5709N 14327W 40*6 19*6 uppP
1762*20031 00000/0000 100e9/0224 08/24/74 100 627 5545N 14*18W 41.6 197* UppP
176E-20033 00000/0000 100e9/0225 08/24/74 100 627 5420N 14D05W 42* 146.4 PGPF
1769*20040 00000/0000. 100e9/0226 08/24/74 100 627 5256N 14b49w 43.5 1~4.8 uppP
176?E21412 000000000 100 9/0242 08/24/74 80 628 7154N 15335K 28-,9 170. Gppt
1762~21415 00000/oo00 1009/0243 08/24/74 60 628 7038N 1550ow 30*0 167* UGPP
176E221421 00000/0000 100e9/0244 08/24/74 60 628 6920N 15751W 31*1 16506 GGPp
1762-21424 00000/0000 1009/0245 -08/24/74 0 628 6801N 15938w 32.2 13*j UGPP
1762*21430 0U0000/0000 100e9/0246 08/24/74 80 628 6642N 16114W 33.3 161.~ GGPP
1762~21433 00000/0000 10029/0247 08/24/74 80 628 6521N 16241W 34~* 159* PPGi
1762-21435 00000/0000 1009/0248 08/24/74 90 628 6400N 16402W 35. 157.6b PPU
1762+21442 00000/0000 10029/0249 08/24/74 90 628 6239N 16b15W 36b5 155-9 GPGi
176'21444 00000/0000 100e9/0250 08/24/74 90 628 6117N 16623l 3745 15402 UPPU
1768+21451 00000/0000 100"d9/0251 08/24/74 100 628 5954N 16726w 38*6 152.6 UGPP
176e*21453 00000/0000 10029/0252 08/24/74 90 628 5831N 16824W 39.6 151*0 GpGO
1762-21460 00000/0000 100 9/0253 08/24/74 8 0 628 5709N 16917w 4096 1499 UGGb
1769*21462 00000/0000 10029/0254 08/24/74 90 628 5545N 17008 41'b5 1 uGPM
1762-21465 00000/0000 100 9/0255 08/24/74 90 628 5421N 17055 42.5 196. GPPr
1762-21471 00000/0000 10029/0256 08/24/74 SO 628 5258N 171390 4304 14.8 Gppq
1762*21474 00000/0000 10029/0257 08/24/74 90 628 5133N 17221 44.*4 1*3.0 UGGP
1763"20053 00000/0000 10029/0304 08/25/74 20 641 A641N 13653H 33.0 11.* PPU
1763420055 00000/0000 10029/0305 08/25/74 40 641 6521N 13820W 34.1 1-59,.6 PPPo
-1763-2006e 00000/0000 10029/0306, 08/25/74 60 641 6401N 13939w 35*1 157..8 PGPO
-KEYS ; LOUD COVER % ..oo,,,*,**,,, O.TO 100 * % CLBUD COVER, -** * NC COUD DATA AVAILABE,
IMAGE QUALITY ,..,,'0,0,*,* .. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/KEQUESTEQ GGesD, PPBOf.
ERTS-l
15124 OCT 0o4'74 STANDARD CATALUG FBR AL8SKA PAGE 00127
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
OBSERVATION MICR6FI M ROBL NOB'/ DATE C4iUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PCINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUAWITY
ID POSITIBN IN MOLL ACQUIRED CdVER NUMBER OF IMAGE • ELEY. ALIM. m8V MS$
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1764--20064 00000/0000 1009/0307 .08/25/74 40 641 6239N 14051w 36.2 156.0 PPPU
1763-20071 00000/0000 10029/0308 08/25/74 80 641 6118N 14158W 37*2 154*9 PPPq
1763'20073 00000/0000 10029/0309 08/25/74 90. 641 5955N 14300w 38.3 152.8 PPPv
1763*20080 00000/0000 10049/0301 08/25/74 90 641 5833N 14358W 3903 151e P PP
1763*20082 00000/0000 10029/0302 08/25/74 100 641 5710N 14453w 40O3 149.Z P pP
1763w20085 00000/0000 1009/0310 08/25/74 100 641 5546N 14544 41*3 148*1 Gpp9
176a-20091 00000/0000 10029/0311 08/25/74 100 641 5422N 14632W 42*2 146*0 Lp U
$763-20094 60000/000 10029/0303 08/25/74 100 641 5257N 14/16w 43.2 145.1 P i
1763-21493 00000/0000 10029/0312 08/25/74 90 642 6359N 16529W 35(1 157.8 PPPP
176821500 00000/0000 10029/0313 08/25/74 90 642 .6238N 16642W 3602 156.Q PPPF
1763021502 00000/0000 10029/0314 08/25/74 100 642 6116N 16750w 37.2 14,* G(GPF
1763-21505 00000/0000 100e9/0315 08/25/74 100 642 5953N 16652W 38*3 142*8 GPPP
1763-21511 00000/000 .10049/0316 08/25/74 100 642 5830N 16951W 39*3 151* GcPPp
1763021514 00000/0000 100e9/0317 08/25/74 100 642 5708N 17045W 40*3 149.7 ~PPP
1763-21520 00000/0000 10029/0318 08/25/74 100 642 5545N .17135W 41*2 148.1 GG U
1764-21523 00000/0000 10029/0319 08/25/74 100 642 5422N 1722 2W 4202 146*b Lp tp
1763-21525 00000/0000 10029/0320 08/25/74 90 642 5258N 17307w 43*1 145*1 PP P
1763-21532 00000/0000 10029/0321 08/25/74 90 642 5133N 17349W 44*1 143.* PP P
1764-20105 00000/0000 10029/0403 08/26/74 20 655 6800N 13645W 31*6 163.5 GGG
1764120111 00000/0000 100e9/0404 08/26/74 50 655 6641N 1362 2w 32*7 101#0 UGGU
1764+20114 00000/0000 100e9/0405 08/26/74 80 655 6520N 13950" 33.8 159*7 UGG
1764-20120 0000/000 100e9/0406 08/26/74 80 655 6400N 14110 34*8 i57* PGGU
1764-20123 00000/0000 100e9/0407 08/26/74 80 655 6238N 14222# 359 156.? GG
176*-20125 00000/0000 10029/0408 08/26/74 90 6b5 6117N 14329W 36,9 154.o4 GG
17620132 00000/0000 10029/0409 08/26/74 90 655 5954N 14430W 3709 153Q PGGP
1764-20134 00000/0000 10029/0410 08/26/74 80 655 5831N 14b27w 39.0 114. GGG
1764o20141 00000/0000 10029/0411 08/26/74 100 . 655 5708N 14620W 400 149s* PGGU
1764*20143 00000/0000 10029/0412 08/26/74 100 655 5544N 14/10W 40 9 148.3 cGGG
1764'20150 O00000/0000 100e9/0413 08/26/74 100 655 5421N -14756W 41*9 14698 GGGU
1764-20152 00000/0000 10049/0414 08/26/74 90 655 5257N 14840 42.9 145.0 GGGP
1764-21540 o000o0/000 10029/0448 08/26/74 90 656 6759N 16235W 314b 143.* G G
1764-21543 00000/OoUu 10029/0449 08/26/74 100 656 6640N 16410 32&7 141*0 0 Gl
1764-21545 00000/O000 10029/0450 08/26/74 100 656 6521N 16b3 7w 33*7 159. G pp.
1764-21552 00000/0000 10029/0452 08/26/74 100 656 6400N 16657W 34.8 157*. GPGQ
1764-21554 00000/00oo 10029/0453 08/26/74 100 656 6239N 16811W 35*9 156o2 GPG
1764*21561 00000/0000 100e9/0454 08/26/74 100 656 6116N 16918W 36*9 154*, GPGU.
KEYS: CLOUD CUVER % *ie.*'**..*.. 0 Te 100 * % CLBUD cOVER* * = NO CLOUD OATA AVAILABE.*
IMAGE QUALITY ,....,,...... BLANKS=BAND NBT.PRESENT/REQUESTEDU G.GBOOD P=RffOR
ERTS-1
15;24 BCT 04''74 .STANDARD CATALOG FBR ALASKA PAGE 00128
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/7*
8BSERVATIDN MICROFILM RBL- N9,/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN BOLL ACQUIRED CBYER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEY. AlIM* RBV MSS
RBV. MSS LAT ' LONG 123 45678
1764121163 00000/0000 100?9/0451 08/26/74 100 656 5953N 17U21w 37*-9 143-5~w- -
1764.21570 00000/0000 100e9/04b5 08/26/74 100 656 5831N 17119W 39.0 14ui- GPG
1764-21584 00000/0000 1009/0456 08/26/74 70 656 5256N 17434w 42*8 4-.-4 PPP@
176421.590 OU000/0000 1009/0457 08/26/74 100 656 5133N 17516W 43*0 r3,8 uPGPI
"tt t6S -00000/0000 1009/0504 08/27/74 60 669 6800N 138 15W 3113 163.6 p-p 
1765120165 00000/0o00 100o9/0512 08/27/74 40 669 6640N 13950w 3214 10107 GPG
176w-20172 OOO0/0000 100e9/0513 08/27/74 40 669 6521N 14117W 33.4 159.8 PGGG1765Lb-20.74 O000/0'00 100l9/0514 08/27/74 80 669 6359N 14236W 340 t -rp -GPG0
1760'20181 00000/0000 1009/0515 08/27/74 90 669 6238N 14348W 35*6 156o4 PPGP
1760-20183 00o0O/0000 100e9/0516 08/27/74 90 669 6116N 14455H. 36*6 154.? GGGe
176$-20190 0000/0000 1009/0517 08/27/74 100 669 5953N 14b56W 37.6 153.1 GPPR
1760-20192 00000/0000 1009/0518 08/27/74 70 669 5830N 14653W 38.6 1 1.6 PPGp
1765-20195 O0000/OQ0' 100e9/0519 08/27/74 90 669 5707N 14147 39s7 150.0 GGGU
1760120201 00000/0000 1009/0520 08/27/74 90 669 5543N 14 8 36W 40*6 148* OOGPP
1760-20204 OU00000/0000 1009/0521 08/27/74 90. 669 5420N .14923W 41.6 170Q PGP9
176~'20210 00000/0000 1009/0522 08/27/74 80 669 5256N 1.5007w 42*6 15b.i PGPS
1760-21592 00000/0000 10029/0523 08/27/74 100 670 6919N 16214W 30.1 165*8 OGGU
-1760*21594 00000/0000 10049/0524 08/27/74 100 670 6801'N 16403W 31v2 163.6 PGGQ
1765-22001 00000/0000 100e9/0525 08/27/74 . 0 670 6641N 16640W 32*3 141*. PGGq
1760-22003 00000/0000 10029/0526 08/27/74 90 670 6520N 16707w 33.* 159.8 cGG
1765922010 00000/0000 100e9/0505 -08/27/74 80 670 6358N 16826W 345 158.0 u Pt
1760*22012 00000/0000 100O9/0506 08/27/74 90 670 6237N 16938P 35.5 1969. U GO
176t522015 00000/0000 10029/0507 08/27/74 70 670 6115N 17045W 36*6 1547, G au
1765-22021 00000/0000 10049/0508 08/27/74 80 67Q 5953N 17146W 37*6 193.1 a Go
1765 22024 00000/0000 10029/0509 08/27/74 90 670 5830N 17245p 38*6 1-5.i6 B-G
176'*22030 00000/0000 10029/0510 08/27/74 90 670 5706N 17338W . 39.6 150.0 u Gq
1769'22033 00000/0000 10029/0511 08/27/74 60 670 5542N 17428W 40,6 148* u GO
1765422035 00000/0000 10029/0527 08/27/74 60 670 5418N 17olbi 4146 147*0 GGGU
176-22042 00000/0000 10049/0528 08/27/74 -90 670 5?55N 17600- 42*b 145.~ Gpap
1765022044 00000/0000 10029/0529 08/27/74 100 670 5132N 176430 43.5 1+4.0 GPGb
176b*20223 00000/0000 10029/0559 08/28/74 100 683 6639N 14116W 32*0 161.8 a
1766-20230 00000/0000 10029/0560 08/28/74 100 683 65.19N 142*2W 331. 159,* a G
176 *20232 00000/0000 100e9/0561 08/28/74 90 683 6358N 14401W 34.2 158.1 aPay
1766-20235 00600/0000 10029/0562 08/28/74 IQO 683 6237N 1414W 3542 15695 GPG
1766-20241 00000/0000 100 9/0563 08/28/74 60 683 6114N 14621W 36.3 54.r-----G- 6GU
1766*20244 00000/0000 10029/0564 08/28/74 90 683 -5951N 14122V 37.*3 153.a .GGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *.'******** 0 TO 100 * %.CLOUD CBVER* *. NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABWES
IMAGE QUALITY **..****,*o... BLANKSOBAND NOT PRESENT/KEQUESTED* GuGBBOD PwROBRe
2 .ERTS-1
\i524 .OCT 04 '74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALSSKA WAGE 00j29
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
1BSERVATION MICROFILM ROL NBO/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID RBSITI3N IN MOLL ACQUIRED .COVER NUMBER .OF IMAGE ELEY. AIM, REV MS5
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45671
1766r20250 00000/000y 100oo9/0565 08/28/74 100 683 5829N 14820@ 38t3 141@Z GGG
1766-20253 00000/0000 100 9/0566 08/28/74 100 683 5706N 149130 39,3 1500?. GPGp
1766-2025! \00000/0000 100 9/0567 08/28/74 100 683 5542N 15003W -40.3 14897 GPG8
1766-20262 00000/0000 100d9/0568 08/28/74 100 683 5419N 15050w 41*3 147; iPG
1766-20264 00000/0000 1009/0569 08/28/74 .100 683 5254N 15134w 42,3 145.8 QPG9
1766-22043 00000/000o 1009/0571 08/28/74 50 684 7038N 16138# 2817 168,* GGPi
1766*22050 O000/0000 100e9/0 5 72 08/28/74 50 684 6920N 163381 29.8 165*09 GGG
1766*22052 00000/0000 10099/0573 08/28/74 70 684 6801N 16b25w 30o9 .103*8 GGGP
1766.22055 00000/0000 10029/0574 08/28/74 70 684 6642N 16702l 32.0 101*8 GPPl
1766o22061 00000/0000 1009/0575 08/28/74 50 684 6522N 16828w .33*0 -10*0 GPGQ'
1766-22064 00000/0000 100e9/0576 08/28/74 80 684 6401N 16947 34*1 1582 ( GGGu
1766-22070 00000/0000 1009/0577 08/28/74 100 684 6239N 17100W 35.2 156*4 UPPM
1760-22073 00000/0000 1009/057o0 08/28/74. 100 684 6117N 17209W 3692 154o,2 pr
1766-22075 00000/0000U 1009/0578 08/28/74 100 684 5954N 17311W 37.3 153,s PPpp
1766-22082 00000/0000 1009/0579 08/28/74 100 684 5831N 17409W 38*5 151*8 UPGU
1766-22084 00000/000U 100e9/0580 08/28/74 100 684 5707N 17603W 39.3 150* -GPGR
1766*22091 00000/0000 1009/0581 08/28/74 100 684 5544N 17553w '403 1488 GGGU
1766-22093 00000/0000. 1009/0582 08/28/74 100 684 5420N 17640w 41'3 147,.3 (PG
1i66-22102 00000/0000 1009/0583 08/28/74 80 684 5132N 17806W 43E2 1s4.3 OGG
1767018484 00000/0000 100e9/0584 08/29/74 0 696 5421N 126230 41.0 147.* (GGG
1767'20282 o0000/ooo0 100l9/0600 08/29/74 70 697 6642N 14238W 31.6 101i9 G Go
1767-20284 00000/0000 1009/0601 08/29/74 70 697 6522N 14406 32v7 160*1 G GIP
1767-20291 00000/0000 1009/0602 08/29/74 ,50 697 6401N 14b24W 33.8 1580a G GG
1767-20293 00000/0000 1009/0603 08/29/74 50 697 6241N 14637w 349 106#Z u Go'
1767-20300 00000/0000 1009/0604 08/29/74 50 6 7 6119N 14745W 35*9" 155*1 u GO
1767-20302 00000/0000 1009/0605 08/29/74 70 697 5957N 14848W 37*0 153o4 a Go
1767-22113 00000/0000 100e9/0606 08/29/74 90 698 6641N 16828W 31*6 161,0 P Gu
1767422120 00000/0000' 1009/0607 08/29/74 100 698 6521N 16955W 32*7 160.1 P GO
1767-22122 O0000/0000 1009/0608 08/29/74 90 698 600N 17114W 33*8 15813 .P Pt
1767c22125 00000/0000 1009/0609 08/29/74 90 698 6238N 17226W 34.8 106* ( G
1767-22131 00000/0000 100e9/0 6 10 08/29/74 90 698 6116N 17332W 3509 15591 0q
1767-22134 00000/0000 1009/0611 08/29/74 100 698 5954N 17433W 36.9 1530 ( G
1767-22140 00000/0000 100d9/0612 08/29/74 100 698 5831N 17530 38.0 15?.0 u G
1767*22143 00000/0000 1009/0613 08/29/74 100 698 5708N 17624w 39*0 150.b P G
1767-22145 0000070000 100d9/0614 08/29/74 100 698 5545N 17714W 40*0 14990 G GO
1767-22154 00000/0000 1o009/0615 08/29/74 100. 698 5257N 17846W 4j19 146*1 U GU
KEYS: CLOUI COVER X o.....,*3,,o 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD UATAAVAILAB E.
IMAGE QUALITY o**.,oo,,. BLANKSzBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GNGOOuD P=PbOR9
ERTS-115:24 BCT 04s '74 STANDARD CATALbU FOR ALASKA PAGE 00!30
FR5M 09/01/74 Td 09/30/74
5BS.RVAT-IN MICROFILM RtLL N9./ DATE CLOUD RtbIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE UUALITY
ID P8SITISN IN K3LL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM4 RBV MS5
RbV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1767-22161 00000/0000 100e9/0616 08/29/74 80 698 5132N 17929w 
-42-9 1-f4b6 ti1764-81540 00000/000 0le9/0545 08/30/74 10 710 5544N 12/05W 39*7 149.2 PGPP1768-18543 00000/0000 1U009/0546 08/30/74 10 710 5419N 127520 407 1-47,7 PGPP1768"20324. 00000/0000 100o9/054 7 08/30/74 30 711 7037N 13843W 28.0 168-4 GGPQ17646031- 00000/0000 100oo/o0548 08/30/74 50 711 6 20N 1404 3 W 29*1 166.1 PGPQ1768.20333 00000/0000 100e9/0549 08/30/74 60 711 6801N 14231" 30.2 164*0 PGPe1768*20340 00000/0000 10029/0550 08/30/74 30 711 6641N 14407N 31*3 1§42*1 pppp176 '20342 00000/0000 10029/0551 08/30/74 10 711 6521N 1434W 32 1 1606- PP tp
1768;203 4 5 00000/0000 10029/0552 08/30/74 20 711 6359N 146541 33*5 158. PGPu1768020351 00000/0000 100e9/0553 08/30/74 30 711 6238N 14606W 346b 156.8 uppci
1768-20354 00000/0000 10029/0554 08/30/74 50 711 6116N 14913W 35.6 1554. PGPU
1768 20360 o0oo0/o000 10029/0555 08/30/74 70 711 5953N 15015W 36*6 1*3.7 GPP1768'20363 00000/0000 100e9/0556 08/30/74 100 711 5830N 15112K 37.7 152p, Pp P
1768.20365 00000/0000 10029/0557 08/30/74 100 711 5708N 15206W 38.7 190*7 pp1768.20372 00000/0000 10029/0558 08/30/74 100 711 5544N 15256W 39.7 19.~2 PP
1769-18594 00000/0000 100d9/0685 08/31/74 0 724 5543N 128 30. 39*4 149,* GpGO176-19001 00000/0000 10029/0686 08/31/74 10 724 5419N 12917N 40*4 148*. UGGU
176 *20382 00000/0000 10029/0687 08/31/74 40 725 7035N 14007W 27*7 148,* GPGU
176*20385 00OOO000/0000 1009/0688 08/31/74 30 725 6918N 14207w 28*8 166.2 PPGP1769-20391 00000/0000 10029/0689 08/31/74 20 725 6800N 14b354 29.9 144*1 PPGU1769-20394 00000/0000 10029/0690 08/31/74 o10 725 6640N 14531W 31*0 162.? PGU176920400 00000/0000 1009/06!1 08/31/74 30 725 6520N 14659W 32.1 140l UPGU
176V-20403 00000/0000 100d9/0692 08/31/74 30 725 6359N 14818W 33.1 158.6 UPGU1769-20405 00000/0000 i0029/0680 08/31/74 50 725 6237N 14930w 3402 157.0 u GO1769w20412 00000/0000 10029/0681 08/31/74 80 725 6115N 15037W 35:-3 1-55-4 0 GU176 '20414 00000/0000 10029/0682 08/31/74 100 725 5953N 15138W 36*3 153.8 U GO
176920421 00000/0000 10029/0683 08/31/74 100 725 5830N 15234w 37*3 152.3 u G-
1769-20423 00000/0000 10029/0684 08/31/74 100 725 5707N 15328W 38.4 150*V P G176 *22221 00000/0000 100d9/0707 08/31/74 90 726 6917N 16759W 2808 166.2 .UPGL
176P22223 00000/0000 10029/0708 08/31/74 80 726 6759N 16 46w 29* 1641 UGGP176 *22230 00000/0000 100d9/0709 08/31/74 70 726 6639N 17123W 31*0" 162a? GGPP
1769o22232 00000/0000U 1009/0710 . 08/31/74 . 80 726 6519N 17250w 32*0 1,0o. UGGQ1769-22235 00000/0000 10029/0711 .08/31/74 90 726 6358N 174090 33*1 :L58*~ UPGO
176?22241 U00000/0000 1009/0712 08/31/74 100 726 .6236N 17b21W 34*2 :L*7* 0  PPGU1769'22244 00000/0000 100d9/0713 08/31/74 90 726 6114N 17628W 35s2 1-55" PGU
176V-22250 O0000/0000 100e9/0714 08/31/74 90 726 5952N 17729W 36.3 153.8 GPGU
KEYSI CBU' CBVER % *.*..********* 0 T6 IOC a % CLOUD CBVER. ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *,.e,***,**, BLANS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GaGBOD P:ReOR,
ERTS-1
15124 5CT 04JI74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 00131
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
BBSERVTION MICRBEILM ROBL NBi/ DATE CLUD00 RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SON IMAGE QUAL4TY
ID PBSITION IN MBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEYV AZIM* RMV MS$
RBV MSS .LAT LUNU 123 45678
176V'22253 00000/0000 10029/0715 08/31/74 100 726 5829N 17826W 37.3 152*3 GPGU
1769-22255 00000/0000 10029/0716 08/31/74 100 7 6 5705N 17919W 38o3 1*0 9 GPGO
1765-22262 00000/0000 100e9/0717 08/31/74 90 726 5540N 17557 39*3 1490* *UPGt
176!-22264 00000/0000 10029/0718 08/31/74 90 726 5419N 17!03& 40*3 148.0 GGG(
1765,22271 00000/0000 10029/0719. 08/31/74 100 726 5255N 17819k 41*3 16*b GPG-
1770*19050 00000/0000 100e9/0720 09/01/74 '0 738 5706N 12 9 08 w 38.0 151*1 UGG
177U-19053 00000/0000 10029/0721 09/01/74 0. 738 5542N 12958W 39.0 19#96 UGGU
1770-19055 00000/0000 10049/0722 09/01/74 30 738 5418N 13045W 40'0 198*e UGGP
1770-20441 00000/0000 100?9/0723 09/01/74 100 739 7036N 141 3 2w 27'3 168.6 UPGj
177020443 '00000/0000 100e9/0724 09/01/74 80 739 6918N 14334W 28*4 1§660 UGG
1770-20450 00000/0000 10049/0725 09/01/74 10 739 6759N 14b22W 295b 164*2 uPG
1770+20452 00000/0000 10029/0726 09/01/74 ?0 739 6641N 14700w 30.6 142@ UGGi
1770420455 00000/000U 100e9/0727 09/01/74 40 739 6521N 14828w 31*7 160*6 UPGU
1770-20461 00000/0000 10029/0728. 09/01/74 60 739 6358N 149 47W 32*8 158*8 GGG(
1770-20464 00000/0000 1009/0729 09/01/74 90 739 6234N 15059w 3309 157*1 GPG
1770-20470 00000/00U0 100e9/0730 09/01/74 90 739 6113N 15205 3409 1 5*, GPGJ
1770-20473 00000/0000 100d9/0731 .09/01/74 70 739 5953N 15306W 36*0 154.0 GPGO
1770-20475 00000/0000 10029/0732 09/01/74 70 739 5829N 15403w 37*0 1529* GPG(
1770,20482 00000/0000 100e9/0733 09/01/74 80 739 5705N 15 456W 38*0 161 1 UGGO
1770-20984 00000/0000 10029/0734 09/01/74 60 739 5542N 15b45W 39*0 149,* UGG
1771-22353 00000/0000 100e9/0794 09/02/74 100 754 6239N 17d07 335 15708 u Gt
1771-22360 00000/0000 1009/0795 09/02/74 90 754 6116N 17914W 34.5 155*8 UPGP
1771o22362 00000/0000 10029/0796 '09/02/74 80 .754 5955N 17943t 3516 154.2 GGGU
1771-22365 00000/0000 10029/0797 09/02/74 100 754 5832N 17846h 36.6 152*8 UPGU
1772-19153 00000/0000 10029/b798 09/03/74 10 766 5950N 13008W 35* 154.4 uPG
1774,19160 00000/0000 109/0799 09/03/74 0 766 5827N 1310 6 w 36*4 152* PGGU
177e-19162 00000/0000 10029/0800 09/03/74 0 766 5703N 13200W 37.4 151,* GPG
177-19165 00000/0000 100o9/0801 09/03/74 20 766 5540N 13250W 38*4 150.0 UPGP
1772-19171 00000/0000 10029/0802 09/03/74 70 .766 5416N 13337W 39*4 148.6 UPGR
177e=20553 00000/0000 10029/0837 09/03/74 50 767 7034N 14428N 26.6 168,8 GG
1772-20560 0000010000 10029/0838 09/03/74 30 767 6916N 14628W 27.7 166*. GGGU
177e*20562 00000/0000. 10029/0839 09/03/74 30 767 6757N 14814W 2808 164*, UGGU
177 120565 00000/0000 10049/0840 09/03/74 20 767 6638N 1449w 29*9 102,0 UGGY
177.2-20571 00000/0000 10049/0841 09/03/74 20 767 6518N 15115W 31.0 10*7 PGGo
1772-20574 00000/0000 10029/0842 09/03/74 0 767 6357N 15234W 32*1 159*0 PGGO
1772-20580 00000/0000 .10029/0843 09/03/74 0 767 6235N 15347W 33*2 157.* UGG
KEYS: LLUD CBVER * ....* ....*..... 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** = N CLOBUD DATA AVAILAbE.
IMAGE QUALITY *:,.*********, BLANKS.BAN).NBT PRESENT/nEQUESTED* GuGBBD, P.RBdeN
ERTS-115:24 OCT 04 74 STANDARD CATALdU FOR ALASKA PAGE 00132
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
OBSERVATIeN MICRWFI M ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN MBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEY* AJIM, RBV MSO.
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45670
1772-20583 00000/0000 10049/0844 09/03/74 0 767 6114N 15453W 343 t5r- GP-g1772-20585 .00000/0000 10049/0845 09/03/74 0 767 5952N 15656w 35*3 1 t GGPq-
1772'20592 00000/0000 100e9/0846 09/03/7 4  10 767 5828N 15654W 36'3 12- -GGG
1772020594 00000/0000 10049/0847 09/03/74 40 767 5704N 15748w 37.* 151I- GPGIJ17-7E121001 00000/0000 10049/0848 09/03/74 80 767 5540N 15838W 38*4 1 00 PPPF
177R*21003 00000/0000 1iU09/0834 09/03/74 100 767 5 41 6 N 15925W 39*4 18.6 u G 1772 22421 00000/0000 1o009/0849 09/03/74 90 768 5953N 17812t 35*2 154*# GPGU
.1772-22423 00000/0000 100o9/085u 09/03/74 90 768 5830N 17115t 36#3 133rO- pag
1773'19212 00000/0000 1009/0835 09/04/74 100 780 5954N 13129W 34#9 15406 G G177J-19214 00000/0000 1009/0851 09/04/74 100 780 5831N 13226W 36.0 1!531 UPG
1774-19221 00000/0000 
-100e9/0852 09/04/74 100 780 5708N 13320Y 37*0 151*7 CGG1774319223 00000/0000 1009/0836 09/04/74 90 780 5544N 13411W 38.0 150#3 u Ge
1773*19230 00000/0000 100L9/0853 09/04/74 60 780 5420N 13458w 39*0 1468 GPGe1773r-2011 00000/0000 100e9/0871 09/04/74 0 781 7036N 14548w 26.2 16990 GGG
1770*21014 00000/0000 100U9/0872 09/04/74 0 781 6919N 14748H 27*3 16607 UGGO
1774-21020 00000/0000 1009/0873 09/04/74 0 781 6801N 14935W 28,4 104#6 UGGQ1773-21023 00000/0000 10029/0870 09/04/74 0 781 6641N. 15112W 29e5 1b2.7 u Go1773-21025 00000/0000 1009/0874 09/04/74 0 781 65214- 15239w 30.6 1 0*9 PGGP
1773-21032 00000/0000 100e9/0875 09/04/74 0 781 6 40 0  15359w 3147 159.9 GPPf1774"21034 00000/0000 100e9/0876 09/04/74 0 781 6239N 15b12w 328 157.6 GGG4
1773*21041 00000/0000 10049/0877 09/04/74 0 781 6116N 15618- 33.9 156*1 GGP
1773*21043 000.00/0000 1009/0878 09/04/74 0 781 5954N 15719W 349 1414 § GGG
1774v21050 00000/0000 100?9/0879 09/04/74 s0 781 5831N 15816 36*0 X53*! GGGU
177 *21052 00000/0000 10099/0880 09/04/74 80 781 5708N 15910w 37.0' 1.9Z1 UGGU
1774421055 00000/0000 100e9/0881 09/04/74 80 781 5544N 16001W 38*0 150.-- S-GG1773-21061 00000/0000 10049/0882 09/04/74 l00 781 5420N 16048w 39.0 1)8*7 aGGG177*19263 00000/0000 1009/0883 09/05/74 40 79'4 6115N 131530 33*5 156*4 GGGQ
1774&19270 00000/0000 100 9/0884 09/05/74 20 794 5953N 13255 34*6 154.8 GPG4
1774-19272 00000/0000 100e9/0885 09/05/74 100 794 5830N 13353o 35,6 153.* UGGq1774*19275 00000/0000 1009/0886 09/05/74 100 794 5707N 13447w 36,7 101,* UPGi1774'19281 00000/0000 100e9/0887 09/05/74 100 794 5543N 13537W 37.7 1504 uPGRP
1774*19284 00000/0000 10049/0888 09/05/74 100 794 5420N 13625w 38*7 15991 (PGU1774*19290 00000/0000 100!9/0889 09/05/74 70 794 5256N 137090 39s7. 1*7*. GGG
177!Um21065 00000/0000 10049/0982 09/05/74 20 795 7036N 14715W R5*8 1 9o0 PPGO
1774#21072 00000/0000 100e9/0983 09/05/74 0 795 6919N 14915" 27*0 166 u- iP P1774T21074 00000/0000 1009/0984 09/05/74 0 795 6800N 15102w 28.1 164*7. uP r
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X *,0*,s,**,*** 0 TO 100 a CLLUD CVER* *- No CLUD *ATA AVAILABUE.
IMAGE QUALITY *L.t *..E,~ ANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G!GBoDB PuIR9Bo
ERTS-1
15124 OCT 04*'74 STANDARD CATALUG FOR ALRSKA PAGE 00133
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 0,/30/74
ObRVATION MICR6FILM ROL Ne*./ DATE CUOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PUINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUA ITY
ID POSITISN IN ~BLL ACQUIRED CUER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEY. AlIMl RBV MSB
RV MSS LAT L.NG 123 45678
177*21081 00000/0000 100 9/Q985 09/0574 O 795 6640N 15240w 29*2 162,8. GppO
1774-21083 00000/0000 1009/0986 09/05/74 0 795 . 6520N 15407 303 101o1 PP 9
177*021090 00000/000U. 1009/0987 09/05/74 O 795 64OON 155627 31*4 109.* cP 9
1774"21092 00000/0000 100 9/0988 09/05/74 40 79 5 6238N 15640W 32,5 157.8 Gp q
1774"21095 00900/0000 100e9/0989 09/05/74 30 795 6115N 15746w 33*5 156.a up p
177.-21~01 oo000/0000 -100 9/0990 09/05/74 50 795 5952N 15848 .34.6 15498 GppP
1774-21104 00000/000 100d9/0974 09/05/74 70 795 5829N 159441 3546 153.~ u po
1774,2'1110 U00000/0000 100 9/0975 09/05/74 100 795 5707N 16037o 36*7 1014 6 G
1774-21113 00000/0000 1029/0976 09/05/74 100 795 5543N 16127w 37.7 140*o P Pr
17.7421115 00000/0000 10029/0977 09/05/74 100 795 5419N 16214w 3847 14991 P pq
1775-19315 00000/0000 10049-/0978 09/06/74 20 808 6238N 13215W 32i1 157*2 6 P
1775-19321 00000/0000 100e9/0991 09/06/74 30 808 6116N 13321w 33*2 156.* PPpp
177*119324 00000/0000 10049/0992 09/06/74 0.0 808 5953N 13423W 3413 154.9 PPpe
.1770-19330 00000/0000 00 9/0993 09/06/74 0 808 5831N 13520W 35o3' 153.4 Ppp
177-19333 00000/0000 100E9/0994 09/06/74 20 808 5707N 13614W 36*4 152*! GPPe
1775-19335 00000/0000 10049/0979 09/06/74 50 808 5544N 13705W 37*4 150, 6G Pp.
1770-19342 000U0/0000 10049/0980 09/06/74 80 .808 5419N 13752W 38.4 149.* u
177*19344 00000/0000 100e9/0981 09/06/74 100 808 5255N 13836 39.4 148.0 6 P
1770-21124 00000/0000 100e9/0963 09/06/74 0 809 7036N 14843W 25,5 10491 GGG
177.-21130 00000/0000 100I9/0964 09/06/74 0 809 6919N 150430 26.6 14.6.9 G ap
1775-21133 00000/0000 10 0t9/0965 09/06/74 0 809 6800N 15230W 27*7 14. PG@
1775121135 00000/0000 100e9/0966 09/06/74  0 . 809 6640N 15*07W 28*8 163.0 •GG
1770-21142 00000/0000 .100o9/0967 09/06/74 0 809. 6520N 155 33w 299 101. PGO
177$+21144. 00000/0000 100e9/0968 09/06/74 0 809 6359N 15653W 3140 15930 . UGG
1775-21151 00000/0000- 100e9/0969 09/06/74 10 809 6237N 15806W 32.1 157.5 -GGP
1775~21153 00000/0000 1o009/0970 09/06/74 40 809 6115N 15914W 33*2 156.* GGGO
1775'21160 .00000/0000 100e9/0971 09/06/74 70 809 5952N 16016W 34*2 154 * GPG4
1775~21162 OOO00000/0000 1009/0960 09/06/74 90 809 5829N 16113w 35s3 153.~ G pg
177-*21165 00000/0000 .100e9/0961 09/06/74 90 809 5705N 16206M 363 112.1 .G G
1770-21171 000o0/0000 10029/0962 09/06/74 0oo 809 5542N .62566 37*4 140.1 P Gg
177521174 00000/0000 10029/0972 09/06/74 90 809 5418N 163431 38'4 1490*. UPG9
1775021180 00000/O00O 10029/0973 09/06/74 90 .809 5254N 16428N 39*4 148.0 UPP9
1776,21182 00000/0000 100e9/1041 09/07/74 20 823 7035N 15010u 25*1 1690? GGdo
1776-21184 00000/0000 .10029/1042 09/07/74 0 823 6917N 15210W 26.2 1 7*0 GPPF
1776+1191 00000/0000 100e9/1043 09/07/74 0 823 6758N 15357w 27 4 14590 GPG
177621193 U0000/0000 100d9/1044 09/07/74 0 823 6639N 15534W 28*5 163*1 GPG-
KEYS: LLBUD CUVER% * ~ ****... 0 TO 100 . % CLOUD COVER* **. NO CLOuD UATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..'oo*....*... BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/NEQUETEDE GGOODe PaPORBe
ERTS-1
15:24 OCT 04'74 STANDARD CAT4ALU FOR ALASKA PAGE 0034
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/3U/74
BBShRVATION MICROFILM R!Ll NOB/ DATE CL9UD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN !BLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1776-21200 00000/0000 100e9/1045 09/07/74 0 823 6519N 15 7 02w- 29*- 1-b GGG-
177b-21202 00000/00O9 1009/1046 09/07/74 0 823 6358N 15821w 3097 159*. UGGU
1776-21205 O00000/000 1009/1047 09/07/74 0 823 6236N 15 34W -31-8 1481 GGP
1776-21211 00000/0000 100e9/1048 09/07/74 20 823 6114N 16U41W 32*8 T5-6 WiPl
1776-21214 00000/0000 100e9/1049 09/07/74 60 823 5952N 16143w 33*9 1*5,1 UPGP
1776-21220 o0000/oo00 i00o9/1039 09/07/74 80 823 5829N 16239 35,0 153#7 u Pp
1776-21223 00000/0000 100e9/1050 09/07/74 70 823 5706N 16332w 3690 15294 .PdG
1776"21225 00000/0000 100e9/1040 09/07/74 90 823 5542N 16 422W 37-0 -1--V9- - -
1776-21232 00000/0000 100e9/1051 09/07/74' 70 823 5418N 16509W 38*0 149,0 UPGO
1776-21234 OU000/00OU 100e9/1052 09/07/74 70 823 5253N 16554 39*0 1480 , PG
1777*19425 00000/0000 100e9/1059 09/08/74 10 836 6358N 133b55 30*3 15"9.8 PGG1
1777-19431 000OO00/000 10029/1060 09/08/74 10 836 6236N 13bO8w 31*, 158.2 PGGR
1777-.19434 O0000/00UO 1009/1061 .09/08/74 30 836 6114N 13615W 3295 156*7 PP F
1777-19440 00000/0000 100o9/1062 09/08/74 80 836 5952N 13717w 33.6 155# PPpt
1777-19443 00000/0000 1009/1053 09/08/74 i00 836 5829N 13816b 346 153.9
1777419445 00000/0000 100e9/1054 09/08/74 100 836 5705N 13909W 35*7 152.5 u P
1777-19452 00000/0000 100e9/1063 09/08/74 90 836 5541N 13!59W 3697 151* PP ?
1777-19454 000o0/0000 10029/1055 09/08/74 80 836 5418N 14U46W 37.7 1998 u r
1777-19461 00000/00U 100e9/1056 09/08/74 80 836 5254N 14130W 38'.7 148.~ P P
1777-21240 .00000/0000 1009/1064 09/08/74 0 837 7034N 15136w 24*8 16904 PP
1777-21242 00000/0000 100e9/1065 09/08/74 30 837 6916N 15336W 259 107*1 ppO
1777-21245 O00./000 10029/1066 09/08/74 0 837 6758N 15623W 27.0 1~5.1 PPPp
1777-21251 00000/0000 1009/1067 09/08/74 0 837 6638N 15700W 28:L 163.2 ppp~
1777-21254 00000/0000 100e9/106 09/08/74 0 837 6518N 15b27W 2992 1419 PPPt
1777-21260 00000/0000 10029/1069 09/08/74 0 837 6357N 15 4 6w -30-' 159.08 PGPS
1777-21263 00000/0000 100e9/1070 09/08/74 0 837 6235N 16058V 31*4 15802 PPPP
1777*21265 00000/0000 10029/1057 09/08/74 40 837 6113N 16205w 32*5 156.? P Pt
1777-21272 00000/000 10029/1058. 09/08/74 50 837 5951N 16307W 336. 1550 P Pr
1777-21274 00000/0000 100 9/1071 09/08/74 90 837 5827N 1640bW 3496 153* GPG
1777-21281 00000/0000 100e9/1072 09/08/74 100 837 5705N 16458W 35.17 102,l PPpo
1777621283 00000/0000 100o9/1073 09/08/74 100 837 5541N 16!48 36.7 151,: Uppr
1777-21290 00000/0000 100e9/1074 09/08/74 80 837 5418N 16636W 37.7 149.8 ppPp
1777-21292 00OO0/0000 10029/1075 09/08/74 40 837 5254N 16/20W 38.7 148.~ PPP
1770-19481 09000/0000 10029/1093 09/09/74 0 850 6518N 13402i 28*9 161.6 CGG
1778-19483 0000/0000 10029/1094 09/09/74 0' 850 6357N 13622w 300 1. PGGQ
1778-19490 OU00000/0000 1009/1095 09/09/74 30 850 6235N 13634W 31.1 188,1 PPGe
KEYS: CLBUD COVER. X .. ,,**.,,,,,,* 0 TB 100 a % CLBUD CBVER. *t u NO 'C .UD DATA AVAILAB E.
IMAGE.QUALITY **********,o,, BLANKSwBAN0 NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G=GBBD* POWBOR
ERTS-1
15:24 BET 04#174 STANDARD CATALOG FBR ALASKA rAGE 00135
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
BBSERVATIBN MICRSFILM RbLL N'/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUAWITY
IO POSITION IN BOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEY. AZIMV RBV MSP
R6V MSS LAT LUNa 123 45674
1770-19492 00000/0000. 100d9/1087 09/09/74 90 850 6113N 13741W 32.2 1 56* P G
1770-19495 00000/000( 1009/1088 09/09/74 100 850 5951N 13843W 339. 155. P Gr
177b"19501 00000/0000 100d9/1089 09/09/74 100 850 5828N 13940W 3403 154.1 P G5
1778-19504 0000/0000 100d9/1096 09/09/74 80 850 5705N I4032w 35*3 1l2.7 PPOG
177-819510 00000/0090 1009/1097 09/09/74 60 850 5542N 14121W 366* 151.9 PPPo
1770*19513 00000/O000 100d9/1098 09/09/74 60 850 5419N 14208w 37*4 150b PPG0
1778-19515 00000/0000 100~9/1099 09/03/74 .90 850 5254N 14253W 38*4 148*7 PPGu
1778-21294 0U0000/0000 1009/1100 09/09/74 30 .851 7037N 15255w 24*3 169*. UGG
1778"21301 00000/0000 100e9/1101 09/09/74 10 851 6919N 15456W 25'5 167.* UPPU
1778-21303 00000/0000 100d9/1102 09/09/74 0 851 6801N 15643w 26,6 105*4 UGO
1778-21310 00000/0000 100l9/1103 09/09/74 0 851 6641N 15620 27.7 163* UGGG
1770-21312 00000/0000 10029/1104 09/09/74 0 851 6521N 15947W 28*8 161*7 GPPr
1770-21315 00000/0000 100e9/1105 09/09/74 0 851. 6400N 16107W 29*9 160.0 UGGW
1778-21321 00000/0000 10029/1106 09/09/74 0 851 6239N 162191 31*0 158*0 UPGU
1778-21324 00000/0000 10029/1107 09/09/74. 40 8b1 6116N 16326 32*1 157.0 GPGU
177b.21330 00000/00/00 1009/1108 09/09/74 100 851 5954N 16428W 33*2 15595 UPGu
1778-21333 00000/0000 10029/1109 09/09/74 90 851 5831N 16b26 342 1~491 uPG
1778-21335 00000/0000 100o9/1110 09/09/74 100 861 5708N 16620w 35.3 152.8 GPGu
1778-21342 00000/000 10029/1111 09/09/74 100 851 5544N 16711W 36*3 151* PPGO
1778-21344 00000/0000 100e9/1090 09/09/74 100 851 5420N •  16759W 37*3 150.1 G G9
1770-21351 00000/0000 10029/10!1 09/09/74 100 851 5257N 16844w 38.4 148 8 P Gu
1778-21353 00000/0000 1i009/1092 09/09/74 100 851 5133N 169270 39f4 1 7*4 U GU
1781-20044 00000/0000 10029/1184 09/12/74 80 892 6641N 13650 26*6 103.8 UPGe
1781oo0051 00000/0000 1U029/1185 09/12/74 80 892 6521N 138 16w 277 162*1 cPGF
1781-20053 00000/0000 1009/1186 09/12/74 50 892 6400N 13936W 28.8 lo.t UPGO
1781*20060 00000/0000 10029/1177 09/12/74 0 892 6239N 14048W 29.9 18990 G Pp
1781-20062 00000/0000 100e9/1178 09/12/74 80 892 6117N 14 155w 3140 157.5 u PU
1781-20065 00000/0000 10029/1179 09/12/74 100 892 5955N 1425 8 W 32*1 156*1 U GF
1781-20071 000000000 100e9/1180 09/12/74 100 892 5832N 14356W 33*2 154o7 U GP
1781,20074 00000/0000 10029/1181 09/12/74 100 892 5708N 14450W 342 1530 G G
1781-20080 00000/0000 100U9/1182 09/12/74 100 892 5545N 14 b40W 35.3 152.1 u GR
1781720083 00000/0000 10029/1183 09/12/74 100 892 5421N 14b27W 36*3 150*8 G Pe
1781020085 OU00000/0000 10029/1187 09/12/74 100 892 5257N 14712w 37*4 1 99* GPGl
1781"21462 00000000 100 9/1188 09/12/74 80 893 7158N . 15453w 22'0 172 . GGO
1781-21464 00000/0000 10029/1189 09/12/74 80 893 7041N 15711w 23o2 1699@ UGGq
1781-21471 0000/1000U 10029/1190 09/12/74 80 893 6922N 15911w 24*3 167*1 PGGU
KEYS: LLtUD COVER % o,,,*,**,'.*,,, 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD COVER# ** * NW CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *....... ..... BLANKS.BAND NUT PRESENT/REQUESTEDs GuGBBD, P.mfBR,
ERTS-1
15:24 OCT 04r"74 STANDARD CATALUG FBR ALASKA rAGE 00136
FRBM 09/01/74 TB 09/30/74
BBSERVATION MICRBF.M ROLL NBe/ DATE CBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN §UN IMAGE QUAITY
ID PBSITION IN KBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER .BF IMAGE .ELEY,. AZIMo .RBV MS
RBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678 .
1781-21473 00000/0000 1009/1191 09/12/74 70 893 6804N 16059N 25i, 165*7 uaGPt
1781-21480 00000/0000 1U09/1192 09/12/74 80 893 6644N 16235W 26-6. 163.o4 ---- -
1781-21482 .00000/0000 .1CO9/1193 09/12/74 90 893 6524N 16403W 2707 1022 - GG_
1781021485 00000/0000 100e9/1194 09/12/74 80 893 6403N 16024o 28-8 1A LhO- PG6~
178.021491 -00000/0000 1009/1195 09/12/74 90 893 6242N 16637W 29*9 4-9-*- - -IG
1781-21494 00000/0000 100d9/116 09/12/74 80 893 6120N 16744w 3190 157.6 GkGi
1781421500 00000/00O 100o9/1197 09/12/74 50 89 5957N 16846W 321 15b*1 UPGO
1781,21503. 00000/0000 10049/1198 09/12/74 70 893 5834N 16944W 33*1 15498 GpGp
1781-21505 00000/0000 100d9/1199 09/12/74 90- 893 .571ON 17038. 342 --1-5~3--. -- PGf-
1781-21512 00000/0000 100e9/1200 09/12/74 100 893 5547N 17129m 35.2 152.1 PPPU
1781-21514 00000/0000 109D09/1201 09/12/74 100 893 5424N 17218W 3603 150.8 . GG
1781421521 00000/0000 1009/1202 09/12/74 80 893 5300N 173030 37,3 199,* UGGO
1781021523 00000/0000 100e9/1203 09/12/74 80 893 5136N 17345 383 148* UGGU
KEYS: CLUUD COVER % ***.'*****... 0 TO 100 . % CLBUD CBVER. ** NO CLBUD DATA VAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY -..4****..,,,.* BLANKSwBAND NST PRESENT/ EQUESTED* GaG88eD PReBBf.
COORDINATE LISTING
15124 OCT 04*74 R ERTS-115t124 SST 04 74 EBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA. PGE 00137
STANDARD CATALUG FOR CUB
FROM 09/01/74-T~ 09130/74
PRINCIPAL ROINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD RBRIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUA6ITY PRODUCTSOF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL .ACQUIRED COBER -N0BE ELEV. AZIM, mBV MSS B R P2. PLUNG LAT RBV MSS I 123 95678 C .. 0
06509W 4720N 1776"14~22 00000/0000 10029/1022 09/07/74 100 419 4300 142.7 PPPP060 4w 4556N 1776-14024 .00000/0000 10029/1023 09/07Z74 100 419 13.9 14193 BGGP06618W 4431N 1776-14331 00000/0000 10029/1024 09/07474 100 019 *4,8 139.8 UGGP06636W 4718N 1777-14080 00000/0000 10029/1029 09/08174. 70 833 *2.6 143.0 0GPU
06639W 4722N 1759-14084 00000/0000- 10029/0062 08/21174 10 582 47*9 137*5 UGGU066 51W 4306N 1776-14433 00000/0000 10029/1025 09/Q7/74 IpO 819 *5.6 138*4 PGGU06711W 4553N 1777-14483 00000/0000 10029/1030 09/08/74 60 833 *3.6 1*1*6 OGGG06713W *558N 1.759-1491 00000/0000 10029/0063 08/21/74 o0 582 8.7 135.8 UuGu06744W 4428N 1777-14485 00000/0000 10029/1031 09/08/74 70 833 *495 190.2 GUGi06747W 4433N 1759-1 4 393 00000/0000 10029/0064 08/21/74 .0 582 49'4 134.1 UPGP06003w 4718N 1775-14434 00000/0000 10029/1076 09/09174 90 847 #2*3 14393 Uclu06o04W 4723N 760-14442 00000/0000 10029/0042 08/22/74 10 496 *7,6 17.*8 UGU06417W 4304 N 1777-14492 00000/0000 10029/1032 .09/08.74 -0 433 *53 138e7 GGGU06819W 408N 1759-14100 00000/0000 10029/0065 08/21/74 60 582 50*2 12*3 UPGU06038W 4~53N 1778-1441 00000/0000 10029/1077 09/09/74 10 847 3*3 141.9 UGGO068 39w 4~57N 1760-14f45 00000/0000 10029/0043 08/22/74 10 596 98.4 136.1 UGPU06648W 4138N 1777-14494 .00000/0000 10029/1033 09/08/74 o0 833 *6.2 137*2 uupu06050w 4142N 1759*14402 00000/0000 10029/0066 08/21/74 0o §82 40.9 130.5 POGU06911W 42B8N 1778-14443 00000/0000 1Q029/1078 09/09474 50 847 44*2 140.5 UGGU0613W 443eN 1760-14451 00000/0000 10029/0044 .08/22/74 i0 496 *9,2 134.4 UGGU06918W 4013N 1777-1401 00000/0000 10029/1034 09/08174 00 833 *7.0 135.7 qP ?06920W 4017N 1759-14905 00000/0000 10029/0067 08/21/74 N0 82 t1*6 128.6 UGGU06530W #722N 1761*14601 00000/0000 10029/0167 08/23174 100 610 *7.3 138,1 OP8
.06931W 471N 1779-14492 00000/0000 10029/1115 09/10/74 0o 861 ,2*0 143*6 UPGP
06943W 4 303N. 1778*14450 00000/0000 10029/1079 09/09/74 40 847 45*1 139.1 uuGu06945W 430 7N 176.0-14454 00000/0000 10029/0045 08/22/74 00 96 49.9 132.7 UPPU07004W 4~57N 1761-14!03 00000/0000 10029/0168 08/23/74 100 610 8.*1 146*5 UjGP07007w 455+N 1779-14495. 00000/0000 10029/1112 09/10/74 o0 0l61 2*9 142*3 U.Gr0714W 4138N 1778-1452 00000/0000 10029/1080 09/09/74 50 847 4599 13706 u0GU07016w 4141N 1760-14!60 00000/0000 10029/0046 08/22174 70 *96 Y0*6 130.9 UGGO
.,7037W 443eN 1761-14 1o 00000/0000 10029/0169 08/23474 100 610 *8.9 '1348 PGPU07040OW 4429N 1779-14001 00000/0000 10029/1113 09/10/74 500 461 3.8 140.9 .4 GP0704 5w 4016N 1760-14463 00000/0000 10029/0047 08/22174 90 496 1*3 129.0 UGGU07045W 4014N 1778-14155 00000/0000 10029/1081 09/09e74 00 047 46.7 136.1 uGGW07058W 4721N 1762-14055 00000/0000 10029/0258 08/24/74 0 . 624 47*0 138.4 U3Gu
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ...........,,,. 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER.. M* NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY .... ,******** BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* 3GBD P=?PUBR
PRBDUCTS ALREAUY MADE *...** .ROMADE FROM RB.V. M.MADE EROM MSS* B3 MADE 'RKM RBY AND MSS.
ERTS-1
15174 BCT 04''74 CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA PAGE 00.38
STANDARD CATALUG FOR CUS
FROM 09/01/74. Tb 09/30/70
PRINCIPAL PBINT BBSERVAII8N MICROFILM ROLL NB./ DATL CLOUD BRI1T SUN SUN IMAUE UUALITY PRODU9TS
BF IMAUE ID POSITIBN IN  LL ACQUIRED COVER NUMbER ELEV, AZJM, RBV MSS b R P 4 P
LONG LAT RBV MSS 9 143 95678 C 0 9 0
07109W 4o07N 1761-14*12 00000/0000 10029/0170 08/23/74 0 lo0 99497 1a3.0 _Pt_GO
07111W $404N 1779-14Q04 00000/0000 10029/1116 09/10/74 g0 861 f~47 l *5 UG.G
07114W 3 850N 1760-14*65 00000/0000 10029/0048 08/22174 60 516 52.:0 --1o7t - -f
07114W 3848N 177814461 00000/0000 10029/1082 09/09174- 60 847 7.5 134.5 CGU
07133W 4456N 1762-14P61 00000/0000 10029/0259 08/24 74- 0 624 97*9 136*8 uQGa
07140W 4142N 1761-14415 00000/0000 10029/0171 o8/23/74 90 10 40,4 131.2 PGGt
07142W 4139N 1779-14910 00000/0000 10029/1117 09/10/74 10 861 5.6 -14.0Q -UGGU
07142W 372 3 N 1778-14*64 00000/0000 10029/1083 09/09/74 70 847 48.3 133.0 GGG
07143W 3724N 1760-14472 00000/0000 10029/0049 08/22/74 40 596 42#6 125.2 UGP6
-07906W 4431N 1762-14*64 00000/0000 10029/0260 08/24/74 80 624 -8.7 145.1 PUGU
07 08W 3557N 1778-14470 00000/0000 10029/1084 09/09/74 90 847 '9.1 131*3 UGGU
07abOW 4017N 1761-14!21 00000/0000 10029/0172 08/23/74 10 6 *191 129.4 POGO
07~1OW 3!59N 1760-14*74 00000/0000 1002 9 /000 08/22/74 ao 96 !3*2 123.2 PP
0711W 4014N 1779-14 13 00000/0000 10029/1118 09/10/74 0o 861 .46.4 136.5 UPGU
07219W 4721N 1781.'15005 00000/0000 10029/1130 09/12/74 50 81.9 413 19443 RGGG
07921w 4722N 1763-15u13 00000/0000 10029/0283 08/25/74 0o 638 46.8 138.7 SGGG
07938W 4406N 1762-14D70 00000/0000 10029/0261 08/24/74 00 624 49.4 133.4 UGGU
o739W 3850N 1761-14024 00000/0000 10029/01,73 08/23/74 zO ,10 6l1.8 127.5 POGO
07 39W 3849N 1779-14015 Q0000/0000 10029/1114 09/10/74 90 861 47.2 135.0 1 GO
07?54W 4557N 1781-15011 Q0000/0000 10029/1131 09/12/74- 0 89 423 142.9 UGGs
074 5 5 W 4057N 1763-15U20 00000/0000 10029/0284 08/2§174 00 638 47.6 137.1 SGS
070707. 3725N 1761-14930 00000/0000 10029/0174 08 /2 3Z7 4  so o610 l2-4 1256 RPGO
07307W 372 3 N 1779-14022 00000/0000 10029/1119 09/10/74 80 61 8.0 133,4 GGP
07408W 41 1N 1762-14673 00000/0000 10029/0262 08/24/74 W0 624 150 IL.L-& 10G36
073 12w 484 5N 1764-15U65 00000/0000 1002P/0322 08/26174 0 652 45.6 140.6 UGPO
07328W 4432N 1763-15022 00000/0000 10029/0285 08/25174 *0 638 *8.4 135.4 u6
0728w- 4431N 1781-15014 '00000/0000 10029/1132 09/12/74 80 .489 *3.2 191.6 UG
07334W 3559N 1761-14033 00000/0000 10029/0175 08/23Z74 0 610 i2*9 1E3*7 RPPF
07435W. 3057N 1779-14 24 00000/0000 10029/1120 09/10/74 SU0 61 18.8 131.8 UPGO
07338W 4016N 1762*14*75 00000/0000 10029/0263 08/24174 40 624 i0.9 129*8 ROGO
07344W 4721N 178e-15U63 90000/0000 10029/1231 09/13174 100 903 1!0 1*405 PGGU
0749W 4720N 1764*15071 00000/0000 10029/0323 08/26g74 @0 652 t.5 390 PG(
07o00W 4306N 1781-15020 00000/0000 10029/1133 09/12/74 70 .89 $:4*1 1*002 G*U
07401W 4306N 1763-15025 00000/0000 10029/0286 0825474 00 638 _9.2_ g13.7 00G
07401W 3434N 1761-14035 00000/0000 10029/0176 08/23/74 10 610 43.5 121.7 IGPG.
KEYSI CLPUD COVER ~\*o**..**'*..* 0 TO 100 * X CLBUD C8VER. ** . NO CLOUD PATA AVAILABUE.
IMAGE 9UALITY *.o...oo.* , BL ANKS.8AND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GeGBOOP.'POOBBe
PRBDUCTS ALREAUY MADE e.o... R@MApE FROM RBV. MuMADE IRBM MSS. BSmADE FSM RBV AND MSSO
ERTS~1
151E4 BET 04P'74 OBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA. IAGE 00139i
STANDARD CATALCG FOR CUS
FROM 09/01/74 TtI09/30/74
PRINCIPAL POINT BBSERVATION MICROFILM.ROLL N s/ DATE CLMUD ORBIT $UN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PROQDUTSOF IMAbU ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NVMBEH EIEV, AZIM, RBV MSS b Pb PLBNG LAT RBV MSS 5 123 45678 C D
07407W 3850N 1762-1482 . 00000/0000 10029/0264 08/24/74 .0 624 1*5 128,0 UGGU07419W 4556N 1782-15U65 00000/0000 10029/1232 09/13/74 10O 203 .42,0 14392 UGGP
07*24W 45+bN 1764-15U74 00000/0000 10029/0324 08/26/74 10 52 47*3 137.4 UGuG07427W 8309N 1761-14*42 00000/0000 10029/0177 ,08/23/74 0 610 $4,0 119,6 RGGU07431 4141N 1781-15U23 00000/0000 10029/1134 09/12/74 60 $89 15. 0  138.8 UGGi
07432W 4140N 1763-15U31 00000/0000 10029/0287 08/25/74 70 (38. 49.9 13240 GGGU074 35 W 3724N 1762-14584 00000/0000 10029/0265 08/24474 $0 024 42*2 126.1 UGGU07436W *846N 1783-15114 00000/0000 10029/1153 09/14/74 W0 917 49.7 146.2 UGG'07439W 4844N 1765-15123 00000/0000 10029/0415 08/27/74 so0 666 p5*3 14099 UGGU
07452W 4430N 1782-15072 00000/0000 10029/1233 09/13/74 40 903 2e9 141.9 UGGP
07452W 3144N 1761-14b44 00000/0000 10029/0178 08/23474 10 610 84'4 11795 GGPU074 58W 4430N 1764-15U80 00000/0000 10029/0325 08/26/74 10 652 f#81 135.8 UGGu07501W 4016N 1781-15u25 00000/0000 10029/1135 09/12/74 60 889 *5.9 1373 UGGU070o3W 4OlbN 1763-15U34 00000/0000 10029/0268. 08/25/74 30 638 006 130*2 UGGU
07503w 3558N 1762-14691 00000/0000 10029/0266 08/24/74 50 624 $27 124#1 UPGU07$12W 4721N 1783-15121 00000/0000 10029/1154 09/14/74 50 !17 40.7 1449 UUCGG
07~14W 47.19N 1765-15125 00000/0000 10029/0416 08/27/74 90 (66 *6.2 139*3 UGGP07025W 4305N 1782-15U74 00000/0000 10029/1234 09/13/74 40 203 *#38 140.5 UGGU07530W 4 04N '1764-15u83 00000/0000 10029/0326 08/26/74 30 652 #8.9 1341' UGGi
07530W 3850N 1781-15032 .00000/0000 0029/1136 09/12/74 50 089 46,7 135.8 UGGGP07530W. 3432N 1762-14 93 00000/0000 10029/0267 08/24/74 70 24 §3*3 12.1 UGGU07033W 3848N 1763-15040 00000/0000 10029/0289 08/25/74 60 638 1.3 128-4 UUGU
07~47W 4556.N 1783-15123 00000/0000 10029/1155 09/14/74 0 9.17 197 143.6 UGGU07!49W 4554N 1765-15132 00000/0000 10029/0417 08/27/74 1u0 666 47*1 137.7 WuPP
.07555W 3 07N 176215U000 00000/0000 10029/0268 08/24/74 60 .624 53*8 10.1 PGGU07556w 4140N 1782-15U81 00000/0000 10029/1235 09/13/74 40 203 *4.7 13991 UGGU
07558w 37244 1781-15U34 00000/0000 10029/1137 09/12/74 0 889 *7,5 134.3 UQGP
0760b0 4 139N 1764-15085 00000/0000 10029/0327 08/26174 70 §b2 49,7 132.4 UGG07601W 3724N 1763-15U43 00000/0000 10029/0290 08/25/74 60 638 ~1.9 126.5 UGGU
07602w 484bN 1784*15173 00000/0000' 10029/1219 09/15/74 100 931 4994 116*4 PGp07604W 4843N 1766-15181 00000/0000 10029/0471 08/28/74 60 80 *51 1912 UGG
07620w 3141N 1762-15u02 00000/0000 10029/0269 08/24474 00 424 *4f3 118.0 UGGU07021W 4431N 1783-15130 00000/0000 10029/1156 09/14/74 60 17 42.6 1*2.2 UUGU07623W 4429N 1765-15134 00000/0000 10029/0418 08/27/74 0O §66 *7,9 136*1 GG
07626W 4014N 1782-15U83 00000/0000 10029/1236 09/13/74 40 03 45@6 137-7 UGG
KEYS: CL UD CbVER % ;o.e,,,.**,.. 0 T 100 " % CLOUD CBVER* ** = NI CLOUD UATA AVAILABLEI
IMAGE QUALITY **,..,,,,**... BLANKS.BAND NbT PRESENT/RE(QUESTEP, GwGBBDs P=PBOR.
tRODUCTS ALREAY MAGE .'..... RfIADLE FROM RBV. M=MADE FR6M MSS. BuMADE FXBM RBy AND MSS.
ERTS-1
15:24 BCT 04' 74 COBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 00140
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS
FROM 0.901/74 TO 09/30/7*
PRINCIPAL POINT OPSERVAIIN MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD. BRBIT SUN SUN IMAUE UUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAU ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUINED CBYER NUMdEN EWEV. AZIM. RfV MSS k ! PFF P
LONG. LAT RBV MSS 0 123 45678 0 C D
07 62 6w 3J58N 1781-15041 00000/0000 10029/1138 09/12/74 o0 & - 48.3 1-a-.2 -- --- PGG
07628W 3557N -1763-15045 00000/0000 10029/0291 08/25/74 o0 . 38 .25 146.. UQGo
07629W .4014N 1764-15U92 00000/0000 10029/0328 08/26/74 100 45E 40-9-- 1306 8OUG
07639W 4720N 1784-15175 00000/0000 10029/1220 09/15/74 90 3-1-- ,.4 -- rit- P-"
0764OW 4718N 1766-15184 00000/0000 10029/0472 08/28/74 o0 680 *5*9 139.6 UGGU
07644W 3 016N 1762-15005 00000/0000 10029/0270 08/24/74 40 624 '4'7 12t59 uuG
07652W 3433N 1781-15043 00000/0000 10029/1139 09/12/74 70. 989 *0 131.1 PUGG
07653W' 4307N 1783-15132 00000/0000 10029/1157 09/14Z74 so - -7- 3--5- if00-9 86fi-
07653 3*31N 1763-1552 00000/0000 10029/0292 08/25/74 0o 638 i31 122 6 uGGU
07655W 3848N 1782-15090 00000/0000 10029/1237 09/13e74 0 303 46*4 1362 QGGP
07656W 4 04N 1765-15141 00000/0000 10029/0419 08/27/74 .00 66f *87 134,4 Woo(
07058w 3 849 N 1764-15U94 00000/0000 10029/0329 08/26/74 0 652 41,1 128.8 GGPG
07708W 284 9N 1762-15011 00000/0000 10029/0271 08/24/74 40 624 55,0 113.8 UIGU
07714W 4156N 1784-15182 00000/0000 10029/1221 o9/15/74 0. 31 *14 143,8 p .
07714W *S54N 1766-1590 00000/0000 10029/0473 08/28174 40 680 *6*8 138.0 OGGS
0771 8 W 3307N 1781-15050 00000/0000 10029/1140 09/12/74 M0 889 49.7 129.5 uGG0
07719w .3306N 1763-15U54 00000/0000 10029/0293 08/25/74 70 638 03*6 120,6 U3PU
07723w 3723N 1782-15092 00000/0000 10029/1248 69/13/74 0 203. 47*2 134*7 WGPO
07724W 4142N 1783-15135 00000/0000 10029/1158 :09/14/74 0 217 P444 139*5 '.QQ
07726W 3724N 1764-15101 o0000/0000 10029/0330 08/26/74 *0 52 1,7 126.9 CSPO
07727W 4139N 1765-15143 00000/0000 10029/0420 08/27/74 50 666 *994 132 7 '  UGGO
077 3 2w 4542N 1767*15235 00000/0000 10029/0432 08/29/74 10 ' 94 *8 * 11*,5 UP
07732W 272 3N 1762-15014 00000/0000 10029/0272 08/24/74 qo .  24 5*3 111*6 UGGO
07792 3142N 1781-15U52 00000/0000 10029/1141 09/1274 No0 06 4004 1277 LiuP
07745W 3141N 1763-15061 00000/0000 10029/0294 08/25/74 60 43 4-- - - - :5 -OPU--
077% 8w '4428N 1766-15193 00000/0000 10029/0474 08/28174 0 680 7.6 136a4 UGPG
07751W 3557N 1782-15095 00000/0000 10029/1239 .09/13174 00 -03 *8.0 130,1 UG31
07753W 4018N 1783-15141 00000/0000 10029/1169 09/14/74 0 17 45,3 138.1i UG6
07 753 W 3068N 1764-15103 00000/0000 10029/0331 08/26/74 $0 .052 •203 125.0 UOG"
07756W 4014N 1765-15150 00000/0000 10029/0421 08/27/74 .70 066 *0'1 13190 UGO.
0706W 3016N 1781-15U55 00000/0000 10029/11 2 09/12/74 #0 89 $101 126.0 GG
07808W 4717N 1767"15!42 . 00000/0000 10029/0433 08/29/74 tO 69-4 45*7 19*9 UGU
07010w 3015N 1763-15,63 00000/0000 10029/029 08/25/74 o 38 4r5 116.4 QGPP
07018W 3432N 176415110 00000/0000 10029/0332 08/26174 40 052 42*9 123.1 UPPU
07018W 3431N 1782715101 00000/0000 10029/1240 09/13174 0 --203-- &L-- 315 ARG- -
KES: CLOBUD COVER X *,.*,*@*@,* , 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CBVER'. ** NO C.OUD UATA AVA-LABLEs
IMAGE QUALITY ?.*,i*=** .** 'BLANIKSBAND NdT PRESENT/fEQUESTED* GiGBQ D RO8RA* -
PRODUCTS AREAPY MADE .~s.... R#MAPE FROM RBV. M.MADE EROM MSS9 BoMADE FmNM R8y AND MSS9.
CT 4 ERTS!l
15:24 dCT -0 .7 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PNODUCT DATA PAGE 004i.
STANDARD OATALOG FOR CU
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM POLL NO&.. DATE CLYUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUOTS
OF IMAUE ID POSITION IN ROLL. ACQUIRED COVER, NLMdER EWEVq AZIM. ROV MS i B R.P P
LUNG LAT RBV MSS x 123 95678 C C D0
07820W .~04N 1766-15195 00000/0000 10029/0475 08/28/74 80 680 48.4 134.8 PGGu
07023W 3853N 1783-15444 00000/0000 10029/1160 09/14174 60 217 96.1 136,6 UGGQ07025W 3848N. 1765-15152 00000/O000 10029/0422 08/27/74 40 666 008 129.2 0oGO
0730W 2850N. 1781-15061 00000/0000 10029/1143 09/12/74 70 889 10.7 . 124.2 0GG
.07834W 2849N 1763-15070 00000/0000 10029/0296 08/25/74 ~0 638 54.9 114.3 GPp
07 043W 4553N 1767-15e44 00009/0000 10029/0434 08/29/74 40 694' 46.5 138.4 UGG607143W 3306N 1782-15104 00000/0000 10029/1230 09/13/74 0 203 *9.5 129.9 u 8
07044W 3308N 1764.15112 00000/0000 10029/0333 08/26/74 z0 652 $304 121.1 dGGG
07052W 4136N 1766-15402 00000/0000 10029/0476 08/28/74 100 6o8 *9.2 133.1 UGPU
07852w 3727N 1783-15150 00000/0000 10029/1161 09/14,74 90 217 46.9 135.1 QGGU
07052W 3723N 175-15155 00000/0000 10029/0423 08/27 74 60 666 01.5 127.3 SGGG
07053W 2724N 1781-15064 00000/0000 10029/1144 09/12/74 00 589 .2.2 122*3 UGiG
07858w 484bN. 1768-15e93 00000/0000 10029/0617 08/3074 -60 708 #4.4 141.8 WGGO
07858W 2724- 1763-1502- 00000/0000 10029/0297 08/25074 40 6.38 5.2 112.2 OG(i07908W 3141N 1782*15110 00000/0000 10029/1241 09/13/74 0 903 0.2 128.2 GG
07909W 3142N 1764.15115 00000/0000 10029/0334 08/26474. 40 652 *3.9 119*0 .GP
07516w 4426N 1767-15d5.1 00000/000 10029/0435 08/29474 w0 694 7.3 136*8 iGG
07917w 2557N 1781-15U70 00000/0000 10029/1145 09/12/74 D0 889 02*8 120*4 GG
07919W, 3602N 1783-15153 00000/0000 10029/1162 09/14/74 60 917 *7.7 133.6 UGGUQ7919W 3 658N 1765:15161 00000/0000 10029/0424 08/27/74 40 666 $2.1 125.5 GGu07 2 1W 4012N 1766-15204 00000/0000 10029/0477 08/28/74- 100 .0 99 111.*4, GG07921W 2057N 1763-15U75 00000/0000 10029/0298 08/25/74 40 638 55.5 110*0 .GP07932w 301bN 1782-15113 00000/0000 10029/1242 09/13/74 '*0 503 O0*9 126.5 UGPi
07934W 472U0 1768-15400 00000/0000 10029/0618 08/30/74 80 708 *5.3 10.*3 PUGU'
07734' 3015N 1764-15121 00000/0000 10029/0335 08/26/74 ao 62 ~$43 117.0 UQGP
07~42W E430N 1781115U73 00000/0000 10029/1146- 09/12/74 70 T89 53.3 118. 5  PGGs07 44w -2431N 1763-15081 00000/0000 10029/0299 08/25/74 80 638 $5.7 107.7 GGu
.07945w 3936N 1783-15155 00000/0000. 10029/1163 09/14/74 40 17 .8.5 132.0 WGGU
079*5W 3433N 1765-15164 00000/0000' 10029/0425 08/27/74 10 666 42.7 123.5 UGaP
07948W 4 303N. 1767-15s53 00000/0000 10029/0436 08/29/74 100 694 48*1 135.1 uGGw
07950W 3847N 1766-15211 00000/0000 10029/0478 08/28174 00 68u 00*6 129.6 UG00
07056w 2 8 5 0N 1782-15115 00000/00CO 10029/1243. 09/13/74 40 903 $1.5 124.7 u'ap07958W 248N 1764-15124 00000/0000 10029/0336 08/26/74 40 652 *4.7 114.9 PGGU
08009W 556N 1768-15402 00000/0000 10029/0619 08/30074 0o 708 46'2 138*7 UGGU
08010W 3307N 1765-15170 00000/0000 10029/0426 08/27/74 10 666 53*2 121.6 UUGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER %X -.*'.***** 0 TO 100 = % CLBUD CRVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *.*.,**.,** !LANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/EQUESTED. GGBOOD0 PaRbOR,
PRODUCTS ALREAUY MADE .,.... ROMADE FROM RBV* MMADE FROM MSS, BPMADE nOmM RBY AND MSS.
EPTS-1
15:24 4CT 04'74 C5RHUINATE LISTIN WITH PRBDUCT DATA PAGE 00142
STANDARD CATALtU FOR CUS
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL PrINT 5BSERVAIIeN MICR'FIL! NOLL NS./ DATE CLUU0 BRIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PHRDVCTS
BF IMAUE 10 PBSITION IN RULL ACQUINED CBYER NUMBER EI.EV. AZIM. nmV MSs b 8 P P
LUNG LA[ RBV MSS x 123 45678 C c u 0
08011w 331UN 1783-15162 (10000/00'0 10029/1164 09/14/74 10 917 49.2 130.4 iG0
08u184 J722N 1766-15d13 00000/0000 10029/0479 08/28/74 8O 680U -1*3 127.8 UGG
08019W 9138N 1767-15e6C 00000/0000 10029/0437 08/29/74 100 694 18*9 133.5 GGQ
0802ow 2724N . 1782-1512? 00000/00O0 10029/1244 09/13/74 40 903 tj2-4 1229- -UGP-
08023w 2723N 1764-15130 00000/0000 10029/0337 08/26/74 10 -52 $55*1 112*7 UGGP
08026W 4843N 1769-15352 00000/0000 10029/0633 08/3174 0o 722 04'2 142.1 PP P
08035w 3142N 1765-15173 00000/0000 10029/0427 08/27/74 2o 666 ti3.7 1195 UGG
08036W 3144N 1783-15164 00000/0000 10029/1165 09/14/74 00 917 t99 128.7 UGG
08042W *431 1768-105 00000/0000 10029/0620 08/30/74 10 708 17# 0  137*1 UGPL
080*4W 258N 1782-15124 00000/0000 10029/1245 09/13/74 O 03 o 52.6 12190 PGGU
080U45 3557N 1766-15e20 00000/0000 10029/0480 08/28 74 60 680 tk1*9 125.9 uGG
08047w 2557N 1764-15133 00000/0000 10029/0338 08/26/74 o0 42. 5*4 110.5 UGP6
08049W 4012N 1767-15e62 00000/0000 10029/0438 08/29/74 v0 694 *97 131.7 UGGP
08100W 3016N 1783-15171 00000/0000 10029/1166 09/14/74 60 917 096 127.0 uuGU
08101W 017N 1765-15175 00000/0000 10029/0428 08/27/74 40 666 0492 117*5 UGGU
08102W 4719N 1769-15J54 0000-0/0000 10029/0634 08/31/74 d0 722 *0 140.6 PP P
08108W 2432N 1782-15131 00000/0000 10029/1246 09/13/74 *0 !0 531 119,1 UGGU
08111W 2431N 1764-15135 00000/0000 10029/0339 08/26174 30 65 )5*6 108*3 WGGP
08112W 3430N 1766-15d22 00000/0000 10029/0481 08/28/74 0 680 ti2*5 124.0 GGU
08114w 4305N 1768.15011 00000/0000 10029/0621 08/30/74 40 708 7.8 135.5 UGPU
08 1 1 8 W 3846N 1767-15e65 00000/0000 10029/0439 08/29/74 0 694 ki0*4 130.0 LiiGu
08125W 2852N 1765-15182 00000/0000 10029/0429 08/27/74 60 666 i4*6 115.4 6e0
08137W 45544 1769-15461 00000/0000 10029/0635 08/31474 70 722 $5*9 139 0 PPPl
08137W S3ObN 1766-15L25 00000/0000 .10029/0482 08/28074 40 680 ;3.0 122.0 OUGU
08145W 4140N 1768-15414 00000/0000 10029/0622 08/30/74 00 708 8,e6 13399 UGGU
08146W 3721N 1767-15e71 00000/0060 10029/0440 08/29174 ¥0 694 '1o,0. 128.2 UGGU
08147W 2724N 1783-15180 00000/0000 10029/1167 09/14/74 80 917 1i*8 123.5 UGGU
08 149 W 272bN 1765-1'5184 00000/0000 10029/0430 08/27/74 60 666 4149 113o3 UGGu
08150W 4842N 1770-15410 00000/0000 10029/0649 09/01174 d0 736 43,9 142,4 PP U
08?02W 3140N 1766*15431 00000/0000 10029/0483 08/28/74 o0 480 j3*5 120.0 UGGU
0810W *429N 1769-15J63 00000/0000 10029/0636 08/31/74 70 722 "  6*8 137-5 PP 
p
08411W 2058N 1783-15182 00000/0000 10029/1168 09/1474 $0 91'7 i2,4 121.6 Ucpu
08413W 2E57N 1765-15191 00000/0000 10029/0431 08/27/74 '0 666 45*2 111.1 QUGU
08214W 354N 1767-15e74 00000/0000 10029/0*41 08/29/74 70 94 ;4117 126*3 UUGO
08?15W 4016N 1768"15320 00000/0000 10029/0623 081/30474 50 708 9*4 132*2 UGGU
KEYSi CLOUD COVER*% *.t***o***** O0 TB 00 X CLOUD tBVER. ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABVEe
IMAGE QUALITY *.....o,o.q BUANKSoBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEL, G.GOOBD Pa-u8ON-
PRODUCTS ALREAUY MADE .i..... RIMADE FROM RBV. McMADE FR5M MSS. BuMADE FROM RBY AND MSSS
ERTS-1
15:4 BET 00 '74. CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA PAGE 00143
STANDARD CATALUG FBR CU
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/7*
PRINCIPAL PSINT BBSERVArIBN MICRBFILM RBLL,-N./ DATE CLOUD eBRIT SUN SUN IMAUGE ,UAITY PRDU;TS
OF IMAGE ID PBSITIBN IN RbLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMbEW E EV, AZIM. RbV MSS B RP . P
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C 0 D
08926W 4718N 1770-1512 0000/OOCO 10029/0650 09/01/74 dO Z7,6 *4,8 140*9 RG 0
08e26W 3014N 1766-1534 00000/0000 10029/0484 08/28/74 P0 680 4 *0 118.0 UGGU
08240W 3428N 1767-15e80 00000/0000 10029/0442 08/29/74 40 694 $2,3 124*5 UGGu
08 2 * 2 W 404,N 1769-15070 00000/0000 10029/0637 08/31/74 70 722 *7,6 135.9 .PPP
08 44W 3850N 1768-15%23 ,00000/0000 10029/0624 08/30/74 :0 708 00*1 130.5 UGGU
0850W 2849N 1766-15e40 00000/0000 10029/0485 08/28/74 40 680 W414 115.9 GGO
08301W 4554N 1770-1515 00000/0000 10029/0651 09/01174 VO 736 *566 139.4 PPP
08306W 3303N 1767-15e83 00000/0000 10029/0443 08/29 74 b0 094 298 122.5 UGGU
08312w 324,N 1768-15025 00000/0000 10029/0625 09/30174 10P 708 50.8 18o7 GGU
08313W 4139N 1769-15472 00000/0000 10029/0638 08/31/74 00 Zei *8*4 134.3 PPPP
08314W 2724N 1766-15243 00000/0000 10029/0486 08/28/74 w0 680 0408 113.8 aGGG
08316W 4842 1771-15464 00000/0000 10029/0735 09/02/74 l0 750 *306 142o6 UGGU-
08331W 3138N 1767-15"?85 00000/0000 10029/0444 08/29174 70 694 $3*4 1205 UGGU
08335w 4429N 1770-1521 00000/0000 10029/0652 09/01/74 70 736 *6.5 137.8 PPPP
08338W 2556Y 1766-15e45 00000/0000 10029/0487 08/28/74 50 680 5sj 111.6 i0GU
08 340w 3b58N 1768-15332 00000/0000 10029/0626 .08/30/74 90 708 0104 126.9 UGGU
083*2W 4 01:N 1769-15475 00000/0000 10029/0639 08/31/74 80 722 91 132.6 PP P
08352W 4717N 1771-15971 00000/0000 10029/0736 09/02/74 10 750 4*45 141*2 UGGU
08355W 3 012N 1767-15e92 00000/0000 10029/0445 08/29/74 50 694 53.8 1180 5  UGPQ
08401w 2431N 1766-15252 00000/0000 10029/0488 08/28e74 60 68U 5o4 109.5 UGGt
08406W 3431N 1768-15134 00000/0000 10029/0627 08/30/74 10 708 02#0 125*0 UGG
08407W 4304\ 177u-15424 00000/0000 10029/0653 09/01/74 50 736 #7.3 136.2 PP 0
08411W 3848N 1769-1581 00000/0000 10029/0640 08/31/74 0O 722 #9*9 130*9 PP t
08419w 2847N 1767-15e94 00000/0000 10029/0446 08/29/74 70 694 4 3 116.5 UGpG
08426W 4!53N 1771-15973 00000/0000 10029/0737 09/02/74 70 75u0 5.3 139,7 UGG(
0831w 3306N 1768-15341 00000/0000 10029/0628 08/30/74 70 708 f2.6 13231 UGGU
08437 413 8 N 1770-15430 0000/0000 10029/0654 09/01/74 60 736 *8.1 131,6 PP3.
08438W -3723N 1769-15484 00000/0000 10029/0641 08/31/74 70 722 *0,5 129- tP e
08412W 4843N 1772-15 22 00000/0000 10029/0803 09/03/74 60 764 3*3 142*9 UGGU
08442W 2720N 1767-15401 00000/0000 10029/0447 08/29/74 50 694 54'6 114*4 UGGU
08 4 5 5 W 3141N. 1768-15443 00000/0000 10029/0629 08/30/74 !0 70 4301 1211 (GGJ
08o00w 4 4 28 N 1771-15480 0000C/000 10029/0738 09/02474 0o 750 46.2 138.1 UGGU
08505W 3b5/N 1769-15390 00000/0000 10029/0642 08/31/74 70 722 1*2 127.3 fP t
08007W 401N 1770-15433 00000/0000 10029/0655 09/01174 ~0 736 *8*9 133*0 PPt
08518W 4717N 1772-15025 00000/0000 10029/0804 09/03/74 50 764 *4*2 14195 PGGu
KEYS: CLUUD CBVER ** **.*....*... 0 T9 100 = % CLBUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABWE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... *..... BLANKS.BAND NCT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.GBBU PpBBR.
tRODUCTS ALREAUY MADE se.... R#MAUE FRUM RbV. M=MADE FROM MSS BuMADE FBOM KBV AND MSS.
ERTS1-
15:24 BCT 04'74 CLBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 00144
STANDARD CATALU FBR CUS
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL POINT B6SERVATION MICR5FJILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CL0UD BRRIT SUN SUN IMAUE QUALITY PRODUTS
BF IMAUG 10 POSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMbEW EI.EV. AZIM, nBV MSS B P P.
LBNG LAT RBV MSS 123 45678' C C D
08 02 0w 30164 1768-15350 00000/0000 10029/0630 08/30174 0 " 70- 0*-6 119i 1 UGGG
08031W 3432N 1769-15493 00000/0000 10029/0643 08/31174 70 722 -l 1,8 1-255 .P P
08533W 4 304N 1771-15 82 00000/0000 100?9/0739 09/02/74 100 75U - -1369- --- - G-
08035W 3848N 1770-15935 00000/0000 10029/0656- 09/01Z74 d0- 736 19*6 131.3 PPPP
08$3W 285oN 1768-15452 00000/0000 10029/0631 08/30/74 80 708 t4ol 117.1 UQGW
08552w 4b5 2 N 1772-15631 00000/0000 10029/0805 09/03174. .50 764 ,5*1 140*0 . GG
08 57W 3306N' 1769-15495 00000/0000 10029/0644 08/31/74 0 722 !2*4 13,6 .-P-pF'
08603W 3722N 1770-15442 00000/0000 10029/0657 09/01/74 0 -736 I0,3 129.5 PG P
08604W 413 9 N 1771-15485 00000/0000 10029/0740 09/02/74 100 Z 47.8 i~5b0 UGGO
08606W 2724N 1768-1 5 05 5  00000/0000 10029/0632 08/30/74. t0 708 !4*5 115,0 UGGU
08608w 4842N 1773-15080 00000/0000 .10029/0763 09/041.74 10 778 4303 143*2 GGP
08622W 3 141N 1769-15402 00000/0000 10029/0645 08/31/74 00 722 103*0 121.6 PPPP
08.624w 4428N 1772-15b34 00000/0000 10029/0806 09/03Z74 00 764 45*9 138.5 UGG
08630W 3556N 1770-15444 00000/0000 10029/0658 09/01/74 00 736 l1*0 127.8 PP U
08644W 4013N 1771-15491 00000/0000 10029/0741 09/02/74 100 850 6 1a3.4 GGGU
086*4w +718N 1773-15t83 00000/0000 10029/0764 09/04/74 0 778-- 93,9 141.8 GGU
08646w 3016N 1769-1504 00000/0000 10029/0646 08/3174 60 722 I3*5 119.6 pPP
08656 , 430 3 N 1772-15940 00000/0000 10029/08.07 09/03/74. 0O 764 968 136*9 UUGG
08656W 3432N 1770-1551 00000/0000 10029/0659 09/01/74 70 736- S1*6 15,9 RPPG
08702W 3841N 1771-15194 00000/0000 10029/0742 09/02/74 100 260 i9.4 131*7 UGGP
08710W 2850N 1769*15#i1 00000/0000 10029/0647 08/31174 60 722 3*9 - 117.6 PP
08719w 4454N 1773-15085 00000/0000 10029/0765 09/04174 0 778 4448 140,3 GGU
08722W 3306N 1770-15553 00000/0000 10029/0660 09/01174 0 -36 ip2,2 194#0 PP
08727w 4138N 1772-15443 00000/0000 10029/0808 09/03/74 00 764 47.6 145s4 0000
083O0w 3722N 1771-15b00 00000/0000 10029/0743 09/0217 4 oo 750 101. 1f30 G8G
08 7 32w 484bN .1774-16035 00000/0000 .10029/0890 09/05/74 0 Z92 12.6 143*6 G3GP
08734W 2723N 1769.15113 00000/0000 10029/06.48 08/31174 70 722 _4 3 115*5 oPPP
08746W 3141N 1770 15460 00000/0000 10029/0661 09/01.74 70 736 62*8 192.1 PPO
08752W 4429N 1773-15092 00000/0000 10029/0766 09/04174 0 778 . 45*6 138s8 PGGU
08756W 3556N. 1771-1503 00000/0000 10029/0744 09/02/74 0 750: 11008 12 2 GGGU
08 75 7 W 4012N 177e15~45 00000/0000 10029/0809 09/03/74 *0 764 8*4 - 13,7 oGG
08409W 4720N 177416u041 00000/0000 10029/0891 09/05/74 0 792 A3,5 142.1 PG P
08410w 3015N ,1770o15462 00000/0000 10029/0662 09/01174 0 736 13.3 120.2 OPPe
08023W 3430N 177115'05 00000/0000 10029/0745 09/02/74 I0 750 .l* 196*4 OBe
08 02 4w 4004N 1773 15994 00000/0000 10029/0767 09/04/74 gO #- * 1 37 3. 4PG
KEYS -CLBUD COVER % '**.***i**.. * 0 T8 00 m- . CLBUD C6VER. * ND CUD-O DA-TA AVAS~-- -
IMAGE, QUALITY . BLANKS-BAND 4 T PRESENT/REQUESTEP*. ~GaOS. PPROBr,
PRODUCTS ALREAPY MAPE *...... R#MAPE FROM RBV. MMADE FROM MSS. BMADE PHROM RBV AND MSS,
ERTS-1
15t24 OCT 304 74 C8ORDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDCT DATA BAGE 0045'
STANDARD CATALUG FOR CUS
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/3U/74
PRINCIPAL P1NT OBSERV"ATION MICRBFILM RHLL .NB/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALITY PRODUCTS
SF .IAUE ID POSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COyER NUMbER E EV. AZIM. mBV MS lp. iP 4 P
LQNG LAT RBV MSS 5 123 45678 . C:.
08026W 3847N 1772'15*52 00000/0000 10029/P810 09/03/74 40 764 49*1 132.1 P600
08034W 2849N 1770-15465 00000/0000 10029/0663 09/01/74 60 736 3*8 118.1 PPPf
0844W 4555N 1774-16044 00000/0000 10029/0892 09/05/74 tO 792 44*4 140,7 ti U
0849W 3305N. 1771.5b12 00000/0000 10029/0746 09/02/74 0 750 $2.0 14*5 OPG
08854W 3721N 1772-15o54 00000/0000 10029/0811 09/03/74 00 764 49*8 130.4* ueG
08 8 55 w 4138N 1773-16001 00000/0000 10029/0768 09/04(74 *0 778 *73 135.7 PPau
08~59W 4844N 1775-16u93 00000/0000 10029/0905 09/06174 v0 806 *2*3 1*3.8 Q 0
08859W z723N 1770*15l71 00000/0000 10029/0664 09/01/74 60 736 44*2 116.1 PPPP
08914W 314N . 1771-15414 00000/0000 10029/0.747 09/02174 70 750 52*6 122.6 SQGG
08917W 4430N 1774-16050 00000/0000 10029/0893 09/05/74 t0 792 f593 139*2 UGGU
08922W 3556N 1772"15661 00000/0000 10029/0812 09/03074 so0 764 50* 5  1?8*6 GGGU
08925W 4013N 1773-16U03 00000/0000 10029/0769 09/04/74 40 7 *8*1 134*1 PGGU
08935W 4719N 1775-16095 00000/0000 10029/0906 09/06/74 90 806 *3.2 142.4 lUG(
08939W 3014N 1771-1521 -00000/0000. 10029/0748 09/02/74 60 750 43*1 120*7 UGG
08948W 4 06N 1774-16U53 00000/0000 10029/0894 09/05/74 30 792 46*2 14377 UGU
089 9W 3431N 1772-15063 00000/0000 10029/0813 09/03/74 90 764 $1.2 126*8 UUGU
08 954w 3847N 1773-16010 00000/0000 10029/0770 09/04Z74 WO 778 98.9 132.5 SUGU
09010W 4555N 1775-16102 00000/0000 10029/0907 09/06/74 100 806 *4l' 141*0 UaGGU
09015W 3304N 1772-15.70 00O00/0000 10029/0814 09/03/74 100 764 4108 125,0 UGoG
09019W 4140N 1774-16055 00000/0000 10029/0895 09/05/74 40 792 *7.0 136.2 UGGU
09021W 3722N 1773-16U12 00000/0000 10029/0771 0904/74 40 78 *9.6 130.8 0UG
09u25W 4842N 1776-16151 00000/0000 10029/1026 09/07/74 100 820 *2*0 144*1 UGGP
09u 1W 3139N. 177e-15072 00000/0000 10029/0815 09/03/74 100 764 42.4 123*1 IGGU
09043W 4429 N 1775*16104 00000/0000 10029/0908 09/06/74 00 806 *5*0 139*5 SGGU
0908W. 4015N 1774-16062 00000/0000 10029/0896 09/05e74 40 792 *7*8. 134*6 GGGG
09048w .356N 1773-16015 00000/0000 10029/0772 09/04174 So 778 40*3 129.1 SQG
09101W 4718N 1776-16153 00000/0000 10029/1027 09/07/74 100 82U t2.9 1*2.7 OGOP
09106W 3014N 1772-15t75 00000/0000 10029/0816 09/03474 100 764 42*9 121s2 UGGU
09115W 4 04N 1775-16111 00000/0000 10029/0909 09/06/74 .40 806 *5*9 138.0 UGG
09115W 3430N 1773-16u21 00000/0000 10029/0773 09/04/74 20 7,78 l0O '123 7.3
09117W 3849N 1774*16064 00000/0000 10029/0897 0970574 LO 792 98.6 133.0 SGGO
09130W 2849N 1772-15b81 00000/0000 10029/0817 09/03/74 100 764 *3*4 119*2 UUGu
09136W 4553N 1776-16160 00000/0000 10029/1028 09/07(74 10 820 438 1*1.*3 OGGP
091*2W 3304N 1773-16U24 00000/0000 10029/0774 09/04/74 60 778 51,6 12505 OGU
09145W 3723N 1774-16071 00000/0000 10029/0898 09/05/74 s0 792 9*3 131.3 UiGG
KEYS: 'CLOUD CVER *....**i*...,. 0 TB 100. % CLBUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA.AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..o','*.*-.. BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GGBeOD. PuRBWB
pRODUCTS ALREAUY MADE ....... R#MAE FROM RBV. M.MADE I.RBM MSS. BrMADE FROM RBy AND MSS*
ERTS-1
15;24 OCT 04'74 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 00146
STANDARD CATALUG- FOR CUS
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL POINT SOSERVAI'ION MICROFILM ROLL NB./ DATE CLOUD .ORIT SUN SUN IMAGE WUAIITY PRDFWUTS
OF IMAUE 101 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED Cb¥ER NUMbEH ELEV, AZIM. RHV MSS b .P. B P
LUNG LAT RBV MSS 5 123 45678 C C p D
09 146W 4i39N 1775-16113 00000/0000 10029/0910 09/06/74 0~ 806 t6.7 b36.5 GGG
09151w 4843N 1777*16e05 00000/0000 .10029/1035 09/08/74 I0 834 41*7 1*4*4 UGGP
09153w 4846N 1759-16d13 00000/0000 10029/0068 08/21/74 100 d * 97*0 139*2 UGGP
091 5 4W 272EN 1772-15b84 00000/0000 10029/0818 09/03/74 100 76~ 43*9 117*2 ucg
09e07w 3139N 1773-16030 00000/0000 10029/0775 09/04/74 BO 77t b2*2 123o6 G
09 09W 4428N 1776-16162 00000/0000 10029/0995 09/07 74 100 820 44.7 139 9 UpP
09813 w 3 558N 1774-16073 00000/0000 10029/0899 09/05/74 80 792 b00 12906 UGGU
09Z16w 4014N 1775-16120 00000/0000 10029-/0911 09/06174 40 806 4795 1a5.0 OuG
09e17W 255bN 1772-15090 00000/0000 10029/0819 09/03/74 d0 764 44*3 115,2 UGGU
09e28w 4718N 1777-16212 00000/0000 10029/1036 09/08/74 00 834 42.6 143.0 GG
09229w 4721N 1759-1620 00000/0000 10029/0069 08/21074 100 483 47*8 137.6 UCG
09232W 3014N 1773-16033 00000/0000 10029/0776 09/04/74 0o 778 52:7 i,17 UGGG
09239W 3433N 1774-16080 00000/0000 10029/0900 09/05/74 60 792 0,7 127*8 UGGu
o09g*i 4303N 1776-16165 00000/0000 10029/0996 09/07/74 40 820 45*6 138.4 PGPU
09445w 3848N 1175-16122 00000/0000 10029/0912 09/06/74 40 806 *8.3 133a4 uG.Gu
09256W .2848N 1773-16U35 00000/0000 10029/0777 09/04/74 0o 778 53*2 119.8 uaGu
09 3 02w 4052N 1777-16214 00000/0000 10029/1037 09/08474 30 834 43s5 141*6 UGGG
09304W 4556N. 1759-16e22 00000/0000 10029/0070 08/21174 100 083 48.6 135*9 UGGP
09305w 3307N 1774-16u82 00000/0000 10029/0901 09/05/74 30 792 01*3 126.1 UGGU
09312W 4138N 1776-16171 00000/0000 10029/0997 09/07e74 80 820 4604 136.9 PGGu
09413W 3720N 1775-16125 -00000/0000 10029/0913 09/06e74 40 806 9*1 131.7 UGGU
.09417 4842N 1778-16e63 00000/0000 10029/1085 09/09/74 40 848 .1*4 144*7 Ua00
0919W .4846N 1760-16e72 00000/0000 10029/0051 08/22/74 0 597 *607 1390S UGG5
09320W 2722N 1773-16U42 00000/0000 10029/0778 09/04174 100 778 $37 117,8. UGGU
09330W 3141N 1774-16085 00000/0000 10029/0902 09/05/74 40 ?92 1-.9 i 1 2- UGGU
093 36W 4428N 1777-16421 00000/0000 10029/1038 09/08e74 0O 834 94'4 140*2 UPGO
09338W 4431N 17'59-16e25 00000/0000 10029/0071 08/21174 0O 583 *9*4 134.1 UGGP
09339W 3554N .1775-16131 00000/0000 10029/0914 09/06174 30 806 49*8 130.0 UGGO
09342W 4013N 1776-16174 00000/0000 10029/0998 09/07/74 0 820 47.3 135.3 PGGU
09343W 2555N 1773-16044 00000/0000 10029/0779 09/04174 100 778 64'1 1157 UGGU
09 53W 4717N 1778-16 70 00000/0000 10029/1086 09/09Z74 s0 848 *2*3 143*.3 UGG
09454w. 3015N 1774-16091 00000/0000 .10029/0903 09/05174 20 792 2*5 -1223 UUG
0955W 4722N 1760-1674 00000/0000 10029/0052 08/22/74 Io 497 *7*6 137*9 MGGP
09405W 3429N 1775-16134 0000/0000 10029/0915 09/06174 *0 806 50.5 128.3 QGU
09408W 4o04N 1777,16223 00000/0000 10029/0935 09/08/74 10 834 45-3 138-7 UPP
KEYS: LLOUD COVER X ,* *....* .*.. 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AiyAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ooo*...i..,* , BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=G0BD. P=:~O.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .*,o.*. R@MADt FROM NHBV M.MADE kRBM MSS. BMADE FROM'REBV AND MSS.
ERTS-1
15124 BCT 04#'74 COBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 00147
STANDARD CATALOG FBR CUb
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/7*
PRINCIPAL RB1NT BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N5./ DATE CLOUD B RIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUA4.TY PRODUPTS
BF IMAUE . 10 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBYER NUMbEW E.EV. AZIM. RnV MSS B R P W P
LONG LAT RBV MSS 123 45678 C C:U D
09410W 4307N 1759-16d31 00000/0000 10029/0072 08/21174 90 583 50*2 132.3 QGGP
09411W 3847N 1776.16180 00000/0000 10029/0999  09/07/74 0 820 4. 8.1 1338 POGU.
09418W 2849N 1774-16094 00000/0000 10029/0904 09/05/74 00 792 3*0 120-4 UG
09*30W 457N 1760-16e81 00000/0000 10029/0053 08/22/74 W 497 48,4 1362 UPG
0931W 330bN 1775*16140 00000/0000 10029/0916 09/06/74 30 806 *1.1 126.5 UGGU
09439w 4138N 1777*16e30 00000/0000 10029/0936 09/08/74 10 834 46*2 1373 PPGU
09439W 3722N 1776-16183 00000/0000 10029/1000 09/07,74 0 820 *8.8 132e*1 PGU
09441W 4141N 1759-16e34 00000/0000 10029/0073 08/21/74 s0 83 4009 130.5 U~G
09442w 2724N 1774-16100 00000/0000 10029/0854 09/05/74- 0o 792 3*5 1-184 rGGU
0945W 4847N 1761-16430 00000/00OP 10029/0179 08/23174 0 611 6*5 139*8 PPGu
09*45W 4845N 1779-16321 00000/0000 10029/1121 09/10/74 100 ' 862 910 1l5*0 PG0PP
09457W 3139N 1775-16143 00000/0000 10029/0917 09/06/74 10 806 51.7 124,7 60(G
0903W 443UN 1760-16e83 00000/0000. i0029/005.4 08/22/74 0 597 #9*2 1344 PG I
0906W 3556N 1776-16185 00000/0000 10029/1001 09/07/74 10 820 *9.5 130.5 PGGU
09507w 2557N 1774-16103 00000/0000 10029/0855 09/05e74 *0 Z92 43.9 116.4 UGGu
09 09W 4013N 1777-16e32 00000/0000 10029/0937 09/08e74 0 834 7*0 135.7 UGGU
09511W 40SbN 1759-16d40 00000/0000. 10029/0074 08/21/74 7.0 ~83 . 1,6 128.7 UGGU
09521w 4723N 1761-16432 00000/0000 10029/0180 08/23/74 0 11 *7*3 138-2 0GP
09b21W 4720N 1779-16424 00000/0000 10029/1122 09/10/74- 862 *#20 143.7 PGPP
09522W 3012N 1775-16145 00000/0000 10029/0918 09/06/74 10 806 0203 122.8 PPPU
09530w 2430N 1774-16105 00000/0000 10029/0856 09/05/74 0 Z92 4.43 114o3 UGGU
09b33W 3431N 1776-16192 00000/0000 10029/1002 09/07/74 E0 820 00*2 128.8 PGPW
09-535W '*06N 1760-16e90 00000/0000 10029/0055 08/22/74 10 597 -499 1a2*7 PGGO M
090.38W 3848N 1777-16e35 00000/0000 10029/0938 09/08/74 0 834 4798 134*2 QWGP
09539w 3850N 1759-16e43 00000/0000 10029/0075 -08/21174 40 583 122 6*7 UGG
09t47W 2847N 1775-16152 00000/0000 10029/0919 .09/06/74 0 806 02o8 120*9 wPPu
0956w 4!57N 1761-16335 00000/0000 10029/0181 08/23/74 10 §11 *81 136.5 UPGU M
09556W 4554N 1779-16J30 00000/0000 10029/1123 09/10/74 1jO 862 42*9 142.3 UGPp
09t59w 3304N 1776-16194 00000/0000 10029/1003 09/07/74 b0 820 40*9 127.0 PGPl
09606W 372NN 1777-1641 00000/0000 10029/0939 09/08/74 0 834 98.6 132,6 UP.G
09607W 4141N 1760-16492 00000/0000 10029/0056. 08/22/74 0 g0 97 0*6 130.9 PGPp
09607W 372bN 1759-16e45 00000/0000 10029/0076 08/21/74 20 !803 52.8 184.8 uG~6
09610W 4848N 1762-1684 . 00000/0000 10029/0273 08/24/74 b0 42! *6.2 140*1 UUG
09611w 2722N 1776-16154 00000/0000 10029/0920 09/06/74 40 006 53*3 119.0 'PPP1
09624w 3135N 1776-16e01. 00000/o000 10029/1004 09/07174 70 820 01*5 12e52 PPPU
KEYS; LLBUD COVER % **.*.-,*,**.*. 0 To 100 = % CLBUD CBVER, v* u NO CLBUD UATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY B,.,,.,'**.... LANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REqUESTED* G=GBOD* P=PBBt.
'PRDUCTS ALREAUY MADE ..... ROMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FRBM MSS. BeMADE FROM RBy AND MSS.
ERTS-1
15:24 BET 04174 COBRDINATE LISTIN( WITH PXODUCT DATA PAGE 0048
STANDARD CATALUG FOR CUS
FROM 09/01/74 Td 09/30/7*
PRINCIPAL POINT OdSERVAIleN MICR"FILM ROLL NE./ DATE CLUD ORdIT SUN SUN IMAGE WUA4ITY PRODUOTS
OF .IMAUB ID POSITION IN RdLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMdEN E EV. AZIM, ROV MSS e I P ' P
LUNG LAT RBV MSS .i 1,3 45678 c C, . 0
09#29W 443 N 1761-1641 00000/0000 10029/0182 08/23/74 . 10 611 *8*9 j 48 - .. .M
09630o 4430 1779-16J33 00000/0000 10029/1124 09/1074 *o 56E *3--8 10---- PGGO
09633W 3 556N 1777-16d44 00000/0000 '10029/0940 09/0874 10 834- :9~- - T - -PaF '
09434w 3600N 1759-1652 00000/0000 10029/0077 08/21/74 0 083 43*3 122.8 uSG.
09635w 2556N 1775-16161 00000/0000 10029/0921 09/06/74 30 806 13,8 117.9 RPPG
09636W 4 o01N 1760-16e95 00000/0000 10029/0057 08/22/74 50 597 !13 1isu, 0GP
09A47w 4723N 1762-16390 00000/0000 10029/0274 08/24/74 10 -@2 -7- t-8-5 UQ - M PW .
0948W 3013N 1776-16e03 00000/0000 10029/1005 09/07/74 0 820 12.1 123.4 PPU
09655W 5o01N 1781-16431 00000/0000 10029/1147 09/12/74 !0 9o0 3994 146.9 UUGU
09659W 5009N 176;316440 00000/0000 10029/0300 08/25174 '0 639 t5*0 .*11*9 SGU
09659w 3430N 1777-16i50 00000/0000 10029/0941 09/08/74 80 834 0i00o 129.2 OPPPl
09700W 4$07N 1761-16444 00000/0000 10029/0183 08/23/74 10 i11 !9#7 133*0 UGaU M
09700W 3434N 1759-16e54 00000/0000 1 9/0020078 08/21/74 0 *B3 43,9 120o8 U(GU
09702W 430bN 1779-16035 00000/0000 10029/1125 09/10/74 . 0 62 i4#7 139*5 PPU
09705W 3851N 1760-16401 0000070000 10029/0058 08/22/74 0. 597 52.0 127s2 POG
09712W .2847N 1776-16410 00000/0000 10029/1006 .09/07/74 *0 820 i2*7 1?105 R GP
09722W 4557N 1762-16493 00000/0000 10029/0275 08/24/74 00 62b #7*8 136.8 uqP M
0924W .330bN 1777-16e53 00000/0000 10029/0942 09/08/74 80 34 0,7 127*5 UoPP
097E5W 3408N 1759-16961 00000/000 10029/0079 08/21/74 0 983 *4,3 118*7 GG I
09731W 4141N 1761-16850 00000/0000 10029/0184 08/23/74 10 f11 14 1313 UGGU
09732W 3725N. 1760-16304 00000/0000 10029/0059 08/22/74 40 597 5e-6 1I5Z2 POGU
09733W .4140N 1779-1642 00000/0000 10029/1126 09/10/74 10 242 15,6 138,0 USGp
09734W 484bN 1781-16434 00000/0000 10029/1148 09/12/74 V0 890 t04 145.6 .imo6
09736w 2721N 1776*16e12 00000/0000 10029/1007. 09/07/74 0 . 42- -.-- -- -19@-5- RPG
09737w 4845N 1763-16442 00000/0000 19029/0367 08/25/74 *0 649 45,9 140*4 PPPG M
097sow 3143N 1759-16263 00000000 10029/0080 08/21174 0 983 q4#8 12165 U661
0975ow 314oN. 1777-16E55 00000/0000 10029/0943 09/08/74 80 34 91.3 195,7 OGPP
09755w 4432N 1762-16095 00000/0000 10029/0276 08/247'4 0 625 48.6 13591 U6OU M
0959w 3559N 1760-161o0 00000/0000 10029/0060 08/22/74 30 497 031 183.3 U(JG
09000W 4015N 1761*16053 00000/0000 10029/01&s 08/23174 p0- 611 $11 129. 4  QP
09oS0o 2555N 1776-16015 00000/0000 10029/1008 09/07/74 ? 0 §20 53.6 '175 PGPP
09003W 4015N 1779-16344 00000/0000 10029/1127 09/10174 10 862 (,4: 136,5 PGG
09409W 4720N 1?81.16*40 00000/0000 10029/1149 09/12/74 90 890 '11*3 1.4*3 4G6u
09814W 722N .1 63"16945 00000/0000 -10029/0368 08/25g74 i0 639 ----- Aj &. - PGG M
09014w 3014N 1777916262 00000/0000 10029/0944 09/08/74 0 834 919 1 3 .9oPR,
.KEYSI CLQUD .COVER % .iT*loo % TO 1C L00- * C OUD COVER ** . NI.CLOUD A- AVAiA LABL E
IMAGE QUALITY. ,. *.*oi ...... BiANKmSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED4 6 RG8O6 P8RO8Oe
PRODUCTS ALREAPY MADE ..... , ROMADE FROM RBV M.MADE ROM MSS, BPMtADE FmOM RBY AND MSS.
ftXWA PAGE I0 POOR QUALMr~
ERTS-1
151e? BET 04)'74 C85RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PGE 00149
STANDARD CATALbG.FBOR CUS
FROM 09/01/74 Td 09/30/70
PRINCIPAL I0NT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NOB/ DATE CLUD ORDIT SUN SUN IMAGE WUAITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAe ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER EWEV. AZIM. NV MSS 8 P:B P.
LONG LAT RBV MSS . 123 956758 C D
09615w 30f8N 1759*16 70 00000/0000 10029/0081 08/21/74 90 583 55*1 114.4 UGGG
09021W 5 009N 1782-16485 00000/0000 10029/1247 09/13/74 10 904 49*1 197.1 UGGP
09025W 3434N 1760-16013 00000/0000 10029/0061 08/22174 80 597 5397 IZZ.2 GGP
09826W 500oo9N 1764-16*94 00000/0000 10029/0348 08/26/74 40 653 94*7 142*2 MPP 
09827W 4306N 1762016402 00000/0000 10029/0277 08/24/74 80 6
2 b *9*4 13.4 UGGU
0928W 3850N 1761-16455 00000/0000 10029/0186 08/23/74 40 611 0197 127*6 UGGU
09832~ 3849N 1779-16051 00000/0000 10029/1128 09/10/74 0 862 47,2 135.0 UGGU M
09838W 2847N 1777-16d64 00000/0000 10029/0945 09/08/74 0 834 *2*5 12.0 UGPP
09 83 9w P.852N 1759-16472 00000/0000 10029/0082 08/21274 40 $63 555. 112 GU
09844W 4 54N 1781-16 43_ 00000/0000 10029/11f0 09/12174 90 590 #2*3 142,9 iGU
09049W 4557 N 1763-,16451 00000/0000 10029/0369 68/25/74 iC 639 47,.6 137.1 UOG6
09851W 330N 1760-1615 00000/0000 10029/0150 08/22074 40 597 54*2 119*2 SGGa
09057W 372bN 1761-16J62 00000/0000 10029/0187 08/23174 60 611 $2*4 125*7 bGGu
0958W 4140N 1762-16904 00000/0000 '10029/0278 08/24/74 80 62b 001 lal136 UGGU
098 5 9W 4844N 1782-16192 00000/0000 10029/1248 09/13/74 ~0 204 40*1 145.9 oGG
09859w 372 4 N 1779-16453 Q00000/0000 10029/1129 09/10174 v0 862 f800 133.5 PGG
09 02W- 272bN 1759-1675 00000/0000 10029/0028 08/21/74 00 $83 45.7 110*0 USGu
09 02W 2722N 1777-1671 00000/0000 10029/0946 09/08/74 0 834 3o*0 1?001 UGG
09903W 4844N 1764-16*00 00000/0000 10029/0349 08/26/74 70 §53 *5.6 140.6 PGPP
099 16 W 3143N 1760-16422 00000/0000 10029/0161 08/22/74 .10 t97 04*6 117*1 UUG
o0917W 4430N 1781-16t45 o0000/0000 10029/1151 09/12174 100 890 *3,2 141.6 UGGP
09122W 4432N 1763-16154 00000/0000 10029/0370 08/25/74 0 638 8o4 135,5 (PGU
0925W 3600UN .1761-i6464 00000/0000 10029/0188 08/23474 70 611 42*9 123.7 UGG
09925W E259N 1759-16481 00000/0000 10029/0029 08/21/74 a0 *83 5690 107.7 uG.-
0992 6 W 2*5bN 1777*16273 0000/0000 10029/0947 09/08/74 10 834 43*5 118.1 U.GV
09M27W 4015N 1762*16411 00000/0000 10029/0279 08/24174 90 2 bO08 129,8 U0GG
09935W 4719N 1782-16494 00000/0000 10029/1249 09/13/74 10 t04 41*0 144*6 UGGU
09939W 4719N 1764-1603 00000/0000 10029/0350 08/26/74 .100 65 3 f6*5 139.1 uGPo
09!0W 3017N. 1760-16424 00000/0000 10029/0152 08/22e74 l0 097 55*0 114 9 PGPu
0948W bo010N 1783-16t44 00000/0000 10029/1169 09/14/74 o0 .18 48,7 147.4 UGG.u
09949w 4305N 1781'16452 00000/0000 10029/1152 09/12/74 90 8 4*1 14902 - G
09V52w J4343N 1761-16071 00000/0000 10029/0189 08/23174 60 611 43*5 1217 PPPU
09953W b008N 1765-16*52" 00000/0000 10029/0480 08/27/74 40. 667 .4.4 142,5 GUP
09,54W 4306N 1763*16460 00000/0000 10029/0371 08/25/74 10 .39 *9*2 133.8 uPGa
0956W 485UN 1762"1613 00000/0000 10029/0280 08/24e74 100 62b 51* 5  128.0 SGGO
kEYS: CLOUU COVER % **...*..e.* 0 T8 400'= X CLOUD COVER ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY **.*o,,,o***i, BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GPGOBU' P=RBOOR
PRODUCTS ALREAUY MADE .*..... R#MADE FROM BV,. MaMADE FROM MSS. BuMADE FXOM RBy AND MSS*
ERTS-1
15:24 5CT 04',74 CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PN~DUCT DATA PAGE 00150
STANDARD CATALOG FBR CUS
FHRM09/01/74 TO 09/30/79
PRINCIPAL POINT BSERVAIIBN MICROFILM ROLL NB/ DATE CLOUD BR6IT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUPTS
OF IMAUE I. PBSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBYER NUMbE E6EV, AZIM. N8V MSS R P 8 P
LONG LAT RBV MSS . 123 45678 C c f0
10004w 2851N 1760-16331 00000/0000 10029/013 08/22/74 10 j97 5*3 112.7 PPPe
I0010W 4554N 1782-16t01 00000/0000 10029/12b0 09/13/74 10 V04 42*o 13*2 Gu
10014W 4k56N 1764-16t05 00000/0000 10029/0351 08/26/74 40 §b3 " 4 . 437-4- Gp
10018* 305N 1761-16373 00000/0000 10029/0190 08/23e74 0O 61 $4*0 119,7 PPP
10024W 4138N 1763-16*63 00000/0000 10029/0372 .08/25/74 s0 039 *9.,9 132-0 UP.
10024W 3725N 1762-16420 00000/0000 10029/0281 08/24/74 0o b2b 2.*1 126.1 uoGU
10026W 4845N 1783-16!50 00000/0000 10029/1170 09/14e74 u0 18 J9-7Z 16 .2 UGGU
10026w 272bY 1760*16J33 00000/0000. 10029/0154 08/22/74 10 597 $5*6 I0*5 GPu
10031w 4843N 1765-16!55 00000/0000 10029/0461 08/27/74 30 067 45*3 140*9 U3P'
-10043W 3143N 1761-16380 00000/0000 10029/0191 08/23/74 30 11 4*4 117*6 PGPU
10044W 4 429N 1782-16b03 00000/0000 10029/1251 09/13/74 10 904 42.9 11.9 UGGP
10049W 44314 1764-16t12 00000/0000 10029/0362 08/26174 s0 653 48.1 135.8 UOPU
10049w 2 55 9 N 1760"16340 00000/0000 10029/0155 08/22174 10 b9 7 b5'8 108.3 PGPU
10051w 3600W 1762-16922 00000/0000 10029/0282 08/24/74 100 b2b 2.7 124.*2 UpGU
10054W 4013N 17631-i6465 00000/0000 10029/0373 08/25174 0o §39 i06 130*2 UPGU
10102w 4721N 1783-16!53 00000/0000 10029/1171 09/14174 o10 21 07 144.9 UGGU
10107W 4719N 1765-16t61 00000/0000 10029/0462 08/27/74 40 667 62 139*3 UGP
1010 7 W  3018N 1761-16382 00000/0000 10029/0192 .08/23174 o0 11 &408 115.4 UGPU
10114W O00N 1784-170o2 00000/0000 10029/1222 09/15/74 10 p32 i8.4 147o7 PGGU
10116W b007 N 1766-17u10 00000/0000 10029/0489 08/28174 80 681 14.1 192.7 UuGU
1o0116W 404 1782-16910 00000/0000 10029/1207 09/13/74 80 o04 %*38 140*5 UGGU
10117W 3436N 1762-16425 00000/0000 10029/0368 08/24/74 Z0 62b 5303 122.2 UuGu
10122W 4405N 1764-16014 00000/0000 10029/0353 08/26/74 o0 653 98.9 134~1 PpP
10122w 3850N 1763-16472 00000/0000 10029/0374 08/25e74 50 639 s1*3 128*. P4FPU
10130w 2851N 1761,16385 00000/0000- 10029/0193 08/23/74 D0 11 5s 113* UGGU
10137w 4'56N 1783-16055 00000/0000 10029/1172 09/14 74 0 118 *1.6 143.6 UUGU
10141W 4555N 1765 1664 00000/0000 10029/0463 08/27174 80 §67 47, 0  137.7 UGPU
10193W 3310N 1762-1631 00000/0000 10029/0389 08/24/74 70 65b 03*8 120.1 UGG
10147W 4139N 1782-1612 00000/0000 10029/1208 09/13174 50 904 ,4*7 139.1 uQGu
101"50w 3725N 1763-16474 00000/0000 10029/0375 08/25/74 00 639 . g19 126*5 UPGU
10153w 4844N 1784-17004 .00000/0000 10029/1223 09/15/74 t0 932 19*4 146*4 PGG
10153W 4139N 1764-16421 00000/0000 10029/0354 08/26/74 10 653 9*6 132.4 UGPU
10153W 2725N 1761-16391 00000/0000 10029/0194 08/23/74 *0 o11 45a5 111.1 GG
10154w 4842N -1766-17013 00000/0000 10029/0490 '08/28/74 s0 681 *5*0 141*.2 UGG
10907W 3142N 1762w16*34 00000/0000 10029/0390 08/24/74 m0 625 4I .118.1 uPP
KEYSI .LOUD COVER X * ,9 , 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER. *t - NP CLOUD WATA-AVA-ILABE,
IMAGE QUALITY ,ooBo*ANK.uB%, , B A ND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEPO GpGeBDo P.ROr.




151 !4 CT 041 '74 COeRDINATE LISTING WITH PRHDUCT DATA PAGE 00151
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74.
PRINCIPAL PBINT OBSERVAJIBN MICROFILM ROLL Ns./ DATL CLtUD BRBIT UN SUN IMAGE WUALITY PRODUCTS
BF IMAug ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED C~YER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSs 8 R P' P
LUNG LAT RBV MSS . . 123 45678 C C D
io1OW 4431N 1783-16!62 0000.0/0000 10029/1173 09/14/74 0 !18 42.6 142.3 U~GU
1014W 4430N 1765-16570 00000/000 .10029/0464 08/27/74 80 667 *7.9 136*1 PGPU
10217w- . 013N 1782-1615 00000/0000 10029/1209 09/13/74 70 904 45*6 137,7 UGGU
10218W 36.00N 1763-16481 00000/0000 10029/0376 08/25/74 70 639 52*5 124*6 UPGO
10222W 4014N 1764-16 23 00000/0000 10029/03b5 08/26/74 10 @53 00*4 130.6 PPPU
10229W 4719N 1784-17011 0000/0000 10029/224 09/15/74 10 932 90*4 145.2 PGG
10230W 4717N 1766-17U15 00000/0000 10029/0491 08/28/74 50 681 45*9 139.6 UGGU
10230W 301bN 1762-16440 00000/0000 10029/0391 08/24/74 P0 62b 47 .116.0  UPG
10242w 06bN 1783-16064 00000/0000 10029/1174 09/14/74 0 918 #305  140.9 UGGU
10243W 6007N 1767-17U64 00000/0000 10029/0585 08/29/74 20 69b *3.9 143.0 UfGU
102C44W- 3434N 1763-16483 00000/0000 10029/0377 08/25/74, 00 639 3*1 122.6 UPPU
10l45w 3 47N 1782-16P21 00000/0000 10029/1210 09/13/74 9 0 904 -  46.94 136*2 UGGU
10246W 4404N 1765-16b73 00000/0000 10029/0465 08/27/74 40 667 48.6 134-5 UGP,
10250W 385UN 1764-16t30 00000/0000 10029/0356 .08/26/74 20 653 1.0 128.8 tP (
/i1053W 2850N 1762-16443 00000/0000 i0029/0392 08/24/74 50 62b 5 *0 113.8 UGG
i0304W 9554N 1784-17013 00000/0000 10029/1225 09/15/74 20 932 91*3 143.9 pPGP
10304W 4551N 1766-17U22 00000/0000 10029/0492 08/28/74 50 681 46.8 138*1 EGGu
10309W 3308N 1763-1690 00000/0000 10029/0378 08/25(74 70 639 03*6 120*6 . PGu
10313W 4141N 1783-16t71 00000/0000 10029/1175 09/14/74 0 9168 4*4 13905 PGGU
10314W 3722N 1782-1624 00000/0000 10029/1211 09/13/74 90 '04 97*2 134*7 UGGP
10317W 413 9 N 1765-16b75 00000/0000 10029/0466 08/27e74 50 667 49.4 132.7 PGGU
10317W 3724N 1764-16!32 00000/0000 10029/0357 08/26/74 70 653 1b*7 126.9 PP P
10,317W 272bN 1762-16445 00000/0000 10029/0393 08/24/74 40 625 55o3 111*6 PGP
103.21W 4841N 1X67-17071 00000/00CO 10029/0586 09/29/74 40 469b 4,8 141.5 UGGU M
10334W 3143N 1763-16492 00000/0000 10029/0379 08/25/74 /0 639 04*1 118*6 PG
10337w 4427N 1766-17024 00000/0000 10029/0493 08/28/74 40 681 47*6 136.4 UGGU
10338W 44284 1784-17020 00000/0000 10029/1226 09/15/74 ?0 932 2.3 142*6 PGGP
10341W 3 57N 1782-16030 00000/0000 10029/1212 09/13/74 t0 904 98.0 133.2 UGGP
10343W 4015 1783-16t73 00000/0000 10029/1176 09/14/74 10 !18 *5.3 138.1 PPPP
10344W 3558 1764-16b35 O0000000 10029/0358 08/26/74 b0 653 52*3 125*0 UPPF
10346w 4014N 1765-16082 00000/0000 10029/0467 08/27/74 t0 Ob7 .0*1 131*0 PUGG
10357w 471 7 N 1767-17u73 00000/0000 10029/0587 08/29/74 40 (9b .5*6 13909 UGGU
10408w 343UN 1782-16P33 00000/0000 10029/1213 09/13/74 !0 904 988 131.6 uGGu
10409. 43021 1766617U31 00000/0000 10029/0494 08/2874 d0 681 98.4 13418 . UGGU
10410w bU09N 1768-17123 00000/0000 10029/0530 08/30/74 5U 709 03-5 1*3*3 PG U
KEyS: CLBUD COvER % *.............. 0 T5 100 = % CL5UD COVER. u = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ae....*see.@so . BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/EQUESTED. G.GOD. PRttB J.
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE .i..... RaMADE FROM RBV. MuMADE tROM MSS. BuMADE KBOM RBV AND MSS.
ERTS-1
15:24 5CT 04,'74 COBRDINATE LISTIN5 WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 00152
STANDARD CATALUG FOR CUB
FRHM 09/01/74 Tb 09/30/79
PRINCIPAL POINT UBSERVAII6N MICROFILM ROLL N59/ DATL CLOUD BRdIT VUN SUN IMAGE GUAITY PRODUOTS
OF IMAGE Iu POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED CUER NUMBEN ELEV. AZLIM, MV MSS B ~ P
LUNG LAf RBV MSS 13 45678 C CD D
10410 43~N 1784-17u22 00000/0000 10029/1227 09/15/74 10 932 43*2 141*2 PGGU
104lOS i433N 1764-16!41 00000/0000 10029/0359 .08/26/74 8o 653 k2,9 123.1 -PPP
10415W 3849N 1765-16t84 00000/0000 10029/0468 08/27/74 o0 667 00o8 129*2 FPGV
10422W 2849N 1763-16 01 00000/0000 10029/0380 08/25/74 60 639 - .J1.4 _-G
104 3 1W 4552N 1767-17U80 00000/0000 10029/0588 08/29/74 50 695 46*5 14804 U(GU
104 33W 3307N 1782*16!35 00000/0000 10029/1214 09/13-74 0 04 99*5 129,9 PGPi
104 36W 3 307 1764-16044 00000/0000 10029/0360 o8/26174 80 653 4304- 11e*. 1 PPu
10* 1W 4138N 1784-17u25 00000/0000 10029/1228 09/15/74 0o 32 4491 139.9 PpP
10*1w 4 137N 1766-17033 00000/0000 1002 9 /04 95 08/28174 P0 681 9,1 1i3-1 UGU
10444w 3724N 1765-16091 00000/0000 10029/0469 08/27174 0O 667 *1*5 i27.4 sGPU
10445w 2724N .1763-16b 04 00000/0000 10029/0381 08/25174 00 439 05*2 112*2 UPGa
10o49w 4843N 1768-17125 00000/0000 10029/0531 08/30/74 90 709 4*4 141.8 SG U
10458W J141N 1782-16 42 00000/0000 10029/1215 09/13174 Mo !04 $0.2 128.2 UGGU
lObO2w. 3141N 1764-16b50 00000/0000 10029/0361 08/26/74 00 453 $309 119.1 PGPU
1ObO 4W 4427,4 1767-17082 00000/0000 10029/0589 08/29/74 60 69b 17*3 146o8 SGGU
10$11w 4015N 1784-17u31 00000'/00o 10029/1229 09/15/74 10 932 *5,0 138.5 PGGP
10l11W 4O11N 1766-17U40 00000/0000 10029/0496 08/28/74 30 681 *999 131.4 UGGU
1011o w 3r59N 1765-16093 00000/0000 10029/0470 08/?7/74 70 467 02, 1  125.5 PGPU
10s 3W 301bN 1782-16644 00000/0000 10025/1216 09/13/74 60 V04 50.8 126.5 UGGU
10525W 4719N .1768-17132 00000/0000 10029/0532 08/30174 00 Z09 k5-3 140o3 uPPP
10$26w 3014N 1764-16053 .00000/0000 10029/0362 08/26/74 ~o 653 V0*3 11790 UGPU
0lb3 4 b008N 1769-17181 00000/0000 10029/0665 08/31/74 90 723. t302 13*6 UGpu
1037W 4303N 1767-17U85 00000/0000 10029/0590 08/29/74 40 495 98*1 1a5rt UGGU
10IO*W 3847N 1766*17042 00000/0000 10029/0497 08/28174 *0 681 0.6 129.6 UG
10547W Ed49N 1782-16*51 00000/0000 10029/1217 09/13/74 0 O04 51*5 14*7 UUGU
lOb5Ow 2848N 1764-16 55 00000/0000 10029/0363 08/26/74 50 653 $4*7 11949 4PPU
10b59w 4*54N 1768-17134 00000/0000 10029/0533 08#3074 70 7,09 *6.2 138.7 Po
106 08W 4138N 1767-17091 00000/0000 10029/0591 08/29/74 0 695 48,9 133.5 UGGO
10608W 3723N 1766-17U45 00000/0000 10029/0498 08/28/74 40 481 01*2 127*8 UGG
10612W 4843N, 1769-17183 00000/0000 10029/0666 08/31/74 10 723 94*1 142.1 UOGo
10632w 4429N 1768-17141 00000/0000 10029/0534 08/30(74 10 709 *7*0 137.2 Li U
1063 6W 3457N 1766*17051 00000/0000 10029/0499 08/28/74 00 481 4!19 1j5.9 UGGU
10639W *012N 1767-17U94 00000/0000 10029/0592 08/29174 40 695 *96 131.8 OGGU
1069W 4718N 1769w17190 00000/0000 19029/0667 08/31/74 100 723 *950 1906. UGU
10702W b006N 1770-17d35 00000/0000 10029/0750 '09/01/74 0O 737 *2*9 143,8 056U
KEYS: C eUD COVER % * *.o*****.. 0 TOB 00 * CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD LATA AVAILABWE,
IMAGE OUALITY *o* **oo.,.,o,*. B ANKSuBAND NUT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G!GOOD. P.ORI4- --
PRDUCTS ALREAPY MADE 9,.4..1 R#MAPE FROM RVy, M.MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBy AND MSS.
ERTS-1
15:24 5CT o04'74 EBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 00/53
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS
FROM 09/01/74 Tb 09/30/7*
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLMUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAUE: UALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAUL ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER, NVMbEH E6EV* AZIM. HBV MSS B R P:s P
LONG LAT RBV MSS 5 123 95675 C C.0 0
10702W 3431N 1766-17054. 00000/0000 10029/0500 08/28/74 0 a481 42.5 1i4*0 UUGU
10704W .3bN 1768-17143 .00000/0000 10029/0535 08/30/74 50 709 47*8 135*6 PPPr
10708W 3846N 1767"17100 00000/0000 10029/0593 08/29/74 30 69 b b503 130.0 UGGU
10 7 24W 4553N 1769-17192 00000/0000 10029/0668 08/31/74 00 723 *5.9 139.1 UGP
10728W. 3306N 176 6*1 7 y60 00000/0000 10029/0501 08/28/74 90 681 03*0 122j1 BGGG
10735W 4139N 1768-17150 00000/0000 10029/0536 08/30/74 d0 709 48.6 133.9 PGPF
10736W 3721N 1767-17103 00000/0000 10029/0594 08/29/74 30 695 51.0 128.2 UGPp
107 OW 4842N 1770o17e41 00000/0000 10029/0751 09/01/74 Z0 737 43.8 142.4 UGPG
10753W 314ou 1766-17063 00000/0000 10029/0502 08/28/74 40 681 0535 120.1 UGGU
10758W 4429N 1769-17195 00000/0000 10029/0669 08/31/74 40 723 46'7 1375 UUGP
1003w 3457N 1767-17105 00000/0000 10029/0595 08/29/74 10 95b 51b7 126.4 UGGP
10805W 4013N 1768-17152 00000/0000 10029/0537 08/30/74 .0 709 .904 132,2 UGPe
10b16W 4717N 1770*17244 00000/000 10029/0749 09/01/74 90 737 )4*7 140.9 U PU
10818W 3013N 1766-17065 00000/0000- 10029/0503 08/28/74 40 681 54*0 118.0 UGGU
10@28w bO06N 1771-17E93 00000/0000 10029/0693 09/02/74 0 751 42.6 1*4,1 GGGO m
10030W 4304N 1769-17e01 00000/0000 10029/0670 08/31/74 0 723 47*6 135.9 0GGb
10630w 3*31N 1767-17112 00000/0000 10029/0596 08/29e74 10 69 b 52b3 124.5 GGU
10834W 38481 1768-17155 00000/0000 10029/0538 08/30/74 O0 709 40.1 130.5 uPPG
10850w 4552N 1770-17250 00000/0000 10029/07b2 09/01/74 0 3 7 1 *506 139*4 UPGG
10055w 330bN 1767-17114 00000/0000 10029/0597 08/29/74 10 295 g2*8 122*6 UGGu
10901w 4139N 1769-17204 00000/0000 .10029/0671 08/31/74 .10 723 ~8.3 134*3 UGGU
1002W 3723N 1768-17161 00000/0000 10029/0539 08/30/74 30 709 0*8 1i8.7 UPPl
10906W 4841N 1771-17400 00000/0000 10029/0694 09/02/74 0 751 93#5 14217 GGGG
10l20W 3 141N 1767-17121 00000/000 10029/0598 08/29/74 0 09b 43*3 1?0.6 UGGU
1024W 1442>N 1770-17d53 00000/000 10029/0753 09/01/74' 100 737 *6.5 137.8 UP t
10930W 401*N 1769-17e10 00000/0000 10029/0672 08731/74 10 723. *9*1 132*6 UGGU
10930w 3 558N 1768-17164 00000/0000 10029/0540 - 08/30/74 30 709 51.4 126.9 PGPP
10942W 4716N 1771-17402 00000/0000 10029/0695 09/02/74 10 71b *4.4 11*2 UGGGU
109 5W lb01N 1767-17123 00000/0000 10029/0599 08/29/74 0 §9b 3.*8 118.6 UGGG
10953W bo06N 1772-17351 )0000/0000 10029/0820 09/03/74 0 765 %,23 1I4*4 UGGU
10 9 56W. 430?N . 1770-17255 00000/0000 10029/0754 09/01/74 40 737 47*3 136*3 . UGGU
1056W 3433N 1768-17170 00000/0000 10029/0541 08/30/74 10 709 52*0 125.0 PRGP
10559W 3848 1769-17d13 U00000/000 10029/0673 08/31/74 0 723 49.8 130.9 UPG
11017W 4551N 1771-17305 00000/0000 10029/0696 09/0274 I0 751 5b*3' 135*7 PGGU
11022W 3307N 17.68-17173 00000/0000 10029/0542 08/30/74 10 709 0206 123.1 PGe
KEYS: LLBUO CBVER % *.....,..v s ., O Te 100 a % CLOUD CBVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..*.......**.. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/HEQUESTED* GGOD80s P=PfeOR
PRODUCTS ALREAUY MADE *..e..* RIMADE FROM RBV , M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE FOM RBy AND MSS.
ERTS-1
15:24 OCT 04,'74 CB5RDINATE LISTING WITH PRUDUCT DATA PAGE 00154
STANDARD CATALMG FOR CUS
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL PO1NT dbSERVAIIBN MICRBFILM ROLL N~o/ DATE CLOUD eBBIT SUN SUN IMAUE QUA1ITY PRODU TS
BF IMAUL 10 PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUIRED COER, NUMOER E EV. -AZIM. RBV MSS b P $ P P
LONG LAT RBV MSS 9 123 .95678 C C 0 D
11027W 4 137N 1770-17d62 00000/0000 10029/0755 09/01/74 60 -737- 1446 UGGG
11027W 3724N 1769-17d15 00000/0000 10029/0674 08/31/74 0 723 to0- 12901 UPGU
11032W 484 2 N 1772-17454 00000/0000 10029/0821 09/03/74 0 65 ~ . k12 GGJ. .i9
110+7w .3142N 1768-17175 00000/o000 10029/05,3 08/30/74 10 7 9 4391 12102 GGP
11050W .4426N 1771-17311 00000/0000 10029/0697 09/02/74 0 751 6*2 18.*2 OGGU
11055W 3559N 1769-17e22 00000/0000 10029/0675 08/31174 0 723 51*2 127*3 UPP(
11057w 4012N 1770-1764. 00000/0000 10029/0756 09/01174 40 737 .48.9 13300 GG M
11108W 4718N 1772-17160 00000/0000 10029/0822 09/03/74 0, 765 f#42 141.5 UGG
11111 30o16 1768-17182 00000/000 10029/0544 08/30/74 0 709 -3*6 119.2 PPPU
11118W b00 9 N 1773-17405 00000/0000 10029/0780 09/04/74 60 779 42'0 144*7 CPGi
11121W 3433 1769-17e24 00000/0000 10029/0676 08/31174 0 723 01*8 125*5 UPGU.
11122w 4401N 1771-17414 00000/0000 10029/0698 09/02/74 0 701 7s0 136,6 GG
11126W 3846N 177 0'-17e71 00000/000o 10029/0757 09/01/74 10 737 9.96 13193 UGPO
11143W 4 5LN 1772-17J63 00000/0000 10029/0823 09/03/74 0 76b 5o0o 1i#0*0 UG
111*7 3407N . 1769-17e31 00000/0000 10029/0677 08/31Z74 0 .723 52 4 136 UGGU
11153W 4136 1771-17J20 00000/0000 10029/0699 09/02/74 0 751 *978 145*0 OGGG
11154W 3722N .177 0 -17?73. 00000/0000 10029/0758 09/01/74 0 737 *0*3 129.6 UGGG
11156W 484bN 1773-17412 00000/0000 10 029/0781 09/o04
7 4  
s0 779 12,9 143*3 UPGU
11?12W 3141N 1769-17e33 00000/0000 10029/0678 08/31/74 10 723 g299 1217 GPGO
11915W 4*26N 1772-17365 00000/0000 10029/0824 09/03/74 10 7 6 b *5.9 138.5 UGG
119 2 1w 3557N 177 0 -17e8 0  00000/0000 10029/0759 09/01/74 0 737 1~10 187.8 UGGP
11223 4 011N 1771-1.7323 00000/0000 10029/0700 09/02/74 0 751 *8.6 133-4 UPG
1.1233W 4720N 1773-17*14 00000/0000 10029/0782 09/04/74 00 779 3*8 141,8 .GO
11?36W 3 015N 1769-17 40 00000/0000 10029/0679 08/31/74 10 723 53.4 119.7 UPGO
11?43w b008N 1774-17*64 00000/0000 10029/0857 09/05/74 100 793 -l-- 1i5-0 GGU
11?47W.. 4p90N 1772-17472 00000/0000 10029/0825 09/037* 0 765 6.7 17,0 GP
11248W 3*32N 1770-17 82 00000/0000 10029/0760 09/01/74 0 737 41*6 12690 UGGf
11452W 3 46N 1.771-17425 00000/0000 10029/0701 09102/74 . 751 f9.3 1117 UGGG
11008W 4555N 1773-17!21 0000/0000 10029/0783 09/04/74 60 779 44*7 140#4 GU
11314w 3306N 1770"1785 00000/0000 10029/0761 09/01/74 0 737 02.2 124*1 aPG
11 18W 4136N 1772*17074 00000/0000 1002 /0826 09/03/74 10 76b 4706 13504 UaPk
11420w .3721N . 1771-17432 00000/0000 10029/0702 09/02/74 10 751 *0*1 13040 UaGu
11321W 4844N 1774-17470 00000/0000 10029/0858 09/05/74 f0 793 92.6 143*6 SoG@
11339W 3139N 1770-17e91 00000/0000 10029/0762 09/01/74 0o 31/ 5298 122*2 P
11341w 4430N 1773-17423 00000/0000 10029/0784 09/04/74 g0 779 --+5 1-38*9 -PG .
KEYSi CLOUD CBVER 9 * 0 Te 100 8 % CLOUD COVER* ** . NO CLOUD UATAVA4--kbLE-*
IMAGE QUALITY o.o *oos.i oe. 'B8ANKSoBAND NOT PRESENT/EQUESTEQ, G.3G80* P.BPUB~
PRODUCTS ALREAUY MAPE *'.., ROMAPE FROM RBV. MoMADE FRBM MSS. BuMADE FROM RBY ANP MSS.
QUAri .ERTS-1
15124 BET 00174 C OORDINATE LISTING WITH PRBQUFT DATA PAGE 00/55
STANDAD CATALOG FOR CU '
FROM 09/01/74 Td 09130/74
PRINCIPAL POINT BBSERVAIIBN MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLBUD BORIT SUN SUN IMAGE .UA6ITY PRODUPTS
OF IMAUE ID POSITION.1N ROLL ACQUIRED CBER NUMtBEH EUEV, AZIM. RBV MSS B (.P.  P
LUNG LAT RBV MSS I 123 95678 C C 1p D
11447W 155bN 1771-17034 00000/0000 10029/0703 09/02/74 d0 751 0*7 188*2 UGGU
11348W "010N 1772*17181 00000/0000 10029/0827 09/03/74 40 865 4 s3 133.8 QGGU.
11357w 4720N 1774-17*73 00000/0000 10029/0859 09/05/74 10 793 *3*5 142.1 GS
11*10w 5007N 1775-17422 00000/0000 10029/0922 09/06/74 00 807 t193 145*2 uPPl
11414W 4~ 0bN 1773-17130 00000/000d 10029/0785 09/04/74 0 779 6*4 137,4 UOGP
11414W 3429N 1771-17341 00000/0000 10029/0704 09/02/74 10 751 $1.4 126*4 PGPu
1141 7 W 384bN 1772-17383 .00000/0000 10029/0828 09/03/74 10 76b *91 1321 Uu
11432W 455bN 1774-17475 00000/0000 10029/0860 09/05174 40 793 *4,4 140*7 UGGU
1140w 3303N 1771-17443 00000/0000 10029/0705 09/02174 50 751 62:0 1j4#6 UPGu
114 44W 4140N 1773-17432 00000/0000 10029/0786 09/04/74 0 779 *7.3 135 8 uPGu
11*5w 372o0N 1772-17090 00000/0000 10029/0829 09/03174 o0 765 *9@8 140s4 GGu
114f9W 4842N 1775-17024 00000/0000 10029/0923 09/06174 00 807 *2.3 143.9 PPPu
11505W 3138N 1771w17450 00000/0000 10029/0706 09/02/74 50 751 52.6 122*7 UGPp
11006w 4429N 1774-17482 00000/0000 10029/0861 09/05/74 80 793 15*3 139.2 UGGU
11512W 355 N 1772-17492 00000/0000 10029/0830 09/03174, 0 765 0*5 128*7 UGGU
11$14W *01bN 1773-17435 00000/0000 10029/0787 09/04/74 0 779 *8.0 134.2 UGGU
11~25W 4718N 1775-17031 00000/0000 10029/0924 09/06/74 NO 807 *382 142o4 FPPP
11037w b007N 1776-17b80 00000/0000' 10029/1009 09/07/74 40 821 l1.0 14955 PPPU
11b38W 430N 1774-17484 00000/0000 10029/0862 09/05/74 0 793 6.2 137.7 uGU
11539W 3+30N 1772-17:95 00000/0000 10029/0831 09/03474 40 76b .51*2 126.9 UUGG
11540W b009N 1758-17 84 00000/0000 10029/0016 08/20174 v0 470 .*6*4 140*6 PGGU
11543W 3849N 1773-17441 00000/0000 10029/0788 09/04/74 30 779 4*88 132.6 GGU
11600W 4553N 1775-17*33 00000/0000 10029/0925 09/06474 80 807 *4.1 1410 FPPP
11605W 3303N 1772-17401 O000O0/000 1Q029/0832 09/03/74 10 765 1.18 12560 UUGU
11609W 4139N 1774-1791 00000/0000 10029/0863 09/05/74 0 793 17*0 136.2 UUGU
11611W 3724N 1773-17+44 00000/0000 10029/0789 09/04/74 0 779 *9*5 .130*9 PGu
11615W 4842N 1776-17*83 00000/0000 10029/1010 09/07/74 30 821 k2,0 1*4.1 MPP
11618W *84b4 1758-17b91 00000/0000 10029/0017 08/20/74 O0 70 47*3 139.0 UGGU
11630W 3137N 1772-17*04 00000/0000 10029/0833 09/03e74 30 765 2.4 123.2 UGGU
11634W *428N 1775-17!40 00000/0000 10029/0926 09/06/74 0 807 45*0 139.6 PPPP
11638W 4014N 1774-17993 00000/0000 10029/0864 09/05/74 0 793 47.8 134.6 UGGU
116 38w 3559N 1773-17450 00000/0000 10029/0790 ,09/04/74 0o 7.7 1 0,2 129.2 PGi
11b52W 4717N 1776-17085 0000/0000 10029/1011 09/07/74 10 821 *299 142.7 PPGU
11654w 4720N 1758-17993 00000/0000 10029/0018 08/20474 80 870 1 137.3 PPGB
1 1703w b0Ob 1777-18V34 00000/0000 10029/0948 09/08/74 50 83b 40.7 145*8 PPPP
KEYS: LLOUD COVER x ,....***,i.*. 0 TO 100 = % CLFUD COVER. +e = N. CLOUD OATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY **99*****.....# BLANKS=oAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G.GOOBD PuRBBP
PRODUCTS ALREAUY MADE *'*o,*, R#MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE -ROM MSS. BaMADE xBOM RBY AND MSSo
ERTS-1
15:24 BCT 04'174 CeBRMINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DAT8 PAGE 0015'
STANDARD CATALeU FOR CUS
FHBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVAIIBN MICROFILM POLL NB*/ DATE CLUUD BRt1T SUN SUN IMAGE GUAITY .PRODUTS
OF IMAUE IL POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMOER ELEV, AZIM. ROV MS$ P ~ P
LONG LAT RBV MSS 5 123 95678 C C: .0
11705W b OlON 1759-18042 00000/0000 10029/0030 08/21/74 90 --- -5-1 ~O.9 - PS'-Gi
11.705W 3433N 1773"17453 00000/0000 10029/0791 09/04/74 10 779- 1009 127. P
11706W 430 3N 1775-17b42 00000/0000 10029/0927 09/06174 0 p-07 ... p .t.3r I
11707W .3848N 1774*17000 00000/0000 10029/0865 09/05/74 10 --793 *806 133.0 gGGa
11726W 4452N 1776-17%92 00000/0000 10029/1012 09/07/74 &O 821 t3a8 ..113 POG
11729W 4054N 1758*18000 00000/0000 10029/0019. 08/20/74 o0 970 4989 1iS*5 0PPU
11731w 3P07N 1773-17+55 00000/0000 10029/0792 09/04174 30 779 O1.5 125*6 uPG_
11735W 3 723N 177 4-17b02 00000/0000 10029/0866 09/05/74 10 793 0*3 131.3 UQGU
11736w 4138N 1775-17945 00000/0000 10029/0928 09/0674 0 o807 6.7 136.5 PP
11740W 4841N 1777-18V41 00000/0000 10029/0949 09/08174 70 43b+ t107 .14.4 RPPP
11742W 4 845 N 175918u45 O00000/0000 10029/0031 08/21(74 70 984 *7*0 139.2 UGG.
11756w 3 14 1 N 1773-17462 00000/0000 10029/0793 09/04/74 0o 779 02.1 123*7 QGG-
11400W .4428N 1776-17P94 00000/0000 10029/1013 09/07/74 .40 081. - 47 139*9 RGG
11002W 4 430N 1758-18002 00000/0000 10029/0020 08/20/74 40 970 *9*7 133.8 PPPP
11802W 3557N 1774-17*05 00000/0000 10029/0867 09/05/74 10 793 5000 . 19,6 oUGU
11007w 4013N 1775-17651 00000/0000 10029/0929 09/06/74 0 007 7-.5 -1i5.0 tPPf
11017W 471.7N 1777-18U43 00000/0000 10029/U950 09/08/7 4  100 *3b 26 14300 aP.
11018w 4721N 1759-18u51 00000/0000 10029/0032 08/21174 00 .84 798 17*6 us u
118094W 3431N 1774"17*11 00000/0000 10029/0868 09/05174 O 793 50.7 127.9 USeG
11830W bOlON 176,0-18101 .00000/0000 10029/0156. 08/22/74 0 998 5,*9 14912 UGGO
11032w 4303N 1776-18U01 00000/0000 10029/1014 09/07/74 80 821 5.6 138.4 PGPS
11034 4305 N 1758*18005 00000/0000 10029/0021 08/20174 0 90 -0- -4 132*0 PG
11035w 384 7 N 1775-1754 00000/0000 10029/0930 09/06Z74 0 0o7 *8*3 j13.4 RPPU.
11851W *552N 1777-18050 .00000/0000 19029/0951 09/08174 100 8Sb 4345  141.6 RGPF
11453W 4556N 1759-18054 00000/0000 10029/0033 08/21/74 So ~94- Sii Ti . .1
11055W 306N 1774-17014 00000/q000 10029/0869 09/05/74 80 793 01,3 1!6,1 UaG.
11503W 4137N 1776-18003 00000/0000 10029/1015 09/07/74 40 "1 46 4 146.9 RPPO
11903W 3722 N 1775"17060 00000/0000 10029/0931 09/06j74 0 407 49.0 131.8 PPP0
11505W 4139N 1758-18ui1 00000/0000 10029/0022 08/20/74 0 570 *1*1 1302 lRPPe
11908W 484bN 1760-18103 00000/0000 10029/0157 08/22/74 00 098. 96*7 139.5 . UGG"
119i4W *427N. 1777-18052 00000/0000 10029/0952 09/08Z74 v0 835 44*04 1402 RPPp
11926W 4431N 1759-18060 00000/0000 10029/0034 08/21/74 0 084 9*4.' .134'1 POGP
11230 3556N 1775-17463. 06000/0000 10029/0232 09/06/74 0 407 ' 98 130.1 PPPI
11033W, 4011N 1776-18010 00000/0000 10029/1016/ 09/07Z74 0 421 ff7*2 15.4 FPO
115i*6W 4013N '175,818014 00000/0000 10029/0023 08/20174 0 jL-- Itt8- 128.3 + G G
KEYS, CLBUD COVER% ,?..*q.,. .0 TO i09 * % CIOUD COVER* *#.a NO C BOUD .AT-A-AVA4LAABf--
IMAGE QUALXTY e,.,a.t*. . *oib . B6ANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEQ* G BBD0. P. R8rte
PRODUCTS AREAUYMAPE t.ooee. RfMAPE FROM RBV, MuMADE 'ROM MSS. BwMADE FROM RBY- AND .MSS
ERTS-1
151:4 OCT O0 174 EO8RDI.NATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA. PAGE OQ/57;
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS!
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09130/7*
PRINCIPAL eOINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLNUD BOIIT UN SUN IMAGE UUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAUE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER E6EV. AZIM, ROV M$S BRP 4 P P
LONG 1LAT RBV MSS 13 95678 C C D.
11244W 4721N 1760-1810 00000/0000 10029/01$8 08/22/74 00 9e 147#6 137.9 FPPP
11954W o oN 1761-18t55 00000/0000 10029/0195 08/23/74 o0 . 12 *5.6 1*1*4 QGPu
11957W 4402N 1777*18055 00000/0000 10029/0953 09/0874 0 83b 45o3 138.8 PPPr
11 5 7W 3430N 1775-17065 00000/0000 10029/0933 09/06/74 40 807 0*5 18.3 PPPo
1158W 4306N. 1759.18063 00000/0000 10029/035 08/21/74 0 084 40*2 132.4 PGGU.
12002W 384bN 1776-18012 00000/0000 10029/1017 09/07/74 0 4221 *80 133*8 PGGU
12005w 384iN 1758-18020 00000/0000 10029/0024 08/20174 .0 570 52 4 126*4 b00
120191 4556N 17601i8112 00000/0000. 10029/0159 08/22174 ft0 98 48.4- 1362 aPPo
12022w 304N 1775*17672 00000/0000 10029/0934 09/0674. 90 507 5291 126.6 0UGP
12028W 4137N- 1777-18061 00000/0000 10029/09.4 09/08Z74 0 835 *6*2 1373 PPP
12029w 4141N 1759-18065 00000/0000 10029/0036 . 08/21/74 0 484 50.9 130.5 OGG
12029W 3720N 776-18015 00000/0000 10029/1018 09/07(74' 0 821 *8*8 132,2 PIG
12033W 4844N . 1761116161 00000/0000 10029/0.196 :08/23/74 80 612 46*4 19908 UQOw
12033w 3723N 1758-18023 00000/0000 10029/0015 08/20474 0 *$70 030 124e4 U G(
12052w 4431N 1760.18115 00000/000 10029/0160 08/22/74 40 .98 *9*1 134.5 P GG
12056w 3554N 1776*18U21 00000/0000 10029/1019 09/07Z74 30 421 t95 130.5 UPPU
12057W 4012N 1777-18064 00000/0000 .10029/0955 09/08/74 0 735 *0 135.8 PGPR
t2o59w 4015N 1759-18U72 00000/0000 10029/0037 08/21/74. 0 584 1*5 128.7 PPGU
L2100W 3557N 1758-18025 00000/0000 10029/0025 08/20/74 0 57U 53,5  122.4 UGGQ
12109W 4720N 1761-18164 00000./0000 10029/0197 08/23/74 00 612 97*3 138.2 U0G0
12i20W 500N 1762-1813 00000/0000 10029/0394 08/24/74 50 426 95.3 141.7 OPe.
12123W 3430N 1776-18U24 00000/0000 10Q 29 /102 0 09/07/74 90 821 4002 128.8 GP(
12124W 4306N 1760-18121 00000/0000 10029/0161 08/22/74 *0 598 4909 132*7 0gPo
12126W 3847N 1777-18070 00000/0000 10029/0956 09/08/74 0 835 *7*8 134*2 PSPP
12126W 3432N 1758918032 00000/0000 10029/0026 08/20/74 40 $70 54*0 120.3 UPGU
12129W 3850N 1759-18V74 00000/0000 10029/0038 08/21/74 0 584 2E2 1.26*8 UPGP
121*4W 1455N 1761-18170 00000/0000 10029/0198 08/23/74 80 12 *8*1 136.5 JGGU
121*8W 3O05N 1776-18030 00000/0000 1.0029/1021 09/07174 100 821 *0*9 197.0 U GPU
'12151W 3307N 1758018034 00000/0000 10029/0027 08/20474 100 570 54'5 118*2 u'PGu
12154W -3721N 1777-18073 00000/0000 10029/0957 09/08/74 10 83b *895 132.6 PPPt
12155W 4141N 1760-18.124 00000/0000 10029/0162 08/22/74 • 40 598 §0a6 130.9 UGGU
12157W 372bN 1759-18U81 00000/0000 10029/0039 08/21474 10 584 5208. 124.8 POGU
12159w 4845N 1762*18d20 00000/0000 10029/0395 08/24/74 0o 626 *6.2 '140.1 uPGo
12218W 4431N 1761-18173 00000/0000 10029/0199 08/23/74 d0 612 08,9 134.8 UGGU
12222w '3555,N 17771.8075 00000/0000 10029/0958 09/08474 00 835 *9.3 130.9 uP P
KEYS; CLUD COVER 7.... ',,.... 0 TO 100- % CLBUD COVER. '** a NO CLOUD PATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY * * * *.** .o*** BLANKGS.BAD NOT PRESENT/REUESTED* GxGOBD* P=POBR.
PRODUCTS ALREAPY MADE ',...*. ROMADE FROM RBV, MvMADE F'ROM MSS* BPMADE FROM RB v AND MSS.
ERTS-I
15124 BCT 04,'74 CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 00,58
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS
FROM 09/01/74 Tb 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL POINT IBSERVAIIN MICROFILM ROLL Ni./ DATE CLUD BORIT SUN SUN IMAUE WUA-ITY PRBDUCTS
BF IMAUE ID POSITION IN RLL ACQUINED CdYER NUMBER ELtEV, ALIM, RV MSS b RP P
LONG .LAT RBV MSS U 123 95678 C DD
12?24 J 4559N 1759-18U83 00000/0000 1002 9 /0040 08/21/74 d0 -~84 ti33 122*8 AGU.
12225W 4c16N 1760-18130 00000/0000 10029/0163 08/22/74 0 _V8 bl,3 129.1 UPGP
12435 4720N 1762-18e22 00000/0000 10029/0396 08/24/74 30 -626 a--TP 138p5a t P
12@?9W bOO8N 1763-18e71 00000/0000 10024/03R2 08/?5e74 10- 640 *5*0 142.0 UGGU
12249W 3431N 1777-18u82 00000/0000 10029/0959 09/08/74 40 835 t00 19.*3 UGPU
12 50W 4306N 1761-18175 00000/0000 10029/0200 08/23/74 o0 612 *9-6 133.1 UGGu
12e50W 343bN 1759-18U90 00000/0000 10029/0041 08/21/74 100 S8- -b3-9 1?0.8 uPPu
12854W 3850N 1760-18133 - 00000/0000 10029/0164 08/22/74 0 596 '1.9 127*2 GP2
1210ow 455bN 1762-18e25 00000/0000 10029/0o397 08/24/74 0 426b *78 136.8 GGt
12322W 4142N 1761-18182 00000/0000 10029/0201 0R/23/774 So0 12 40*4 131.3 PGGU
12 22W 3725N 1760-18135 00000/0000 10029/0165 08/22/74 0o 598 5296 125.3 tGPP
12327W 4843N 1763-1874 00000/0000 10029/0383 08/25/74 40 64o #5*9 140.4 PGPU
12*43w 4430N 1762-18d31 00000/0000 10029/0398 08/24/74 30 626 4806 135.1 PPGU
1249W 3559N 1760-18142 00000/0000 10029/0166 08/22/74 10 *98 6 3*1 123.3 GGP
12452W 4017N 1/761-18184 00000/0000 10029/0202 08/23/74 *0 412 41S1 129.5 UGGG
12403W 4719N .1763-18e80 00000/0000 10029/0384 08/25/74 0o 640 6,7 138*8 uGPU
12409W .b008N 1782-18J21 00000/0000 10029/1204 09/13 74 0 205 39*1 147.2 U(GG
12415W b008N 1764-18J25 00000/0000 10029/0364 08/26/74 0 654 94.7 142.2 UuPi
12415W 4306N 1762-18d34 00000/0000 10029/0399 -08/24/74 40 626 99*4 133.4 UGP
12421W 3851N 1761-18191 00000/0000 10029/0203 08/23/74 70 61.2 41:7 127.6 uJGU
1243 8 w 4*54N -1763-18e83 00000/0000 10029/0385 08/25/74 00 640 97,6 137.1 UGPU
12446W 4140N 1762-18d40 00000/0000 10029/0400 08/24174 00 626 4091 131,7 UGGP
12447W 4844N 1782918J24 00000/0000 10029/1205 09/13/74 0 70b 900 145.9 UGU
124#*9W 3727N 1761018193 00000/0000 10029/0204 08/23/74 wO 612 .62-s3 125-7  -0Q0
12 5 3W 4843N 1764-18332 00000/0000 10029/0365 08/26/74 10 6b4 45,6 140.7 PGPu
12011W 4429.N 1763-18485 00000/0000 10029/0386 08/25174 0O 640 *#84 135,5 .5GG
12016W 3601N 1761"1800 00000/0000 10029/0205 08/23e74 100 612 42*9 123.7 IUG
12517W 4016N 1762*18e43 00000/0000 10029/0401 08/24/74 70 426 40.8 129.9 PPPP
12024W 4719N 1782-18 30 00000/0000 10029/1206 09/13174 0 05 *910 1i4.6 vGGj
12598W 4718N 1764-18434 00000/0000 10029/0366 O8/26/74 40 ! 4' 46*5 139.1 PGPu
12540W bOON 765-18484 00000/0000 10029/0458 08/27174 40 668 *404 1*2.5 UPGU
12~43W 43pN 1763-18d92 00000/0000 10029/0387 08/25474 00 40 *1 1ja8 UPP
12*47w 3851N 1762918L45 00000/0000 10029/0402. 08/24174 W0 026 *Lo5 128.0 BPG
12509w 4554N 1782-18133 00000/0000 10029/1218 09/13/74 0 205 1__ 0 -1"P3- " Q4
12618W 4842N 17 6 5.18i90 .00000/0000 10029/0459 08/27/74 70 668 *5*3 1*009 UGGU
KEYSI CLeUD COVER % *,,,..,,,,,,.. O TO 100 w % -CLBUD CBVER. ** NO CBUDPwATA-AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *,**,,o'*,***.* BLANKS-BAND NUT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GaOODD PaeoBR,.
PReDUCTS ALREAUY MAOE .i.o,., ROMADE FROM RB V , MuMADE FROM MSS. BeMADE FROM RBY AND MSSo.
ERTS1
15k24 WCT 004 74 OOBRDINATE LISTING WITH PnRDUCT' DATA PAGE 00159
STANDARD CATALOG FBR ALASKA
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL tBINT 5BSERVAIIN MICROFILM ROLL NBe/ DATE CLOUD BRIT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALITY PRDDUTS
OF IMAUGE ID POSITION IN RBLL: ACQUIRED CBYER NUMBER E6EV, AZIM, MBV MSS B 8 P P
LONG LAT RBV MSS 123 45678 C C , D
17 43E b955b 1771-22362 00000/0000. 10029/0796" 09/92Z74 bo 754 45*6 1#4*2 uGaG
17963E 5419N 1769-22e64 00000/0000 10029/0718 08/31174 10 1a6 Q*3 148*0 UGGU
17846E 5832N 1771"22465 00000/0000 10029/0797 09/0274 100 l 54 R6*6 152*8 UPG
17619E b25bN 1769-22e71 00000/0000 10029/0719 08/31174 100 726 41.3 146.5 UPGU
17012E b953N 1772-2221 00000/0000 10029/0849 09/03/74 90 768 35,2 1i 44 UPGU
17715E b830U 1772-22 23 00000/0000 10029/0850 09/03174 o0 768 6 a3 15300 UPGU
12623W b421N 1767-18984 00000/0000 10029/0584 08/29(74 0 96b 1.0 117.5 UGG
12705W bB44N 1768-18640 00000/0000 10029/0545 08/30474 10 710 9,7 149*2 fGPu
12752W b41 N 1768-18'43 00000/0000 10029/0546 08/30/74 10 o10 40.7 147.7 P.PU
12-30W b543N 1769-18b94 00000/0000 10029/0685 08/31174 0 724 494 149-4 PGu
12908W 5706N 1770-19u50 00000/0000 10029/0720 09/01174 0 738 .a80 1,1,1 UGGu
12F17W b4l N 1769-19001 00000/0000 10029/0686 08/31/74 tO 724 *094 148*0 uuGu
125w b542N 1770-19U53 00000/0000 10029/0721 09/01(74 0 738 494 0  19D6 , UUou
13008W b 50N 1772-19153 00000/0000 10029/0798 09/03174 10 766 05*.3 154 4 UPGi
1305W b4l8N 1770-19u55 00000/0000 10029/0722 09/01/74 00 738 6 0*0 1I82 UGGP
13106W !827N 1772-19160 00000/0000 10029/0799 09/03/7* 0 766 4604 152*.9 PGG@'
13129W 5954N 1773-19e12 00000/0000 10029/0835 09/04/74 100 780 a4*9 14.6 u G
13153W b11bN 1774-19e63 00000/0000 10029/0883 09/0574 40 794 33*5 156s2 UGGG
1300W b703N 1772-19162 00000/OD00 10029/0800 09/03/74 0 766 a7*4 151o5 UPGU
1.3 e15W 6238N 1775-19315 00000/0000 10029/0978 09/06/74 40 808 a2*1 157.9 u u
13i20W 6237N 1757-19323 00000/0000 10029/0341 08/19/74 100 557 48.2 15b1 UPGU
13e26w t831N 1773-19e~4 00000/0000 10029/0851 09/04174 100 780 " 60 153*1 UPG
13E50W bS4UN 1772-19165 00000/0000 10029/0801 09/03/74 20 766 84 150*0 UPGU
13~5 5w b 53N 1774319?70 00000/000 10029/0884 09/05/74 80 794 346 1!4,8 UPGU
1332UW 5 70 8N 1773-19e21 00000/0000 10029/08b2 09/04/74 100 780 d7o0 151.7 uuGu
13321W 6116b 1775-19321 00000/0000 10029/0991 09/06/74 .30 808 a32 156l 4 PPP
.13326w 611N 1757-19J30 00000/0000 10029/0342 08/19174 100 Ob7 49*2 153*4 UPGu
13437w b4lbN 1772-19171 00000/0000 10029/0802 09/03474 70 .766 9*4 148* 6 pG4
13 3 4 7 W b639N 1758-19481 00000/0000 10029/0083 08/20/74 100 071 47*8 1i5*3 UPGu
13353W. b83DN 1774-19e72 00000/0000 10029/0885 09/05474 100 794 4506 1533 UGGU
13355W 6 358N 1777-19425 00000/0000 10029/1059 09/08174 10 836 30*3 159.8 G.8
13400W 640b N 1759-19*33 00000/0000 10029/0107 08/21/74 MO 58b 36*4 157*2 UPG"
13402W 6b18N 1778-19481 00000/0000 10029/1093 09/09 74 0 8bo Z809 161e6 UuG
13404W 6523N 1760-19485 00000/0000 10029/0128 08/22/74 50 599 5'*1 159-2 uGa0
13411w b$44N 1773-19e23 00000/0000 10929/0836 09/04/74 90 780 ;8 *0 10.3 U GP
KEYS; CLUD COVER X **;*..*...,.... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD C$VER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *..i.*,o,**., 36LANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GXGBOOD. t=fR.
'RUDUCTS ALREAUY MADE ..... ROMADE FROM RbV. M*MADE PROM MSS. B.MADE FNM RBY AND MSSo
ERTS-1
15:24 BCT 04'74 COBRUINAIE LISTING WITH PN5DUCT DATA PAGE 0060
STANDARD CATALUU FOR ALASKA
FROM 09/01/74 To 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL POINT ObSERVAII6N MICROFILM ROLL Ne/ DATE LLMUD BRUIT SUN SUN IMAUE WUALITY PRODUTS
OF IMAU 'ID POSITION IN RdLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMbER ELtLV AZIM, MsV. MSB B R P P
LUNG LAT RBV MSS b 123 45678 C C9 D
13423w b953N 1775-19S24 00000/0000 10029/0992 09/06e74 10 8.08 4-3 -1Y *9 -RPP5
13427W b553N 1757-19432 00000/0000 10029/0340 08/19,74 100 §b7 1#02 151*7 P GU
13447w b707N 1774P19e75 00000/0000 10029/0886 09/05/74 100 7944 -6*7 1519 UPGU
'13454W 6117N 1758-19484 00000/0000 10029/0084 08/20/74 80 571 fr8- t53 * Upu
13458W b420N 1773-19e30 00000/0000 10029/0853 09/04/74 40 7"0 a9*0 148.9 UPGP
13b508 6236N 1777-19931 00000/0000 10029/1060 09/0874 10. 836 1--'4- 158*2 POG
13 11W 6~40N 1759.-19940 00000/0000 10029/0105 08/21174 1 ob 7.5 155,5 u Pf
13*20w 5831N 1775-19430 00000/0000 10029/0993 09/06474 0 808 i5-3- 153-.5 RP G
13522w 6643N 1762'19t95 00000/0000 10029/0216 08/24/74 so 67 33*3 161*3 U U
13b22W 6357N 1778-19483 00000/0000 10029/1094 09/09174 0 850 0.0o 159.9 .PGU
13 524w 6402\ 176019491. 00000/0000 10029/0129 08/22(74 00 $ss b6*1 157.4 PGGU
13b24w 830N 1757-19335 00000/0000 10029/0343 08/19/74 100 7 .142 150.1 UUGU
13527 6524N 1161-19b43 00000/0000 10029/0209 08/23e74 100 613 34.7 159*3 UPPU
13!37w b543N 1774-19e81 00000/0000 10029/0887 09/05(74 100 794 d7*7 150.5 UPGP
13556w b954N 1758-19390 00000/0000 10029/0085 08/20/74 100 $71 9.*8 151,9 UGGU
13614w b707N 1775-19333 00000/0000 10029/0994 09/06Z74 eo0 b0 6.4 152*1 (PPe
13615w 6114N 1777-19*34 00000/0000 10029/1061 09/08/74 so0 836 42'5 156*7 PP P
13617W 6118N. 1759-19442 00000/0000 10029/0106 08/Z1/74 1Uo00 b 38*5 153.8 u Gu
13518 b 5706N 1757-19341 00000/0000 10029/0344 .08/19/74 100 b7 42.1 148.4 PGG-
13625W D420N 1774-19d8.4 00000/0000 10029/0888 09/05e74 100 794 48.7 149*1 UPGO
13634W . 3b.N 1778-19490 -00000/0000 10029/1095 09/0974 30 85 0 41*1. 1,8o4 PGU
13636W 6240N 1760-19494 00000/0000 10029/0130 08/22(74 10 699 . 47.2 155*6 IQGU
13 6 45 w 6800N 1764P20105 00000/0000 10029/0403 08/26/74 0 bb55 316 163*5 UGGU
13647w. 6boE N 1761"1945 00000/0000 10029/0206 08/23/74 100 013 a5S8 157*5. U PU
13649w 6523N 1762"2001 00000/0000 10029/0221 08/24(74 10 64.Z -iL4* 159.4 .2P
13650W 6641N 781"20044 00000/0000 10029/1184 09/12e74 s0 492 26.6 163.8 UPGP
1353w 6641N 1763-20053 00000/0000 10029/0304 08/25174 40 641 ji3 0  .161.4 ppu
13653w b832N 1758m.1993 00000/0000 10029/0086 08/20/74 100 571 40*8 1§0*3-, PGGU
13705W bS44N 1775-19435 00000/0000 10029/0979 09/06/74 00 808 a7.4 150*7 Q PO
13707W 5543N 1757-19444 00000/0000 10029/0345 08/19174 90 557 $31 . 146*8 QGGU
13709W 5256N 1774-19e90 00000/0000 10029/0889 09/05/74 70 794 I997 147.8 UGGU
13717W b~52N 1777-19,40 00000/0000 10029/1062 09/08/74 80o 36 i13,6 155*3 tPPI
13 7 19W b25bN 1759*19!45 00000/0000 10029/0108 08/21174 *0 58 j9,5 152o1 UGGU
13741W 6113N 1778-19492 00000/0000 10029/1087 09/09j74 v0 85o0 2*2 1$69 P Go
13743w 6118N 1760-19=00 00000/0000 10029/0131 08/22/74 o 99. I8.3 j13.9 6PP
KEYSI CLOUD. COVER %. ,o..oo*.... 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVERt ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILAB E.
IMAGE QUALITY ..... o.* o**. B.ANKS.BANQ NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDo GGOBD. f I8)eBm
PRODUCTS ALREAUY MADE oP .... RAMADE FROM RBV, M.MADE 'RBM MSS. BSMADE F.nM XBy AND MSS.
, PIGNAL PAG6E iD
ERTSwl
15t4 O8T 04a .74 EBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRIDUCT DATA PGE 00161
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
FRSM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/7*
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD eRdIT UN SUN IMAGE UAL,:TY, PRODUCTS
OF IMAUt ID. POSITIOI IN ROLL. ACQUIRED COMER NUJE EWEV, ,AZlM, ROV MSS R PiB P
LONG LAT RBV ' MSS 2 3 45678 C C .D
137*6w 570 9 N 1758-19495 00000/0000 10029/0087 .08/0174 100 71 :1.08 1*8*7 OBGU
13752W 54i9N 177519J42 00000/0000 10029/0980 03/06/74 0o, 808 18.4 1*9.4 a
13755W 5b19N 1757'19450 00000/0000 10029/0346 08/19174 100 457 *4*0 145*2 UGGU
13800W .6b4 0N 1761919052 00000/0000 10029/0207 08/23174 100 619 36.8 155*8 a pp
13809W 6*03N 1762,20004 00000/0000 10029/0217 08/24174 &0 627 15.5 187.6 0 Pr
13815J 6800N 1765-20263 00000/0000 10029/0504 08/27174 60 669 01,3 163,6 P PP
13816W 6§21N 1781120051 00000/0000 10029/1185 09/12e74 80 892 27.7 • 162.1 OPGR
13816w b832N 1759'1951 00000/0000 10029/0109 08/21/74 50 585 *0*5' 150,5 .G6G
13416W 5829N 1777.19943 00000/0000 10029 /1053 09/08Z74 100 836 14.6 153.9 . . p
13820ow b21N 1763-20055 00000/0000' 10029/0305 08/25174 , 40 641 4.,1 19,*6 PPPi
13022W 6641N -1764420111i 00000/0000 10029/0404 08/26Z74 50 65 207 161*5 UGGO
13836w 55bN 1775-19444 00000/0000 10029/0981 09/06 74 100 808 19*4 148*0 Q P
13837w 5545N 1758-19*02 00000/0000 19029/0068 08/20174 90 71 *2.8 1*7.1 OPG
13039W bS55N 1757*19453 00000/0000 '10029/0347 08/19(74 100 57 *5.0 1*3.6 OG.w
13843w 70379 1768*20024 00000/0000 10029/0547 08/30174 g0 711 98,0 168.4 ePy
13843 b551N 1778-19495 00000/0000 10029/1088 09/09/74 100 850 43,2 159,5 p GP
13907W 611 8 N 1761-19954 00000/0000 10029/0208 08/23174 100 613 37.9 184.1 0 Pp
13909w 5705N 1777-19*45 00000/0000 10029/1054 09/08174 100 836 45*7 .152-5 p
13910w 5709N 1759.19*54 00000/0000 10029/0110 08/21474 #0 851b 1 5 148.9 UGG
13923W 6 41N 1762-20010 00000/0000 10029/0222 08/24/74 40 627 46.5 1$5,9 PP
13924W 5622~ 1758-19104 00000/0000 10029/0089 08/20/74 100 071 t3.7 105*5 P9GG
13936W 6400N L781-2005 3 00000/0000 10029/1186 09/12174 .00 892 ?848 160*5 OPGU
1393 9w 6*90N .1763-20062 00000/0000 10029/0306 08/25174 s0 4*1 05.1 1$7*8 pp.
13940W 5828N 1778-19o01 00000/0000 10029/1089 09/09/74 '100 850 a4.3 154.1 P.
13942w 5832N 1760019b05 00000/0000 10029/0132 08/22Z74 00 9 *2 100v7 U8GO
13950 6640N 1765-20165 00000/0000 10029/0512 08/27174 40 669 4a24 161.7 @PGq
13950M 6520N 1764-20114 00000/0000 16029/0405 08/26Z74 ¥0 655 3,.8 159,7 - uGG
13959W 5641N 1777-19452 00000/0000 10029/1063 09/08174 w0 836 .4607 151.2 PP; .
14000w 5b46N 1759*19460 00000/0000 10029/0111 08/21174 o0 083 *2*5 147*3 wa00
14007W 7035N 1769-20382 00000/0000 10029/0687 08/31/74 *0 725 97*7 168.5 PG
14008W 5?58N 1758-1911 00000/0000 10029/0090 08/20/74 100 $71 466 13.9 UGS
14009W b55N 1761"19661 00000/0000 10029/0210 08/23/74 70 613 18.9 152. 5  qPPP
14031W' 6118N 1762r20013 00000/0000 10029/0218 08/24Z74 80 627 1376 184*2'. p PR
14032W b705N i778-19004 00000/0000 19029/1096 09/09/74 00 850 15*3 1$527 RPG(
1403 6220N 1768420431 00000/0000 10029/0548 08/30e74 90 11. 29.1 166.1 RGPU
KEYS: CLOUD COVER .**o**.. e. 0 TO 100 * X CLOUD COVER* *, = NO CO UD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,.',o.,,.* BWANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEQ G6G.08Q P=ROBRA
PRODUCTS ALREAUY.MAE .. so R#MAPE FROM RBV. M.MADE HROM MSS* B.wMADE FNOM RBY AND MSSo
ERTS-1
15124 BCT 04s'74 teRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0062
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/7*
PRINCIPAL POINT 0BSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL Nds/ DATE CLMUD ORLIT SUN SUN IMAUE GUALTY .PRODUPTS
OF IMAUe ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBYER. NUMWEW EAEV. AZIM, RBV MSS B 9P a P
LONG LAT RBV MSS I. 123 45678 C CP D
140*6w 5418N 1777'19*54. 00000/0000 10029/1055 09/08i74 s0 836 a7.7 19._8 u P
14097W 5422N 1759-19463 00000/0000 10029/0112 08/21/74 ' 0 545 __ -4537 UPGU
14048W 6239N 1781-20060 00000/0000 10029/1177 09/12474 40 892- -19-9 -i -9 4-P
14051W 639N 1763920064 00000/0000 10029/0307 08/2.574 40 O61 46*2 156.0 kPPG
14107W 5833N 1761-19063 00000/0000 10029/0211 08/23e74 s0 613 39,9 150.9 oPPp
14110w 640ON 1764 20120 00000/0000 10029/0406 08/26/74 50 65b5 .48 157,9 PGGO
14116w 6639N 1766-20223 00000/0000 10029/0559 08/28/74 100 -683 --32o- .4 618- .U --
14117W 6521N . 1765920172 00000/0000 10029/0513 08/27/74 40 669 ;13.4 1$908 PGG
14121W- b94*2N 1778-19)10 U0000/0000 10029/1097 09/09/74 s0 850 46*4 191.4 RPPU
14125W 5546N 1760919014 00000/0000 10029/0133 08/22/74 40 599 2*2 147*5. UGGu
14130w 5b54N 1777919161 00000/0000 10029/10$6 09/08/74 o0 836 38.7 148.5 R PP
14131w b258N 17591965 00000/0000 10029/0113 08/21/74 100 q8t 463 191401 (GG
14132W 7036N 1770-2041 00000/0000 10029/0723 09/01/74 100 739 i7@3 168,6 UPG9
It114W 5256N 176-20015 00000/0000 10029/0219 08/24/74 50 427 3i8*6 192*6 u PP
14155W 6117N 1781.20062 00000/0000 10029/1178 09/12/74 40 892 i01.O 197.5 U PU
14158W 6118N 176320071 00000/0000 10029/0308 08/25/74 80 641. i792 1544- RPP(
14eO0W 5709N . 1761-19470 00000/0000 10029/0212 08/23/74 90 613 40*9 149*3 UPPO
f407W 6918N 1769-20485 00000/0000 10029/0688 08/31174 80 725b ?P88 166.2 RPGU
14908W 5419N 1778-19113 00000/0000 10029/1098 09/09/74 00 850 ;17.4 150*0 .PGU
14?2W 6238N 176 4 20 23 00000/0000 10029/0407 08/2674 60 65b i5*9 15692 o06o
14?1w 6801N 1768-20033 00000/0000 10029/0549 08/30/74 00 71 10.02 144 0 RGPP
14232W 5833N 1762-20022 00000/0000 10029/0220 08/24/74 100 627 19.6 191,0 0 P
14236W 6359N 1765-20174 00000/0000 10029/0514 08/27/74 00 469 14.5 198,0 POP
'14238W 664 N -1767.20o82 00000/0000 10029/0600 08/29/74 10 697 _ljo6 11~9_ . -
14a42W 6519N 1766-2030 00000/0000 1~029/0560 08/28/74 100 683 13,1 IgS99 0 op
14850W b46N 1761 1972 00000/0000 10029/0213 08/23/74 100 513 9 197*7 *P
14253W 5254N 1778'19415 00000/0000 10029/1099 09/09Z74 90 850 118.4 18.*7 PPoG
14958W b255N -. 1781.20065 00000/0000 10o29/1179 09/12/74 100 892 i2.j 196,1 0 GuP
14458w 5b57N 1760-19423 00000/0000 10029/0134 08/22174 ?0 999 9 '0 1*94 oGGG
1400W 5255N 176320oQ73 00000/0000 10029/0309 08/25/74 90 641 18*3 192.8 PPPO
14927W 5709N 1762020024 00000/0000 10029/023 08/24e74 190 627 40O6 1*9.5 UPPP
14 29w 6117N 176#*20125 00000/0000 10029/0408 08/26/74 s0 655 16*9 154 ,5 UGOU
L4 34W 6918N 1770*2043 00090/0b00 10029/0724 .. 09/01174 s80 39 8.4 166r3 uoag
14-37W 5422N .1761-19975 00000/000 10029/0214 '08/23/74 100 13 ___ i28 t 2 UPPCr
143 8W 6938N 1764.20181 00000/0000 10029/0515 08/27174 90 669 45*6 15403 RPGp
KEYSI .40uD CO.VER % * * I 0 TO 400  X CLOUDCOVER. * * NO C;BUD DATAAVAILABE
MAGE QUALITY .*6*** ,, R*,.i BMANASPBAND NOT PRESENT/REQU STE * GEG'5 ODo P9eeORp
PRODUCTS ALREAPY MAPE .. ,*'%* R4MAPE FROM ROYV, MMADE CROM MSS. BOMADE CKOM RBY AND MSS,
ERTS-1
15;24 'ET 04' 74 BRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA PAGE 00163;
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALSSKA
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFIWM ROLL NOB/ DATE CLMUD ORBIT $UN .SUN. IMAUE QUAILITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAUE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER 'NUMrEH ELEV, AZIM RBV' MSS B P ,pi P
LONG LAT RBV MSS 123 95678 C : D
14554w '6800N 1769-20091 00000/0000 10029/0689 08/31/74 20 72b Z909 164*1 PPGU
14456W 5832N 1781-20071 00000/0000 10029/1180 09/12474 100 892 43o2 1s4,7 r Ge
14058W 583 3 N 1763020080 00000/0000 19029/0301 08/25174 90 641 49:3 151*2 P Pl
14401w 6b58N 1766o20232 00000/0000 10029/0561 08/28/74 0 (83 4. 2 181 GPG90
14406W 652N 1767.2?084 00000/0000 10029/0601 08/29474 70 697 42o7 16091 u Gq
14407W 6641N 1768w20440 00000/0000 10029/0550 08/30/74 30 711 313 162*1 PPPf
14418W b555N 1762-20031 00000/0000 10029/0224 08/24174' 100 627 416' 147.9 UPPi
*14422W b558N 1761*19~81 00000/0000 10029/0215 08/23174 80' .13. *38 144*6 PPPR
14428W 7034N 1772e20053 00000/0000 10029/0837 09/03/74 50 767 26.6 168.8 UQGP
14430W 5V54N 1764w20132 00000/0000' 10029/0409 08/26174 90 5 a7,9 153*0. PGGU
14450W 5708N 1781-20074 00000/0000 10029/1181 O9/12Z74 100 9 , 4402 13,4 u GF
14453W 57,10N 1763-20082 00000/0000 10029/0302 08/25174 100 641 *0,3 149*7 PF PP
14455W 6116N 1765-20183 00000/0000 10029/0516 08/27j74 90 669 .6,6 '1599 0GP
14505W 5420N 1762-20033 00000/0000 10029/0225 08/24Z74 100 627 *#25 1*694 PaPP
14914W 6837N 1766-20235 00000/0000 10029/0562 08/28/74 100 083 15.2 106,5 UPUG
14022W 6759N 1770-20450 00000/0000 10029/0725 09/01174 lO 739 295 164,2 OPO
1424W 6401N 1767-.2091 .00000/0000 10029/0602 08/29/74 5O 697 J338 158.3 U au
14527W 5831N 1764-20134 00000/0000 10029/0410 08/26174 0 b95 4.90 191.*4 On
1.4531W 6640N 1769-20094 00000/0000 10029/0k90 08/31/74 &0 725 4190 162*2 OPo
1434W 6521N 1768420042 Q0000/0000 10029/051 08/30(74 10 711 a2#4 16002 PP. t
145OW bb4bN 1781*20080 00000/0000 20029/1182 09/12/74 100 892 15.3 192.1 0 UP
14944W D!46N 1763-20085 .00000/0000 10029/0310 08/25474 100 4 41 t13 148.1 OPPo
14 8W 7036N 1773-21U11. 00000/0000 10029/08.71 09/04474 0 781 86*2 169*0 UGGl
149*9w b56N 1762-20940 00000/0000 10029/0226 08/24y74 100 627 *3.5 1*4,8 uPPP
14956W bP53N 1765*20190 00000/0000 10029/0517 08/27174 100 069 47.6 153*1 OPPp
-14620W 5708N 1764w20141 00000/0000 10029/0411 08/26(74 100 655 t*00 1499 .Poo
14621W 6114N 1766-20241 00000/0000 10029/0563 08/28174 00 683 46,3 194*9 000u
14027W 5421N 1781.20083 00000/0000 10029/1183 09/12474 100 092 46.3 190.8 9 Pp
14628w 6916N 1772,20460 00000/0000 10029/0838 09/03/74 30 767 2.7*7 166*5 4000
14632W b42 2 N 1763r20091 00000/0000 10029/0311 08/25174 100 6*1 p2*2 146.6 UP 9
146 3 7W 6941N 1767-20493 00000/0000 10029/0603 08/29174 50 697 1499 106.7 a Q
14653W b830N 1765.20192 0000q/0000 10029/0518 08/27174 70 669 8,6  191.6 PPGa
14054W 6359N 1768-20345 00000/0000 10029/05$2 08/30474 0o 711 3,45 1s8,5 GPaP
14459W 6520N 1769.20 00 00000/0000 10029/0691 08/31174 i0 225 , 1 1003 OPGO
14700W 6641N 1770"2052 00000/0000 10029/0726 09/01474 80 739 10O6 162*3 U000
KEySI CLOUD COVER % * o.oo..o'* .. O0 TB 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABUEo
IMAGE QUALITY ?i *. ,,,ev .., BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDP GGOBBQe PPOOBf
PRODUCTS ALREAUY MADE *.eroe R#MAPE FROM RBV, MMADE FRBM MSS, BPMADE FROM RBY AND MSSo
ERTS-1
15:24 'BET 04#'7') 8eRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA RAoE 0641
STANDARD CATALPG FOR ALASKA
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
RPRINCIPAL 1OINT 0BSERVAIION MICROFILM ROLL NBO/. DATE CLOUD ORBIT UN $UN IMAGE UALTY PROUTS.
OF IMAUE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER, NUMBEi EIEV, AM* MV M8 S Pss
LONG .LAT ,RBV MSS 3 12S 95675, C . D
14710W B544N 1764*20143 00000/000 10029/0412 08/26Z74 100 .bb t09 A...3 00
14712W b?57N. 1781.20085 00000/0000 10029/1187 09/12e74 100 9 a IZ'L 19.5 OPGR
14715W 7036N 1774*21065 00000/0000 10029/0982 09/05174 o 0 95 -4ip0 z-- 'o- ..
14716W 557N 1763-20094 00000/0000 10029/0303 08/25174 100 --41 *3.2 1 45 P 0
14022W 5251N 1766*20e44 00000/0000 10029/0564 08/28174 90 683 .373 1533 pgo
14745W 6119N 1767-2o000 00000/0000 10029/0604 08/29174 s0 697 5.9 $501 Ga
147*7W 5707N 1765*20195 00000/0000 10029/0519 08/27Z74 9, 649 - -4987- --- 0 --goa
147*8W 6919N 1773P21014 00000/0000 10029/0872 09/04Z74 0 X81 47,3 166.7 oun
14756W 5421N 176#*20150 00000/0000 10029/0413 08/26t74 100 655 41.9 146.8 0800
14006w 638?N 1768-20351 00000/0000 10029/05$3 08/30/74 50 711 14*5 •16,8 uPPy
14014W 6757N 177E220f62 0000000000 10029/0839 09/03174 U0 767 48,8 10#44 0000
14818W 6359N 1769-20 03 00000/00000 10029/0692 08/31/74 a0 ZE5 a341 158,6 P.
14820W 5829N 1766-20?50 00000/0000 10029/0565 08/28(74 100 683 18.3 o1917 a860
14828W 6521N .1770O20055 00000/0000 10029/0727 09/01/74 #0 239 1107 160*5 PPo:
148 36W b543N 1765.20E01 0000/0000 19029/0520 08/27/74 90 669 *0*6 148*5 .0p.
14*0W 5257N 1764!20152 00000/0000 10029/0414 08/26Z74 o0 655 f2.9 145.3 1000
1443W 7036N 1775-21Z24 00000/0000 1029/0963 09/06/74 0 809 25.5 169'.1 0G6
14848W 5257N 1767*20002 00000/0000 20029/0605 08/29Z74 70 697 47,0 143,5 0 G
14050w 7036N 1757o21132 00000/0000 10029/0004 08/19Z74 0 1558 *7 .1674 OPP.
14913W 6116N- 1768*2054 00000/0000 10029/055 08/30574 S0 711 5.06 1959 Rspop
14913W 5706N 176'6r2053 00000/0000 10029/0566 08/28174 100 483 a9,3 190,2 PG6
14i15W 6919N 1774-21072 00000/0000 10029/0983 09/05Z74 0 795 t790 16*8 OP P
14923W 5*20N 1765*20e04 00000/0000 10029/0521 08/27174 90 669 T.,6 1*7*0 PGPO
14 30W 637N 1769-20105 00000/0000 10029/0680 08/31174 00 7 2 _LAt 2 "0 - o- 8
14935W 6801i 177.3*21U20 00000/0000 10029/0873 09/04474 L 0 781 2844 164*6 0800
14947w 6358N 177002061 00000/0000 10029/0728 09/01174 o0 Z39 12e8 19808 . ma
14949W 6638N 1772-20965 0000020000 10029/0840 09/03174 80 707 2919 162.5 0e00
15003W S642N 1766-2055 00000/0000 10029/0567 08/28474 100 483 P0*3 187 OPOG
15007w 5 256 N 1765.20 10 00000/0000 10029/0522 08/27e74 00 669 42.6 1 .55 0GPO
15010W 7035N 1776*21182 00000/0000 20029/101 09/07174 20 423 95 1 169.2 ua
15013W 7039N 1758-21190 00000/0000 10029/0091 08/20t74 70 972 114 11475 POG8
15015W 5253N 1768*20460 00000/0000 10029/0555 08/30174 0 711 6:6 13.7 OPP
15037w 6115N 1769-2012 00000/0000 10029/0681 08/31174 40 25 15.3 1*5.4
1503W 6919N 1775-21130 00000/0000 10029/0964 09/06174 0 809 _266 - 6__ 6 9 0P!
1SO50ow 519N 1766-20462 00000/0000 19029/0568 08/28/74 190 . 83 f*13 1*7,. 2,P2
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X% t *,*,*; 0 TO 100 m,% CLOD .COVER. e* i NP CLOUD P*TkYA-VLABDE.-
IMAGE QUAL.ITY S La ANKS*BAND NOT PRESENT/EUESSTEPD Q6WBOSP P?5efOR
PRDUCTS ALREADY MADE .s..@. R#MAp EFROM RBV. MuMADE FROM MSS. BMADE F9M RB AND MS$.
ERTS 1
15124 OCT 04.'74 OSORDINATE "LSTING WITH PRODUCT DATA. sOE 00165:
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
FROM 09/01/74 .T 09X30/7k
PRINCIPAL RBINT BBSERVAIBON MICROFILM BOLL NO./ DATE C IUD eORIT SUN. SUN .IMAGE QIU TY PRODUPTS:
.F IMAUE 10 POSITION IN ROLL ACGUIRED COYER NWOBEB EWEV. AZIM. ROV MS$. B* ! S 'P
LaNG LAT RBV MSS 5 83 #5678 C
15051W 6018N 1757m21134 00000/0000 10029/0005 08/19174 1~0 558 -a28 165.0 -popO
15059W 6234N 1770-20 64 00000/0000 10029/0729 09/01474 N0 o 39 2 17.1 lPGg
15l02W 6800N 1774 21074 00000/0000 10029/0984 09/05174. 0 95: 28*1 164*7 @OP8
15%12 6641N 1773-21023 00000/0000 10029/0870 09/04J74 0 81 29.5 162.7 8 0
15112W 5830N 1768-2o063 00000/0000 16029/0656 08/30j74 10o 711 7*7 11 .2 .'RP, P
.5115W 6518N .177E220971 .00000/0000 10029/0841 09/03t74 g20 '37 1i.c 160,7 .000
15134W 5254 N 1766'20264 0o000/0000 10029/0569 08/28474 100 683 *2e3 105.8 OP0s
15136w 704oN 1759-21e44 00000/0000 10029/0114 08/21174 1tO §86 1t0 .17.6 P8
15136W 7034N 1777w21240 00000/0000 10029/1064 09/08Z74 0 437 24.8 169.3 PP
15138W 5253N 1769 20914 00000/0000 10029/0682 08/31(74. 100 725 6*3 .13*8 O0 1
15205W 6113N .177b-20470 00000/0000 10029/0730 09/01474 90 39- 449 1$5.5 UPeo
15906W 5708N 1768*.0165 00000/0000 10029/0557 08/30474 100 711 48.7 10.07 RP a
15209W 7155N 1761'21454 00000/0006 10029/0229 08/23474 00 614 29,3 170Z4 PGQ
152o0W 617N 1776!21184 00000/0000 10029/1042 09/07174 0 823 26:2 167.0 PPP
15213w 6921N 1758-21192 00000/0000 10029/0092 08/2074 4o 72 42 5 165.1 POGO
15230W 6800N 1775-21133 00000/000 10029/0965 09/0 6 17 4  0 509 27v7 164.9 UPOP
15234w 6357N 1772*20074 00000/0000 18029/0842 09/03/74. 0 767 12.1 19o90 PO0G
15234w 5830N 1769420421 00000/0000 10029/0683 08/31174 10o, Z25 a373. 12*3 0 GO
15g38W 6759N 175772141 00000/0000 19029/0006 08/19Z74 50 .58 ' 39 162.7 OP P
15?39W 6521N 1773*21025 00000/0000 10029/0874 09/04174 0 781 a096 160.9 POGO
15 ow 6640N 1774-21U81 00000/0000 10029/0985 .09/05474 0 79 29. 2 142I8 PP
15255W 7037N 1778-21 94 00000/0000 10029/1100 09/09174 o0 651 243 169,5 U0G
15256W 5544N 1768'20372 00000/0000 10029/0558 08/30,74 100 711 39.7 149.2 PP
15300W 7039N 1760-21002 00000/0000 10029/0135 08/22174 0 600 0.O7 167o7. 08
15306w 5953N 1770-20973 00000/0000 10029/0731. 09/01174 10 749 16.0 j14 *O. " PGO
15328W 570 7N 1769o20423 00000/0000 10029/0684 08/3 174 100 726 38.4 10,9 P GO
15835w 7154N 1762,21412 ' 00000/0000 10029/0242 08/24Z 74 80 628 28.9 170*5 OPP.
15036W 6916N 1777-21e42 00000/0000 10029/1065 09/0874 80 837 25.9 167*1 PPq
15 3 37 W 6P23N li759-21t51 00000/0000 10029/o115 08/21174 70 586 12.1 165*2 UPGO
15k47W 63bN 1772-20080 00000/0000 10029/0843 09/03z74 0 767 3.2 197.4 00GP
15457W 6758N 1776421191 00000/0000 ,10029/1043 09/07/74 0 123 97.4 165. 0  UPGv
1559W 6000N 1773-21032 00000/0000 10029/0875 09/04174 0 781. 417 159.2 UPPe
15400W 680?N 1758*21195 00000/0000 10029/0093 08/20174 0 $7e 33.5 162,9 (GJG
15,403W b829N 1770-E2075 00000/0000 19029/0732 09/01174 70 239 790, 12*.5 UPG
15407W 6640N .177P-21135 00000/0000 10029/0966 09/06174 0 809 28.8 163.0 8Ga
KEYS; CLOUD COVER % ,ooi.al*s, . 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER. **t Nt C OUD UATA AVAILABLE.
MAGE QUALITY It **6"****P*# BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESENT/EUESTEOQ GO GOOBD P*wBORe
PRODUCTS ALREAPY MADE . ,es, ROMADE FROM RBV. MEMADE FROM MSS, BwMADE RnOM RBy AND MSS.
ERTS-1
15:24 OCT OQs'74 OOBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PeGE 00166.
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD BR~IT SUN SUN IMAGE SUALITY PIRDUSTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIED COBER NUMbE ELEV, AZIM RbV MSS B B P S P
LONG LAI RBV MSS I 123 45678 C Cp, D
15407W 6520N 1774-21V83 00000/0000 10029/0986 09/05/74 0 79O 0LO3 161.41 -Pp-
15413W 6640N 1757-21143 00000/0000 10029/0007 08/19/74 go 558 15'0 160-7 OP
15424W 7038N 1761-21361 00000/0000 1g029/0230 08/23/74 40 61' i0 i67.8 PGP
15453W 7158N 1781o21*62 00000/0000 10029/1188 09/121.74 80 893 .29. i---C +. -i , 0
15453W 6114N 177292 0 083 00000/0000 10029/0844 09/03/74 0 77 4?3 155.9 QGPo
15456W 6919N 1778-21001 00000/0000 10029/1101 09/09174 10 851 ?5:S 167*3 UPPQ
15456W 570bN 1770-20t82 00000/0000 10029/0733 09/01/74 ~0 79 8 0 151*1 WS60
15502W bS21N 1760-21305 00000/0000 10029/0136 08/22174 10 600 31'8 4653 -GG3
.15512W 6239N 1773-21u34 00000/0000 10029/0876 09/0474 0 781 2.8 157.6 QGGO
15523w 6758N 1777-21245 00000/0000 10029/1066 09/08474 0 837 7'0 165,1 PPPu
1526W 6804N 1759-21253 00000/0000 10029/0116 08/21474 40 !86 43.2 163.0 QGGG"
15027W 6400N 1774-2190 00000/0000 19029/0987 09/05/74 0 795 1,4 159*4 'UP
15533W 6520N 17715-21142 '00000/0000 10029/0967 09/06474 0 409 ?909 161.2 UPG3
155344 6639N 1776-21193 00000/0000 10029/1044 09/07/74 0 823 98*5 163.1 GPGU
15537w 6643N 1758-21201 00000/0000 10029/0094 08/20/74 0 $72 4406 160.9 GQU
15539W 65b1N 1757-21150 00000/0000 10029/0008 08/19/74 60 558 16*0 158.7 PG U
15545W 5542N 1770-20484 00000/0000 10029/0734 09/01/74 60 739 190 149.6 0GG0
15050w 7038N. 1762-21415 00000/0000 10029/0243 08/24/74 0o 28 ao0.0 167.9 GPP
15556W b952N 1772-2085 00000/0000 10029/0845 09/03/74 0 767 05.3 1544 GPG
15618W 6116N 1773-.21041 00000/0000 10029/0877 09/04/74 0 781 43*9 156*1 GG
15640W 6b38N 1774-21092 .00000/OOQO 10029/0988 09/05/74 40 795 2*5 157.8 UP G
15643w 650iN 1778-21003 00000/0000 10029/1102 09/09/74 0 851. ?6,6 165*3 UGG6
1565ow 68O2N 1760-21811 .00000/0000 10029/0137 08/22/74 40 600 2.9 163.1 0GGw
15653W 6;594 1775-21144 00000/0000 10029/0968 09/06/74 0 809 a10 1$9i5 UG.
15654W 828N 1772-20b92 00000/0000 10029/0846 09/03174 10 767 i6-3 15r29 -GO
15657W 6358N 1757m21152 00000/0000 10029/0009 08/19474 00 5b8 37,1 156*9 P .
15700W 6638N 1777-21251 00000/0000 10029/1067 09/08174 0 837 a8.1 163*2 PPg
15702W 619N 1776-21200 00000/0000 10029/1045 09/07174 O 023 96 161.3 Quo6
15703W 6644N 1759-21260 00000/0000 10029/0117 08/21/74 0 86 .14.3 161.0 .UGU
15705W 6422N 1758-2104 00000/0000 10029/0095 08/20/74 0 5 §72 5.57 1589 uGOG
15711W 7041N 1781o21964 00000/0000 10029/1189 09/12/74 80 893 g392 169.9 OGGU
1571 9w 5954N 1773-21043 00Q000/000 10029/0878 09/04 74 0 781 4*9 1 .,6 uG9
15746W 6115N 1774-21095 00000/0000 10029/0989 09/05174 30 795 1305 156*3 ' P 0
15748W b704N 1772620o94 00000/0000 10029/0847. 09/03/74 *0 767 17.4 151,5 UPOU
157%1W b620N 1762*21*21 00000/0000 10029/0244 08/24174 s0 628 -1.1 "L_65o5_ -sPo
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % '*,,,***,*,,, 0 TO 100' = CLOUD COVER. ** U NO cBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *0*s*... ,#* ** BANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G GOOO PPROOIr
PRODUCTS ALREAY MADE .#s.... RIMADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FROM MSS. BMADE F OM RBY AND MSS4
ERTSw1
15:24 BCT O4 74 OORSB INATE LISTING WITH PRBOUCT DATA PAGE 00167
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVArIBN MICRBFILM BQLL NOB/ (ATE CLBUD BfRIT SUN SUN IMAUE .UALITY PR0DUTS
OF IMAUG I POSITIOBN'.I RBLL ACQUIIED COYER NUMbEW EWEV AZIM. N8V MSS P P
LUNG LAT RBV MSS 1 123 45678 C C. P D
1506W 6237N 1775-21151 00000/0000 10029/0969 09/06/74 10 809 42*1 ji7.9 UOPU
15809W 6936N 1757-21155 00000/0000 10029/0010 08/19/74 0 558 iSl 155.1 PG U
15b12W 6802N 1761-21J70 00000/0000 10029/0227 08/23Z74 40 614 4206 163.2 U PU
15416w b831N 1773-21050 00000/0000 10029/0879 09/04174 .0 781 '6,0 1B3,1 UGGU
15820W 6641N 1778-21:10 00000/0000 10029/1103 09/09/74 0 851 ?7*7 163.4 UGGU
15521W 6358N 1776-21.02 00000/0000 10029/1046 09/07/74 0 823 07- 199.7 UGGU
15b25W 664+4 1760-21014 00000/0000 10029/0138 08/22174 90 600 4s0 161*1 ,UGG
15826w 6101N 1758-21 10 00000/0000 10029/0096 08/20/74 V0 572 6.7 17.1 UGGU
15827W 651 N 1777-2154 00000/0000 10029/1068 09/08/74 0 837 49*2 161.5 PPP
1503- W 6523N 1759-21 62 00000/0000 10029/0118 08/21/74 0 .86 ab*5 159,1 UGGU
15838w b40N 1772-21U01 00000/0000 10029/0848 09/03/74 80 767 a894 150*0 PPPP
15848W b952N 1774#21101 00000/0000 10029/0990 09/05/74 s0 795 0406 15498 UPPU
15910W 5708N 1773-21U52 00000/0000 10029/0880 09/04174 60 781 07,0 151*7 UGGU
15'11W 692V 1781-2147i 00000/0000 10029/1190 09/12/74 80 893 24,3 167*7 PGU
15 14W 611bN 1775-21153 00000/0000 10029/0970 09/06/74 40 809 a32 156.4 GGU
15916W bll4N 1757-21161 00000/0000 10029/0011 08/19/74 40 558 09*2 15304 PGPP
15925W b416N 1772-21003 00000/0000 10029/0834 09/03/74 100 767 49,4 148.6 U GP
15934w 6236N 1776-21d05 00000/0000 10029/1047 09/07/74 0 823 18 158*1 UGP
15938w 68b1N 1762-21424 00000/0000 10029/0245 08/24e74 40 028 s 2.2 163.3 UGPU
15039W 624GN 1758-21e13 00000/0000 10029/0097 08/20/74 00 072 07*8 1593 .UGGG
15944W b829N 1774-21104 00000/0000 10029/0974 09/05174 70 79b 05'6 153*3 U PU
1V46w 6357N 1777-2160 00000/0000 10029/1069 09/08474 0 837 0o3 159.8 Ppu
15947W 6421N 1778-21412 00000/0000 10029/1104 09/09174 0 .bl 28*8 161.7 uPPP
15'49w 6643N .1761-21.72 00000/0000 10029/0241 08/23174 0 614 4306 161*2 PU
15949W 6402N 1759-21 65 00000/0000 10029/0119 08/21174 10 586 i604 157.2 (UGU
15953W b523N 1760-21J20 00000/0000 10029/0139 08/22174 0 600 4500 1592 UPGU
16u01w 5b44N 1773-21U55 00000/0000 10029/0881 09/04474 80 781 8*0 150.3 UGGU
16U16W b952N 1775-21160 00000/0000 10029/0971 09/06/74 70 809 a4*2 154*9 UPGu
16018W 5951N 1757-21164 00000/0000 10029/0001 08/19e74 10 obb *002 151*7 w PP
16037W 5707N 1774-21110 00000/0000 10029/0975 09/05/74 100 795 6*7 151,9 9 G
160 4 1 b6114N 1776-21e11 00000/0000 10029/1048 09/07/74 90 823 32*8 156,6 UiPU
16046W 6117N 1758-21?15 00000/0000 10029/0098 08/20174 10 07e 38,8 153.6 UGU
16048W b42uN 1773-21u61 00000/0000 10029/0882 09/04/74 100 781 9r0o 148,9 UGGG.
16058W 623bN 1777-.2163 00000/0000 10029/1070 09/08/74 0 837 1a*4 158.2 fpp
16059W 680+N 1781-21473 00000/0000 410029/1191 09/12/74 70 893 ?5'4 1657 UGPP
KEYS: CLUD CfVER % ..... *i**** 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD C8VER. ** = NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY **,**GO,,*,,*. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDv G=GOBD. PPOBfQo
RODUCTS ALREAUY MADE .4..... ROMADE FROM RBv. M.MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FmBM RBY AND MSS.
ERTS-I
15'24 OCT 04''74 COORDINATE LISTING WITH P86DUCT DATA rAGE 00168
STANDARD CATALUG FOR ALASKA
FRBM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL POINT 0BSERVATION MICRFILM BBOLL NaB/ DATE CLOUD OBRIT tUN SUN IMAUE WUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMbEH ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS 8 a. ; P
LONG LAI RBV MSS a 123 p5678 C C0
16 101W 6b40N 1759-2171 O0000/0000 10029/0120 08/21174 0 _a7.5+ 5 1 7-~55-t
16107W 6400N 1778-21315 00000/0000 10029/1105 09/09/74 0 8b1 -9J9 160,10 _.1-B
16113W 6 02N 1760-1J23 00000/0000 10029/0140 08/22/74 0 -46 -6,1 107,4 GG
16113W b829N 1775-21.162 OQOOO/0000 10029/0960 09/06174 90 809 453 -15 45 - -p
16114W 6642N 1762-21430 00000/0000 10029/0246 08/24/74 10 62s 3*3 161'.3 IGPP
16 116 w b829N 1757-21170 00000/0000 10029/0012 08/19174 o0 5b8 t1*2 15001 PPPP
16117w 6523N 1761-21175 00000/0000 10029/0228, 08/23174 0 614 347 159.3 P U
16127W 5543N 1774-21113 00000/0000 10029/0976 09/05174 100 -79 477 1T0I-5 RoPP
16138W 7038N 1766-22043 00000/0000 10029/0571 08/28174 50 684 a8*7 168*3 UGPU
16143w b95?N 1776-2114 00000/0000 10029/1049 09/07(74 *0 823 a309 155.1 UPGU
16147W 595SN 1758-21l22 00000/0000 10029/0099 08/20(74 50 t7e a9*8 1$1.9 RPGi
16205W -6 113 N 1777-21?65 00000/0000 10029/1057 09/08/74 40 837 42*5 156.7 R PP
16206W 5705, 1775-21165 00000/0000 10029/0961 09/06Z74 Y0 809 R643 152*1 U ao
16F07W k119N 1759-2174 00000/OO00O 10029/0121 08/21Z74 0 B06 85es 15308 UGGU
1611W 5707N 1757-21273. 00000/0000 10029/0002 08/19174 10 58 12#.1 148.4 P PP
16214W b919N 1765-21692 00000/0000 10029/0523 -08/2774 1B0 670 00*1 165*8 UGGU
16214W 5419N 1774-21115 00000/0000 10029/0977 09/05174 1UO 795 08*7 149.1 P P
16219W 6239N 1778-21J21 00000/0000 10029/1106 09/09174 0 851 O1e0 18*5 UPGU
16225W 6241' 1760-21025 00000/0000 10029/0141 08/22/74 0o 600 47,1 155,6 UGGu
16235W 6759N 1764-21b40 00000/0000 10029/0448 08/26/74 0 '656 0106 163.5 U QP
16235W 6644N 1781-21480 00000/0000 10029/1192 .09/12/74 00 893 6,6 163.9 UGGU
16?37W 6401N 1761-21081 00000/0000 10029/0231 08/23/74 00 614 05,8 157.5 UGGP
16239W 5829N 1776-21o20 00000/0000 10029/1039 09/07/74 M0 823 45*0 153.7 U PU
16,41w 6521N 1762-21 33 00000/0000 10029/0247 08/24t74 00 628 0494 1j9*4 PPGU
i6~e24W b833N 1758-21224 00000/0000 10029/0100 08/2074 0 472- #0-8 -14e03 RPG
16256w Wb42N 1775-21171 00000/0000 10029/0962 09/06174 100 809 704 190*7 P Gs
16302W b542N 1757-21175 00000/0000 10029/0003" 08/19(74 70. 51 #31 146.8 P PP
163 07w 5251N 1777w21?72 00000/0000 10029/1058 09/08(74 so0 37 43,6 145*3 P PP
16309w b556N 1759-21?80 00000/0000 10029/0122 08/21/74 30 $8b 4195 1 ,*1 UGGU
16319W b707N 1758-21?31 00000/0000 10029/0101 08/20(74 ,0 . 72 1*8 1*8*7 UGGU
.163264 6116N 1778*21424 00000/0000 10029/1107 09/09/74 0 851 42*1. 197o0 UPGO
16331W 6118N. 1760-21032 00000/0000 10029/0142 08/22/74 80 .600 4802 153.9 P66U
1632w' b706N 1776-2123 00000/0000 10029/1050 09/07174 70 i23 A6#0 15s83. QPGU
16338W 6220N 1766*22050 00000/0000 10029/0572 08/28174 00 684 29*8 165.9 .GGP
1633W b18N 1775-21174 00000/0000 10029/0972 09/06/74 90 -&0! -&.-4 -1J494 UPG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER% * . *..A.. 0 TB 100 a X CLOUD CBVER. ** * N 'CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *.o**v*i-,**.** BLANKS-BAND Not PRESENT/rEQUtSTEDs G*GOBee P-RBO-,
PRpDUCTS ALREAWY MADE *..oe* R#MADE FROM RBV. MsMADE R8M MSS, B*MADE FROM RBY AND.MSS.
ERTS-1
1524 BOCT 04!74 POOeRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0069
STANDARD CATALG FOR ALASKA
FROM 09/01/74 TU 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL PBINT BBSERVAIIBN MICReFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD OFRBT SUN SUN IMAUE WUALITY PRODUSTS
OF. IMAU E 0D POSITION bN ROLL .ACQUIRED COBER NUMdBE ELEV, AZIM. mbV MSS B P B P
LONG LAT RBV MSS 123 45678 C C . D
16349 5*1MN 1757-21182 00000/0000 10029/0013 ,08/19474 60 565 4,0. 1452 lppp
16350W 6?40N 1761-21484 00000/0000 10029/0232 08/23/74 100 .614 R6,8 155,8 PPG
16402W 64 00N . 1762-21 435 00000/0000 10029/0248 08/24174 90 628 a5'5 157*6 UPPO
16403W 6801N 1765-21P94 00000/0000 10029/0524 08/27e74 100 670 01,2 163.6 PGGU
16403W 6~24N 1781-21482 0000C/0000 10029/1193 09/12/74 10 893 ?7e7 162*2 UiG
16405W b827N 1777-21274 00000/0000 10029/1071 09/08/74 !0 837 04*6 153*9 UPGU
16407W 5833v 1759-21283 00000/0000 10029/0123 08/21/74 100 586 40.5 150*5 UGGU
16410w 6640N 1764-21t43 00000/0000 10029/0449 08/26(74 100lu 66 27 161.5 U G
16410W bb43N 1758-21233 00000/0000 10029/0102 08/20(74 70 472 2 8, 147.1 UPG
16422W b542 1776-2125 00000/0000 10029/1040 09/0774 00 - 823 47*0 150*9 U Gu
16 4 28W b954N 1778-21J30 00000/0000 10029/1108 09/09Z74 100 851 3*2 .15,.5 UPGU,
16428W b254N 1775-21180 00000/0000 10029/0973 09/06174 90 809 494 148*0 UPPU
16433W 55bN 176O-21~34 -00000/0000 10029/0143 08/22174 100 600 j9*2 1$23 UGGU
16433w b254N 1757-21184 00000/0000 10029/0014 08/19/74 90 55 44*9 143e6 UPP?
16457w 6118N 176 1-219o 00000/0000 10029/0233 08/23/74 .50 614 + 7e9 1541 Uapt
16458W 5705N 1777-21281 00000/0000 10029/1072 09/08174 100 837 a567 152o5 RPPw
16501W b709N 1759-2i85 00000/0000 10029/0124 08/21/74 100 586 *1.5 148.9 UPGU
16509W b418N 1776-21232 00000/0000 10029/101 09 /07/74 70 823 5800 1149s6 QPGv
16515W 6b39N 1762-21442 00000/0000 10029/0249 08/24/74 90 628 46'5 1559 UPGU
16 t15W b422N 1758-21240 00000/0000 10029/0103 08/2074 70 .*72 13.7 145.5 UG
.16024W 64sON 1781-21485 00000/0000 10029/1194 09/12Z74 gO 893 2.*8 160.5 PGGP
16525w 6801N 1766-22052 00000/0000 10029/0573 08/28/74 70 68 0o*9 163.8 UUGU
16526W b831N 1778-21333 00000/0000 10029,1109 09/09/74 90 81b 4*2 154 1 UPG
16029w 6P59N 1763-21493 00000/0000 10029/0312 08/25/74 o 64 2 5.1 157.8 pppy
16531w 5833N 1760-21441 00000/0000 10029/0144 08/22/74 100 600 40*2 150.7 UUGU
1637W 6521N 1764.2145 00000/000.0 10029/0450 08/26474 1UO 6b6 43*7 169*7 U Pp.
16540W 6641N 17 6 5-22U01 00000/0000 10029/0525 08/27e74 . 0 670 2,3 161*7 PGGU
16598W b54.1N 1777-21283 00000/0000 10029/1073 09/08174 u10 837 46e7 151-2 UPPP
16052W b547N 1759-21292 00000/0000 10029/0125 08/21174 100 586 42.5 147*3 UPGU
1655"4W b253N 1776-21234 00000/0000 100 2 9/1052 09/07/74 70 d23 39*0 148o2 UPGU
16 55 9 W b955N 1761-21393 00000/0000 1029/0234 08/23/74 00 .614 8.9 152.5 PGk
16b59W b256 1758-21242 00000/0000 10029/0104 08/20/74 100 572 9*46 143*9 UGGU
16620w b708N 1778-21J35 00000/0000 10029/1110 09/09/74 100 861 35,3 182.8 UPGU
16623W 6117N 1762-21444 00000/0000 19029/0250 08/24e74 90 628 75 154.2 UPPU
16625W b709N 1760-21343 00000/0000 10029/0145 08/22/74 100 600 '1*2 149*1 UGGU
KEyS: CLOUD COVER % **.o .***** 0 TB. 100 = % CLOUD COVER*. *e NI CLOUD WATA.AVAILABLE#
IMAGE QUALITY 4re....**..*. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REUUESTED* GaGOB0o PU.BBRf
PRODUCTS ALREAUY MAqE *e.... R&MADE FROM nV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBY AND MSS*
ERTS-1
15:24 9CT 04R'74 CBBRINATE LISTING WITH P~BDUCT DATA ' PAGE 0070,
STANDARD CATALU FBR.AL6SKA
IFRM 09/01/74 TU 09/3U/74
PRINCIPAL PBINT tbSERVAIIfN MICRPFILM ROLL Nte/ DATE CLOUD BHBIT MUN SUN IMAGE WUALITY pRODUCTS
OF IMAU IDL PBSITION IN ROLL ACQUIHED CBYER NUMBER EtEV, AZIH, N8V MSs d 8 P e P
LCNG LAl RBV MSS 123 45678 C C 0-
16 6 3 6 w b418N 1177-21d90 00000/0000 10029/1074 09/08/74 b0 837 47*7 149*8 PPR
16637W 624E~ 1781-21491 00000/0000 10029/1195 09/12/74 90 893 e9*s9 159.0 UPGU
16639W 5423N 1759-2194 00000/0000 10029/0126 08/21/74 100 586 -4344 r457 56Gf
1664 2 W 6236N 1763-21b00 00000/0000 10029/0313 08/25/74 90 642 86*2 156.0 PPPH
16657w 6O00N '1764-21052 00000/0000 10029/0452 08/26/74 100 656 4*8 157*9 UPGU
16657W 5833N 1761-21J95 00000/0000 10029/0235 08/23/74 Mo 614 J9*9 150b9 PGG(
16702W 6642N 1766-22u55 00000/0000 10029/0574 08/28/74 70 .684 a2s0 -161.8 uPPl
16707W bb2o0 1765-22003 00o00/0000 10029/0526 08/27/74 o0 670 83*4 159.8 UUGP
16711W bb44N 1778-2142 00000/0000 10029/1111 09/09/74 100 851 6.3 151.4 PPGU
~6716w bb4bN 1760-21350 .00000/0000 10029/0146 08/22/74 100 600 42.2 147.5 PGPb
16720W b254N 1777-2192 00000/0000 10029/1075 09/0874 40 837 a897 14805 PPP
16723w b?59N 1759-21301 00000/0000 10029/0127 08/21/74 1UO 586 9*43 144#1 UPGP
16726w b~ 54N 1762-21451 ,00000/0000 10029/02b1 08/24/74 100 628 08*6 152*6 uuPP
16744W 6120N 1781-21494 00000/0000 10029/1196 09/12/74 io 893 1.0 17.*6 UGGU
16750W 6116bN 1763-21b02 00000/0000+ 1.0029/0314 08/25/74 100 642 a7*2 154-4 UPP
16751W 5710N 1761-21*02 00000/0000 10029/0236 08/23/74 00 614 40.9 149.3 GG0
16759w 6917N 1769-22e21 00000/0000 10029/0707 08/31(74 !0 726 e808 166.2 UPGU
16759W 5420N 1778-21144 00000/0000 10029/1090 09/09/74 100 8b51 703 10.1 G
16803w 5421N 1760-21J52 00000/0000 10029/0147 08/22/74 90 600 9331 145.9 Gu
16811w 6?39N 1764-21b54 0000/0000 10029/0453 08/26/74 1UO 656 a569 156.2 UPGU
16824W 5831N 1762-21453 00000/0000 10029/0252 08/24/74 90 628 J9,6 151.0 PGU
16826W 6458N 1765-22V10 00000/0000 10029/0505 08/27474 s0 670 a4* 5  158*0 U PP
16428w 6641N 1767-22113 00000/0000 10029/0606 08/29/74 !0 6968 i1'6 161.9 P G5
16028W b5t2N 1766-22061 00000/0000 10029/0575 08/28/74 00 684 3,,0 160.0 UPGU
168*3w b446N 1761-21404 00000/0000 10029/0237 08/23/74 100 f14 1,,8 147.7 UGGU
1684W bE57N 1778-21J51 00000/0000 10029/1091 09/09/74 100 851, 38:4 148*8 P Gu
16846w 5957N 1781-2100 00000/0000 10029/1197 09/12 74 *0 893 321I 156.1 UPGu
16847o 5257N 1760-2155 00000/0000 10029/0148 08/22/74 0O 600 4400 144 4PGU
168 52w 5 9 53 1763-21005 00000/0000 10029/0315 08/25/74 100 642 8,,3 152 8 UPPP
16917w b709N 1762-21460 00000/0000 1,0029/0253 08/24/74 80 628 9*0.6 149,5 UUGU
16918W 6116N 1764-21461 00000/0000 10029/0454 08/26/74 100 656 46a9 1545 uPGU
16927W b133N 1778-2153 00000/0000 10029/1092 .09/09/74 100 851 49,4 17.4 U GU
16 9 3 0w b422N 1761-21411 00000/0000 10029/0238 08/23/74 V0 614 2,,8 146.2 UUPG
16930W b132N 1760-21361 00000/0000 10029/0149 08722/74 100 600 9*49 142.8 .PGU
16938W 6237N 1765-22012 00000/0000 10029/0506 08/27/74 0 670 i5,'5 156*3 Q GU
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % *****i******.* 0 TB 100 X CL8UD COVER, ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILAB E.
IMAGE QUALITY **p****,~..ioeo BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/EQUESTED* GGOBD;e P=RBB.
PRDDUCTS ALREAUY MADE *4,**,, RIMADE FROM RBV, MuMADE kR5M MSS. BuMADE EKBM RBY AND MSS*
ERTS*1
15:24 BET 04P'74 ECORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATE PAGE 00171
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
.FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/30/74
PRINCIPAL POINT eBSERVAIION MICRdFILM ROLL NfB/ DATE CLPUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAUE WUAIITY PRODUSTS:
OF IMAUE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED CdYER NUMtEWM EWEV. AZIM. Rnt MS B X P 8 P
LONG LAT RBV MSS 0 123 45678 C C p D
16994W 5834N 1781-21§03 00000/0000 10029/1198' 09/12Z74 70 893 33@1 15448 UPG
16996W 6759N 1769-22d23 00000/0000 10029/0708 08/31/74 . 0 726 29#9 164.1 urG
16~47W 6401I 1766-22064 00000/0000 10029/0576 08/28174 60 684 C4*1 158.2 UQGU
16951W b.830N 176-21q11 00000/0000 10029/0316 08/25174 100 64 9.3 151*2 UPPP
16!55W 6521N 1767-22120 00000/0000 10029/0607 08/29/74 100 69; 02*7 160.1 P GO
17008W b545N 1762-21462 00000/0000 10029/0254 08/24/74 10 628 t195 197.9 GPU
17015W 5258N 1761-21*13 00000/0000 10029/0239 08/2374 - 70 614 4307 14406 GPGU
17021W 5953N 1764-21*63 00000/0000 10029/0451 08/26174 100 656 a79g 153*0 U GO
17038W 5710N 1781-2105 00000/0000 10029/1199 09/12/74 9O 893 42' 153*4 UPGP
17095W bilbN 1765- 22U15 00000/0000 10029/0507 08/27174 70 670 -'6*6 1547 U GU
17095w 5708N 1763-21014 00000/0000 10029/0317 08/25/74 100 642 40.3 1'49*7 UPPe
17055W 5421N 1762-21465 00000/0000 10029/0255 08/24/74 o0 628 § *5 1*6.4 UPPU
17057W 5134v 1761-21420 00000/0000 10029/0240 08/23474 80 614 *4,7 -143.0 OGG
17100w 6239N 1766-2270 00000/0000 10029/0577 08/28/74 100 684 45*2 156*5 UPPP
17114W 6400N 1767-22122 00000/0000 10029/0608 08/29174 90 698 3.8 158.3 P PP
17119W 5831N 1764-2170 00000/0000 10029/0455 08/26174 100 656 490 151.4 UPGU
17123w b639N 1769-22e30 0000/0000 10029/0709 08/31/74 70 726 31.0 162.2 UGPU
17129w b5547N 1781-21912 00000/0000 10029/1200 09/12174 100 893 5*2 152*1 PPpu
17135w bb4bN 1763-21!20 00000/0000 10029/0318 08/25/74 1O 642 .192 148.1 OG U
17139W 5258N 1762-21471 00000/0000 10029/0256 08/24174 10 628 3.4 1*48. UPPU
17146w b953 1765-22021 00000/0000 10029/0508 08/27/74 d0 @70 7.6 153.1 6 GO
17209W 6117N 1766-22u73 00000/0000 10029/0570 08/28/74 100 684 46*2 1i549 U PP
17218W 5424N 1781'2114 00000/0000 10029/1201 09/12/74 100 893 46,3 150.8 UG
17,21W 5133N 1762-21i74 00000/0000 10029/0257 08/2474 90 628 4p4 1433 UGG
17e22W 542b N 1763-21!23 00000/0000 10029/0319 08/25/74. 100 642 42.2 146*6 OP 0
17a26w 6238N 1767-22125 00000/0000 10029/0609 08/29/74 90 698 ~498 156.7 u GU
17245W 5830N 1765-22024 00000/0000 10029/o509 08/27/74 0 270 . 4846 151-6 .GU
17?50W 6519N 1769-2?232 00000/0000 10029/u710 08/31/74 60 7 26 32.0 160.3 UGGU
17303w b300N 1781-21t21 00000/0000 10029/1202 09/12/74 80 893 173 14906 4UGU
173 07w b256\ 1763-21~25 00000/0000 10029/0320 08/25Z74 90 642 31 145*1 PP P
17311W 954N .1766-22u75 00o00/0000 10029/0578 08/28174 100 .484 4703 153*3. PPPU
17332W 6116\ 1767-22131 00000/0000 10029/0610 08/29/74 0 69 a85s9 1b5.1 U Gu
17338W 5706N 1765-22u30 00000/0000 10029/0510 08/27/74 0 67U u 96 15060 0 GU
17445W 5136N 1781-21323. 00000/0000 10029/1203 09/12/74 40, 893 38.3 148.3 UuGb
17349W 1l3JN 1763-21532 00000/0000 10029/0321 08/25/74 t0 642 41 143,5 pP P
KEYS; LLtUD CBVER % *.s..***... 0 T5 100 a % CLOU D COVER. ** = NO CLBUD PATA A'VAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o.. e*.e...,e. BLANKS.BANDNBT PRESENT/ EQUESTED* GaG0se. P.PBo.
PRBDUCTS ALREAUY MADE ....... RVrADE FROM R V, MaMADE FRBM MSS. B-MADE F~BM RBy AND MSS.
ERTSwI.
15:84 BCT 04''74, EBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 'AGE 0072
STANDARD CATALOU FOR ALASKA
FROM 09/01/74 TO 09/3U/74
PRINCIPAL POINT BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD BOIT SUN SUN IMAGE UALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAUE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED' COVER NUMbEm ELEV AZIM. RBIV MSS 8 g P 5 P
LUNG LA RBV MSS I 123 45678 C C ~ D
17409w 6b56N ;769-22e35 00000/0000 10029/0711 08/31/74 v0 726 --?3~1 18.6 PGUO
17403v b831,N 1766-2e082 00000/0000 10029/0579 08/28/74 100 684 _ -3 4-1-------F-
17428w 5542N 1765-22U33 00000/0000 10029/0511 08/27/74 . 0 670- 40,6 1485 0 Gu
17433 5V54N 1767-22134 00000/0000 10029/0611 08/29/74 100 698 56i9 153s5 U G
17434W b?56N 1764-21 84 00000/0000 10029/0456 08/26174 7o 65b6 , 42*8 -145.3 IPPG
-17003W b7o7N'  1766-22u84 00000/0000 10029/0580 08/28474 100 684 _9_3__ io3 oPae
17515W b418N 1765-22U35 00000/0000 10029/0527 08/27/74 60 670 4106 147.0 WUGl
17516o. b133N 1764i21590 00000/0000 10029/0457 08/26/74 100 656 b 3.8 143.8 PGU
-170214 63b6N 1769-22e41 00000/0000 19029/0712 08/31/74 100. 7,2b 4*2 17.*0 PPGU
17530W 5831N 1767-22140 00000/0000 10029/0612 08/29/74 100 698 a8i0 19*0' . u Gu
17553W b544N 1766-22091 00000/0000 .0029/0581 08/28174 100 684 4093 148 8 GG
1700w b255N 1765*22042 00000/O000 10029/0528 08/27/74 90 670 *2.5 145.5 UPGU
17624W b708N 1767-22143 00000/0000 10029/0613 08/29/74 100 698 9,0 150*5 . M GU
17628W 6114N 1769-2244 00000/0000 10029/0713 08/31/74 10 726 15*2 1554 URGU
1764ow 542oN 1766-22U93 .00000/0000 10029/0582 08/28/74 100 684 41.3 147.3 UPG
17b43w b132N 1765-22044 00000/0000 10029/0529 08/27/74 100 670 435 14400 (PGO
17714w b54bN 1767-22145 00000/0000 10029/0614 08/29/74 100 698 9*00 149,0 Q GU
17729W. b952N 1769-22e50 00000/0000 10029/0714 08/31/74 90 Z26 W6.3 153.8 PGG
17o06W b132N 1766-22102 00000/0000 10029/0583 08/28/74. 80 84 *3*2 1*4,3 UGG
17807W 6939N 1771-22053 00000/0000 10029/0794 09/02174 100 254 . 3*5 157*3 U GQ
47bg6W 5829N 1769w22d53 00000/0000 10029/0715 08/31174 100 Z26 3173 152*3 UPSG
178*6W 8b57N 1767-22154 00000/0000 10029/0615 08/29Z74 10 698 41.9 146.1 0 G
17914w 6116N 1771-22360 .00000/0000 10029/0795 09/02/74 90 754 4495. 1$58 GPGU
17519W b705N 1769-22e55' 00000/0000 10029/0716 08/31/74 100 7b26 -8.3 10.9 UPGU
17V29W b132N 1767-22161 00000/0000 10029/0616 08/29/74 00 698 209 144.6 U GO
17957W t540N 1769-22462 9OO00/0000 10029/0717 08/31174 WO 726 19*3 149.4 OPGG
KEYS CLLOUD COVER % ?*q0,***.o* .. O T 100 ~ CLBUD COVER* e*t NY CLOUD DATA AVAILABlE.
IMAGE QUALITY Uooo*oeo*.. BANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/IEQUESTED* G.GOBeDP.ROIOR
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE o'rooee R.MADK FROM RBV. MuMADE ,RBM MSS. BsMADE F'OM RB8 AND MSS*
